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CHAPT.BR I 
INTRODUCTION 
Today, one of the important problems confronting the 
special education teacher of slower students is gathering ma-
terials that are of real interest to juveniles yet within the 
reading ability of the class. Students should not be labeled 
as failures and allowed to have little or no satisfaction in 
their learning experiences, even in the special education 
class. The teacher must always be alert to their interests 
and provide materials that are within their reading ability. 
Every student in the special education class should know 
~ something of the history and local problems of his community. 
Such a study gives him through history an appreciation and 
understanding of his town. 1In this way, the educative process 
of the child takes on real meaning and understanding. 
Regarding the education of the special class student as 
a very important problem; the author of this material plans to 
develop and construct a history of the town in which he is 
teaching which will aid any teacher and pupil to appreciate 
the community in which the child lives. 
1. The Statement of the Problem 
The aim of this study is to construct a unit of local 
history that ''could be used in a ninth grade special education 
.Q civics class to be read, understood and enjoyed. 
I 1 II 
0 
0 
0 
2. Justification 
The students of the ninth grade civics class have an ex-
tensive study on local government and its history, averaging 
approximately from six to eight weeks. At the present time 
there are only two books on the_history of the town and both 
have few illustrations and cannot be readily understood by 
the students. The need for good audio-visual aids and read-
able materials for the students is great. 
Pupils with limited ability need a well designed program. 
The relationships which they have with the world are the 
activities and conditions of their environment. The below 
average or slow learning student has a narrow range of in-
terests, and concrete objects of his surroundings must be used 
as a basis for his learnings~ 
G . !I . arr1son g1ves support to the above statement by 
stating: ttThe motives for the dull child must be concrete and 
specific; the learning units must be shorter and more closely 
related to his immediate environment and past experiences." 
The slow learning child fails to recognize familiar ele-
ments in new situations and what seems perfectly obvious must 
be explained and demonstrated. Nothing can be left to chance 
or taken for granted. The development of the town's history 
and the characteristics that have influenced the town's 
activities and government must be pointed out to the student 
!/K· c. Garrison, The Psychology of Exceptional Children, 
Ronald Press, New York, 1940, P• 127. 
2 
~ in hopes that it will 'make him a better and more understanding 
citizen when he takes his active role in society •. 
I 
The student's limited ability to work with abstractions 
and to generalize makes great the need to develop concrete de-
tails, much practical illustration, personal experiences and 
firsthand observation. The limited outlook of the retarded 
child's point of view is extremely local and the writer is 
convinced that much of the child's curriculum should and must 
be connected with the student~s social living. 
The slow learning child should also be given the oppor-
tunity to express himself through activities connected with 
the unit being studied such as the making of charts, models 
and maps. The material written on the town's history allows ' 
an opportunity for the student to not only understand the 
material but also the opportunity to make maps, sketches, 
charts and models of concrete objects he can observe through 
slides or visitations to the places he has seen so many times 
but never bothered to really know anything about. 
The materials presented to the mentally retarded student 
must be within the child's ability to read, understand and en-
joy. It must prevent the feeling of inadequacy and frustra-
tion that results from careless evaluation of materials pre-
t d h . K1·rk!/ h · · sen e to 1m. says t e teacher must wr1te stor1es 
comprehensible to these children since books constructed for 
!/S• A. Kirk and Marion Monroe, Teaching Reading to Slow-Learn-
ing Children, Houghton-Mifflin Company, New York, 1940, p. 45. 
0 normal children are too difficult for mentally retarded chil-
dren. The importance of providing written materia.! within the 
child's scope of understanding is further illustrated by Ax-
!/ 
line: 
"Emotional disturbances that stand between the 
child and reading are tensions and conflicts cre-
ated when the child's feeling of personal worth is 
attacked. This brings into play the feeling of in-
security, frustration, anxiety, fears and inner con-
flicts." y 
Morgan states the following: 
"Intellectual deficiency is another cause of 
retardation in reading. The child does not have 
the ability to cope with the material that is pre-
sented to him and the final result is failure and 
frustration." 
The evident fact is that too many times this intellectual 
c:) deficiency is not recognized and the child is not stimulated 
or given small amounts of success by giving him the materials 
that he can comprehend. The writer encounters this problem 
<\ 
0 
each time new students come into the junior-senior high school 
special education class from the elementary grades. The stu-
dents have been left to flounder as they may. They come to th 
class burdened with a low opinion of themselves, antagonism 
towards persons around them and a definite lack of self-confi-
dence. 
yvirginia Axline 1 "Non-Directive Therapy in Treatment of Emo-
tional Problems of Poor Readers,n Clinical Studies in Reading 
(June, 1949), 68:83. 
~John Morgan, Child Psychology, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 
New York, 1945, P• 335. 
0 
0 
0 
y 
Ing~am relates that: 
ttin furthering pupil growth activities, in-
terests and problems of children which are re1ated 
to their environment and immediate needs, should 
provide a basis for suitable curriculum planning. 
Learning is motivated for such interests and life 
activities and its problems." 
Children learn in an atmosphere that is free from fear 
and free from being pressured into tasks that are too hard for 
them to accomplish. The children learn in a classroom that 
satisfies their physical, emotional and social needs. Accord-
ingly, two requirements for success in reading are adequacy 
and security. These needs may be satisfied by reading and en-
joying material that they have a partial ltnowledge of and can 
enjoyably understand. 
3. The Scope of the Study 
Cohasset is today a fishing and residential community of 
over five thousand persons. It was once a small empire for 
the shipbuilding and fishing industries. 
There has been very little emphasis on the study of local 
government and its history. It is touched upon in the ele-
mentary grades and some in the regular ninth grade civics 
classes. The writer feels that an adequate history of the 
town for the special education student's knowledge is vital to 
(his growth as a citizen since he spends the majority of his 
lifetime within the boundaries of his town. 
1/C• p. Ingram, Education of the Slow-Learning Child; Second 
Edition, Ronald Press Company, New York, 1953, P• 183. 
5 
0 A recent study by the writer of the follow-up records of 
past drop-outs and graduates who were mentally retarded shows 
that 92% of the retardates still live in the community with 
their parents and relatives but work in the surrounding com-
munities because of the limited occupational opportunities in 
!I Cohasset. 
Therefore, the special education student who is going to 
live and vote and become a full fledged citizen of his com-
munity should have an adequate and firm background in the 
heritage of his coastal community. 
4. Procedure 
After determining the need and importance of providing 
c:) an enjoyable, readable and comprehensible history of local 
government, a search to find, study aBd rewrite information 
about the town was started. 
0 
It was found that few resources were available other than 
two very old nineteenth century town histories. Further re-
search concerning Cohasset was revealed in books, and past 
newspaper articles written about New England. More informa-
tion was disclosed from many original handwritten records 
found in the town vaults of Hingham, Scituate and Cohasset. 
Twenty-eight elder citizens o£ Cohasset and Scituate were 
interviewed by the writer. Their colorful and descriptive 
1/Cohasset High School, Follow-up Studies of Drop-Guts and 
Graduates of Cohasset High School from 1956 to 1962. Cohasset 
High School Guidance Department, Cohasset, Massachusetts. 
0 
0 
0 
II 
stories were a valuable aid in writing a more interesting 
history. Materials and research completed by past special 
class students was reviewed, rewritten and made a part of the 
stories written about the town. 
Table 1. Intelligence Quotients, ·Mental Ages, 
Chronological Ages and Reading Grade 
Levels for Fourteen Special Education 
Ninth Grade Civics Students 
Intelligence Mental Chronological Reading 
Quotient Age Age Level 
1. 68 10.6 16.6 4.8 
2. 69 11.2 17.11 5.2 
3. 72 10.6 15.4 7.6 
4. 75 11.7 15.4 6.7 
5. 75 11.5 14.5 6.6 
6. 75 12.3 15.8 5.2 
7. 77 11.10 14.11 4.9 
8. 77 11.7 14.9 6.1 
9. 77 11.1 13.11 6.8 
10. 77 12.7 15.10 8.1 
11. 78 12.11 16.0 5.7 
12. 79 12.2 15.1 6.4 
13. 79 12.0 15.0 7.6 
14. 79 13.3 16.3 7.7 
* Reading levels were determined by informal analysis 
of the Presse~Diagnostic Reading Vocabulary Group 
Tests. 
II 
0 
0 
0 
While collecting research data for the past one and one-
half years, the writer has continually tested the students' 
reading comprehension and vocabulary and is aware that individ-
ual reading tests would illustrate reading levels to be sub-
stantially lower. 
The preceding table illustrates the intelligence quo-
tient, reading grade and chronological ages of the special 
class students. 
The school psychologist, on May 3, 1961, used the Stan-
ford-Binet Intelligence Scale!/ for ascertaining the intelli-
gence quotient. Informal analysis of the Pressey Diagnostic 
Reading Vocabulary and Paragraph Meaning Tests~ and the Dur-
rell Analysis of Reading Difficulty Tests3/ administered in 
September, 1961 and again in January, 1962, were used to de-
termine the reading grade levels of the students. 
Fifth and sixth grade instructional materials were used 
in the first writing of the history as the reading tests re-
vealed the students were reading on these levels. 
A partial mimeographed section of each story was read by 
the students. The students underlined the words and ideas 
!/Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, 3rd Revision, Form L-M, 
Houghton-Mifflin Company, New York, 1960. 
~L. c. and s. L. Pressey, Pressey Diagnostic Reading Tests, 
Form A, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, 
1960. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty 
Tests, World Book Company, New York, 1955. 
~ they did not readily understand. The difficult words were 
eliminated and the story rephrased. The reworded passages 
were again read by the students. This process continued until 
the correct reading and instructional levels of the students 
had been reached. 
0 
0 
I 
Vocabulary studies, questions for discussion and sug-
gested activities were written for each chapter to help intro-
duce difficult vocabulary words and to assist the student in 
summarizing the main ideas of the story. These study aids 
helped the less capable student while providing challenging 
material for the above average child. 
Since the stories on the town's history is being used by 
the present class, newspaper pictures have been attached to 
the mimeographed chapters. This is allowing the student to 
use the available material as it appears in this thesis. 
5. Limitations of the Study 
The writer is uware that the stories were written for a 
select group of slow learning students and the history will 
need revision depending on future students' needs. 
Although two hundred and thirty-five colored slides have 
been taken to be used with the history, there is need for more 
pictures to complete the film bibliography. More newspaper 
photographs are available from various local and city news-
papers, and could be used with a more extensive writing of the 
town's history. 
6· Suggestions and Criticisms 
for Further Study 
A children's bibliography is very important and should 
j 
l 
be developed for each phase of the history. For instance, the 
chapter on Quonahassit Indians could be made more interesting 
by providing stories the children could read about Indian life 
and customs. 
The number of suggested activities, for better student 
participation, should be increased. Such additional activi-
ties might include more personal interviews the student could 
do; drafting charts and graphs to show the rise and fall of 
town population through the years or planned correlated field 
trip~ to the various historical areas of the town. 
The many phases of the history could be integrated with 
the student's present reading program. This would provide 
more opportunity for greater reading and writing experiences 
for the energetic student. 
A greater flexibility of the material could be achieved 
by rewriting the history at three separate reading and in-
structional grade levels. By writing this at the third, 
fourth and fifth grade levels, the teacher would be able to 
provide the children with the individual assistance which is 
one of the basic principles of Special Education. 
\ 
CHAPTER II 
GEOLOGY OF COHASSET 
The story of this little town of just over five thousand 
people began many thousands of years ago. Come with us as we 
search over the rocky ledges and coastline of Cohasset. It 
has a wonderful past. You will have to loek very closely at 
every strange rock and marsh to really feel a part of your 
own history. 
Cohasset has solid foundation, that of rock. The~aking 
of this rock is well recorded by nature. People who like 
geology or the study of rock formations can learn a great deal 
by spending a short time in this town. 
How was all this rock made? Where did it come from? The 
inside of the earth is known to be very hot. The deepest 
mines are sometimes so hot, they cannot .always be worked. At 
a great distance inside the earth, rock becomes a liquid. It 
is then put under great pressure and heat. This liquid is 
finally cooled and becomes a solid mass of rock. ~e call it 
1/ 
granite.-
Y 
Edwards says there must have been from two to five 
miles of other type rocks on top of the granite. This great 
!/Irving B. Crosby, Boston Through The Ages, Marshall Jones 
Company, Bo~ton 1 1928. 
~Agnes Edwards, The Old Coast Road, Houghton-Mifflin Company 1 Boston, 1928. 
: •1 
·-
z=) pressure and wrinkling of the earth's surface due to its cool-
ing, caused the granite to come to the top of the ground. 
0 
0 
In the center of Massachusetts, a large layer of slate-
stone, ten thousand feet thick, has spread over eastern Massa-
chusetts and far out into the ocean bed· It has been tipped 
by a wrinkle in the earth's erust. A part of this goes over 
Cohasset. Much of the bed has been worn away by waves, gases 
!I 
of the air, and by rain washings of countless ages. 
It took about twenty-five million years for the top soil 
and rock which lay over the granite to wear off. Also, wrink-
ling of the earth caused great cracks in the granite. These 
were filled with lava from inside the earth and formed natural 
dikes. 
y 
There ar"e many dikes in Cohasset. Look along the coast-
line from Sandy Beach to the harbor. At Whitehead, you see a 
dike thirty feet wide. ~long Pleasant Street are several 
smaller examples. At the left of Howe's Road, off Route 3A, 
are interesting dikes greenish in color. 
If you were to ask your neighbor or classmate whether the 
town was rising or sinking, he would probably say it wasn't 
changing. This is not true. In the salt meadows of the Gulf, 
there remain roots of alder trees which could not have grown in 
!/Crosby, op. cit., P• 11. 
a/Carol Lane Fenton and Mildred Fenton, Rocks and Their Stories~ 
Doubleday and Co., Inc., Garden City, New York, 1951, p. 81. 
. ~2 
: .:. ·~-. 
~ a place so far under salt water. How old are the roots? Four 
thousand years? This would not be half as fast as people have 
claimed the earth has sunk. 
0 
0 
At Sandy Cove1 Cohasset 1 the mud of an ancient bog on the 
beach is now open. It shows that the sea has risen several 
feet since the bog was formed. 
Mr. Frank Sargent 1 an old-time Cohasset resident 1 said: 
"In digging a well in a drumlin on Xing Street 1 about one mile 
from the coast, the shells of sea clams and quahaugs were 
found many feet below the surface of' the earth." 
For the most part 1 the granite that is found in Cohasset 
is not very good building material. The granite was moved too 
much while it was cooling over the thousands of years. It 
splits very easily. In some places# it is twisted like coils 
of candy; for example 1 on South Main Street about three hundred 
yards from the Scituate line. 
The last great Ice Age of North America left its mark in 
Cohasset. Ice, hundreds of feet thick and weighing tons, 
pushed along. Under its great weight 1 the land was shaped and 
remolded. The ice carried with it huge rocks and boulders 
which were left behind when the ice blanket lifted. Many 
large tipped 1 odd-shaped boulders were scattered throughout the 
town. 
One of the largest of these rock formations is Bigelow's 
Boulder, twenty-five feet high and thirty feet wide, to. be 
found in Whitney Woods. One half mile from here is a similar 
!.!13 
' ' . -~.. . 
~ formation, Burbank Boulder, sixty to seventy tons of rock 
resting on ~ points! 
0 
0 
Rapid cooling under great pressure often split the gran-
ite,. Rattlesnake Den located in woods near Lily Pond is broken 
granite thirty feet high and one hundred feet wide. Devil's 
Armchair and Lion's Den on Beach Street are also split. Roo-
ster Rock is a very odd rock formation in the woods east of 
Lily Pond. One large boulder rests on another large rock of 
different mineral, which touches the ground only at two points. 
The edge nearest the woods is bala~ed by a small rock about 
eight inches thick. It looks as though you could easily shake 
the boulder from its foundation by pushing that one small rock. 
The young folks of the town have often tried but each attempt 
has met with failure. 
Ode's Den is a large rock fragment which forms a hollow 
some ten or fifteen feet in depth and twenty-five feet in 
width at the mouth. A strange story about Ode's Den is told 
in the town. Theodore Pritchard, a man commonly known as "Odett 
left home in 1830 because of some trouble and lived in Whitney 
Woods among the rock formations. Here he stayed, eating the 
berries around him and accepting any food the townspeople 
might carry to him. He was found in the Spring frozen to 
death. A strange story indeed! 
It is because of the Ice Age we have the type of land 
which is not really suitable for any extensive farming. 
Also, the weight of thousands of tons of ice carved out a 
~:1_4-
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STUDY AIDS 
VOCABULARY STUDY· -
diabase boulder 
dike terrain 
drumlin formation 
granite erosion 
Directions: 
The vocabulary words listed above are new words used 
in-the story. Find the meanings of the'words in your 
dictionary. Write the meaning of each word below. 
1. Diabase 
2. Dike 
3. Drumlin 
4. Granite 
5. Boulder 
6. Terrain 
7. Formation 
8. Erosion 
Directions: 
Bach word in Column A matches a sentence in'Column B. 
Match the letter in Column A with the correct number 
in Column B. 
Column A 
-
1. Dike 
2. Diabase 
Column B 
_____ A. A very large rock 
B. The act of placing rocks 
in a certain form 
~.t8 
0 
0 
0 
Column !! 
5. Boulder 
6. Terrain 
7. Formation 
8. Erosion, 
Directions: 
Column B 
B. Action of wind and rain 
--- that wears away the top 
of the earth 
----- F. A tract or piece of land 
_____ G. A very dark colored piece 
of granite rock 
_____ H. A very hard rock made 
mostly of feldspar and 
found all throughout Co-
hasset and the South Shore 
Find the vocabulary word used in the story. Write the 
sentence that contains the vocabulary word. Be sure' 
your answers in Exercise I match how the word was used 
in the story. 
1. 
s. 
6. 
0 
0 
0 
8. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. How is granite formed? 
2. How did the last Ice Age change the face of Cohasset? 
3. Name three large rock formations left by the Ice Age. 
Where can they be found? 
4. How does the wind, rain and ocean waves keep changing 
the face or looks of Cohasset? 
5. What are Indian potholes? Where can these be found? 
6. Would you agree that in 1,000 years Cohasset will 
look differently than it does now? Why? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Visit Whitney Woods off Route 3A and see the large 
rock formations such as Bigelow's Boulder, Rattle-
snake Den, Burbank Boulder and Rooster Rock. 
2. Take some pictures of the Indian potholes on Rice 
Island and show them to the class. 
' 3. Visit Wheelwright Park off Forest Avenue and see the 
large dark green dike in Tipling Rock •. 
0 
CHAPT.BR I II 
QUONAHASSIT INDIANS 
We have learned a great deal about our past by the study 
of r.ocks. The story of the Indians who once roamed over the 
plains, hills and woods of Cohasset may also be pieced to-
gether from such a study. Notes of the earlier explore~s of 
our shores, relics and pieces once used by the Indians help us 
learn more about them. Tales told by Indians of today add to 
our store of knowledge. Theirs is a wonderful story of man 
and his family as they lived it for hundreds of years before 
the white man ever dreamed of other lands across the large 
~ body of water called the Atlantic Ocean. 
0 
Several different tribes lived in Massachusetts. The 
major group of Indians belonged to the Massachuset Tribe of 
which the Qponahassit Indians were members. They were of a 
river type who made their winter homes along the North River 
between Scituate and Marshfield, along the coast of Cohasset 
and inland. Several hundred of these Indians formed a large 
village community where they planted gardens, fished in the 
. .1 . 1 !I r1vers and ocean, and hunted w1 d an1ma s. 
The Indians had social classes just as we have in our so-
ciety. The highest of the three classes was called the royal 
!/Henry F. Howe, Salt Rivers of the Massachusetts Shore, Rine-
hart and Company, New.York, 1951, P• 18. 
blood. Members were usually the chiefs and their relatives. 
The second class were the common people who made up most of the 
population of the tribe. They owned rights to the tribal 
lands. The third class were the outsiders. The outsider lived 
with the tribe but was not accepted by the tribe even though he 
·y 
had joined it. 
It is interesting to,find that the Indians were very care-
ful about the lands they hunted and fished. Each tribe had a 
certain area of land for this purpose. If a tribe hunted or 
fished from another tribe's land~ a fight usually resulted. 
Also, each family of the tribe was given some land for a gar-
den. 
Their government was well organized and supported. The 
chief was the leader of his people and he was aided by a coun-
cil formed of the most respected braves and tribal elders. 
Women were not allowed to speak or attend council meetings. 
The life of the tribe was governed by the chief and his coun-
cil. 
The Indians really had two homes. During the winter sea-
son they lived along the rivers and lakes where they· found food 
and transportation. During the summer they lived along the 
coast. Here they planted gardens and fished from the rivers 
and ocean. 
!/Albert Bushnell Hart, The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Vol-
ume I of 5 volumes, The States History Company, 156 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York, 1927, P• 132. 
The fttriol J.tqsu, q11inq, *'uuc.bUUla 
(J•J'Iuuy 6, 196~>. Volu•l! la.5, Nu,.b<er )0.5•1 
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The women and children worked, too. They planted the gar-
dens, harvested the crops, cooked the meals, fetched the fire-
wood to heat the huts. The oldest members of the tribe did 
not have to help unless they wanted to work but usually the 
elderly people joined the women in their chores.!/ 
Summer was a busy time for all members of the tribe. The 
men hunted game with bows and arrows. They used "~' shaped 
bone hooks for fishhooks, and nets for the lobsters. Floun-
ders were caught with spears. It was the man's job to teach 
the younger members of the tribe how to hunt and fish. 
y 
Each family was given some land for a garden and usually 
planted from one-half acre to an acre and one-half of corn, 
squash, pumpkins, beans, and tobacco. Corn and beans were 
planted in hills about three feet apart. Shad, herring, and 
seaweed fertilized the gardens. The Indians ate a great deal 
of corn during the summer. Much of it was dried, stored in y 
birch baskets, and buried in the ground for winter use. 
Har~ says that between twenty-five and sixty bushels of 
corn were grown by the family each year. How did they know 
!f~assachusetts, Federal Writers' Project for the State of 
M"assachusetts, Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston, 1937, P.• 21. 
~Howe, op. cit., P• 18. 
y'William Bradford, -:-B.;;;.r..;;.;a_d_f-iio,_r-:;d~'-s;......,H~i~s"-t"-o;.,;r=""'y'"-o_f;;._P~lo;;.l.~· m::-;-ou~t_,h.__P-1-.an=-t .... a~t~i~o_,_n, 
printed under direction of the Secretary of the Commonwealth 
by order of the General Court. Original manuscript Wright and 
Porter Printing Company, State Printers, Boston, 1898, P• 99. 
i(Hart, op. cit., Volume I, P• 152. 
ty \~ 
c=) when it was time to plant? The Indians said planting time was 
here when the leaves on the trees were the size of a moose's 
0 
0 
ear. 
For dessert, they picked wild blueberries, blackberries, 
and nuts. We know they ate beaver, deer, partridge, turkey 
and duck. This has been proven by the piles of bones that 
have been uncovered. 
The tools they used for the garden were the hoe, adze and 
shells. These helped to. keep the weeds from overtaking the 
garden. Most of their tools were made of stone such as fel-
site and quartz. Many fine examples of these tools may be 
found at the Cohasset Historical Society Building located on 
Elm Street. 
Their clothing during the summer months consisted of a 
girt made of deerskin and fastened around the waist. To aid 
them in making fires, they carried pyrite in a little pouch 
hung from their waist. The use of porcupine quills, beads and 
. f k • th t .b !I . wampum was a s1gn o ran 1n e r1 e. You m1ght compare 
such display with similar signs of wealth found in our society. 
The whole tribe packed its belongings and moved to hunt-
ing grounds further inland during the winter. Warmer clothing 
was needed. The men wore deers~in leggings, moccasins, fur 
caps, buckskin shirts, and breech clouts around their waist. 
N 
The women wore leggings and long gowns made of deerskin. The 
!/Samuel Eliot Morison, The Story of Old Colony of New Ply-
mouth 1620-1692, Alfred A· Knopf, New York, 1956 1 p. 181. 
0 
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clothes were decorated with paint made from the juices of 
!I 
roots. 
The Indians were not as active during the winter as they 
had been through the summer. The men worked on their fish-
hooks, bows and arrows, tomahawks, fishing nets and other 
necessary articles. The fishhooks were made of bone and the 
arrows were long shafts of wood with arrowheads of pointed 
stone or bone. The tomahawks were long sticks of wood to 
which was attached a sharp piece of stone.~It was not until 
some time later they used steel tomahawks. 
One hundred years ago, a tomahawk was found near Lily 
Pond. Many stone spearheads have been found on Government's 
Island and arrowheads have been found in the woods of Beech-
wood. All of these may be seen on exhibit at the Historical 
Society Building in Cohasset. 
While the men of the family were busy making the tools 
and weapons necessary for life, the women were equally as busy 
making wooden bowls and spoons and hemp mats, drying the hides 
of the animals, and pounding out the corn meal with pestles. 
One o£ these pestles was found near Straits Pond and is also 
on exhibit at the Cohasset Historical Society Building. 
During 1616 and 1617 1 there occured a great Indian plague 
that wiped out a great percentage of the Indians along the 
!/.Massachusetts, op. cit., P• 21. 
~Cohasset Historical Society, Elm Street, Cohasset, Massachu-
setts. 
~ Massachusetts Coastline. Before the plague, they numbered 
about thirty thousand strong throughout Massachusetts. After 
the plague, between 1620 and 1660 it was estimated there were 
only about seven thousand Indians in Massachusetts. The white 
man would have had a troublesome time with the Indians if most 
0 
0 
of their power had not been broken before the real settlement 
!I 
of the white man started. 
What had happened to these proud people? 
disease that they had and could not control? 
What was the , y 
Howe gives a 
very good account as to the cause. In 1614, a French ship was 
wrecked on Peddock's Island in Boston Harbor. The castaway•, 
crew traveled among the Indians, carrying with them a disease, 
possibly the measles, to which the Indians were not immune. 
They died by the thousands. When Thomas Dermer next explored 
the coast in 1619, using Squanto as a guide, he found the once 
greatly populated villages almost empty. 
There were not enough Indians left to be of much trouble 
to colonization. Eastern Massachusetts, including Cohasset, 
stood wide open to settlers. 
Truly the troubles that the Indians had in the past and 
would have in the future were caused by the white man in one 
way or another. We must look at ourselves with some shame and 
guilt whenever a study of the Indians is made. This is true 
!/Hart, op. cit., Volume I, P• 127. 
YHenry F. Howe, "History of the South Shore," The Patriot 
Ledger, Quincy, Massachusetts (January 6, 1962), Volume 125, 
Number 305:4. 
'?~ 
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~ not only along our coast but in all parts of the United States. 
0 
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Yes, Americans live in a country that has all the natural re-
sources to make a strong country. W.as it at the expense of 
other people that we gained all this? These last two questions 
must be answered by you as you study and read about the plight 
of the Indians. 
As it is in every country of the world, when two cultures 
meet, changes are made in one or both cultures. The colonists 
did have trouble with the Indians. The friendly Indians also 
had grounds for hating the white man. 
The Indians sold some of their lands to the English not 
expecting to be pushed back into a little patch of ground. 
They sold the land so that the white man might move in and make 
his homes. 
Tne colonists thought the Indians were dirty, lazy and 
heathens who worked on Sunday. The Indians were marked as a 
subject race because they were not allowed to breed horses. 
It was thought they would breed a horse of lower quality. The 
Indians realized the value Qf firearms for hunting yet they 
could not have any weapons to get food for their people. There 
was good reason why the colonists would not let the Indians 
have firearms but nevertheless the law was quite unpopular with y 
the Indians. 
The most frequent fault the colonist had against the In-
!/Samuel Eliot Morison, The Story of Old Colony of New Plx-
mouth, P• 241. 
c:) dians was the fact that if the Indian saw anything lying 
around 1 such as an ax or stray animal, he would take it home 
with him. Oftentimes, the pigs would get loose and stray into 
the woods. The Indians would cut off the ears of the pig to 
0 
0 
remove the owner's mark. As you could probably guess, it was 
. . !I 
not good to be caught w1th an earless p1g. 
The story of the Indians and how they lived could be 
studied for many months and years. They had a culture that 
was quite different from ours in some ways 1 but yet it is pos-
sible to compare the two cultures and see how much they are 
the same when we think of their government 1 the jobs that the 
men, women and children had and how'they divided the land· 
among themselves. To help yourselves go back in time and re-
live the lives they once had 1 you must visit the Cohasset His-
torical Society. After doing this,-take a walk to Government's 
Island and climb to the top of Beacon Rock that overlooks the 
ocean and harbor. I am sure that you will be able to picture 
how the Indians lived by looking over the terrain and thinking 
back to what you have just read and studied. 
Ylli2.· I P• 286. 
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Location of Indian 1Yib~e in 1600* 
Location of Indian Tribe• Today* 
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STUDY AIDS 
VOCABULARY STUDY 
relics possessions 
tribal breech clouts 
council pestle 
felsite immune 
quartz heathens 
Directions: 
Locate the vocabulary words in the dictionary. Write 
each word in a sentence. 
1. 
s. 
' ~ . J 
0 
0 
0-
8. 
9. 
10. 
Directions: 
Each of the vocabulary words can be used in the sentences 
below. Complete each sentence with the right word. 
1. The Indians were not to disease. 
--------
2. were worn around the waist for warmth 
during the cold winter. 
3. Indians were sometimes called because 
they worked and did not go to church on Sunday. 
4. are old tools and weapons once used 
by the Indians and found hear Lily Pond. 
5. The 
trib-e-.------------ was the law-making group of the 
6. A was a group of Indians that lived 
together in a village. 
7. The 
meal. 
was used to break corn into corn 
---------
8. and were parts of 
rocks that the Indians used for tools. 
9. An Indian did not have very many 
-----------
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. What does Quonahassit mean? 
2. How was the Indian strict in ownership of land? 
0 
0 
0 
3. How do we know that the Indians lived along our shores? 
4. How was the Indian power broken in the early 1600's? 
5. Name three different types of tools used by the In-
dians. 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a chart comparing the Indian classes with the 
classes we have in our society. 
2. Make models of an Indian hut and teepee. 
3. Visit the Cohasset Historical Society and see the 
tools and weapons used by Q~onahassit Indians. 
4. Write a story telling about the life of an Indian 
squaw. 
5. Write a s~ort story telling about the lives of the 
Indian men and boys.· 
6. Interview Mr. Guy Melvin of North Main Street and 
learn about Indian life as it was during the 16QO's. 
Captain John S.ith 
Dieeoverer of COhasset 
1()14 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCOVERY OF COHASSET 
The first white man known to have entered Cohasset Harbor 
was Captain John Smith. This visit was made in 1614, six 
years before the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth and sixteen years 
before the Puritans established a colony in Boston. 
The visit of Smith and his crew of eight sailors resulted 
in tales of pale-faced strangers among the Indians. Stories 
of the visitors were passed along to tribes along the coast. 
This, however, was not the first visit of the white man to 
these waters. John Cabot and his son had visited the east 
coast of North America as early as 1498. In 1568, forty-six 
years before Smith arrived at Cohasset, two Englishmen named 
John Hawkins and John Ingram were left at the Gulf of Mexico. 
All the way from here they walked along the Indian trails 
through New England. According to Indian legend, these hardy 
travelers passed through Cohasset as they followed the co!it-
line to the mouth of the st. John River in New Brunswick. 
Martin Pring, another visitor from Europe, came along the 
coast in search of sassafras. It is thought that he visited 
Cohasset ledges. The following is an account of a fight Pring 
had with the Indians: 
!/Cohasset Courier, Cohasset,·Massachusetts (1960), Volume 4, 
Number 11:1. 
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0 t'"Strangely divided with veins of divers colours." He dropped 
anchor a few hundred yards from the mouth of the channel and 
rowed ashore. He might have been in search of salt but was 
0 
0 
also probably trying to add detail to his map of the coastline 
1/ 
and New England.-
Captain Smith did more than write the Cohasset name in 
the world's literature. He was the first white man in the 
town to engage in war with the Indians. For some unknown rea-
son, Smith and his eight men had a fight with several Quona-
hassit Indians. This happened when their boat was passing 
through the narrow strait into the inner harbor of Cohasset. 
The story is told on a bronze tablet located at the Cove on 
Border Street. It says the following: 
General Historie 
"Upon a quarrel! wee had with one of 
them, wee only with three others, crossed 
the harbor to certain rocks whereby wee 
must passe;·and there let £lie their arrowes 
for our shot, till wee were out of danger. 
Yet one of them was slaine, and another shot 
through his thigh." 
It is supposed that the area of land on which Smith 
fought the Indians was at Hominy Point near the channel, not 
far from Bassing Beach. There is a boulder at this point 
called Smith Rock. 
Thus, Captain John Smith left his mark on Cohasset and 
named this area "Quonahassitn. "Quona" means long and tthassitt 
!/Cohasset Courier, op. cit., P• 3. 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
legend sassafras 
1. A legend is a story told by people but not proven 
to be true. 
2. Sassafras was a plant found in New England that was 
used to help flavor tea. 
Directions: 
Write each of the new vocabulary words in a sentence. 
Be sure to write a complete sentence. 
1. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Name two explorers that came along the New ~ngland 
Coast. 
2. How did Captain John Smith get along with the Quona-
hassit Indians? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Write a short biography of Captain John Smith. 
I 
2. Visit the John Smith Memorial on Border Street. 
Read and write what is written on t~e tablet o£ the 
Memorial. 
3. Write a story telling what you think Captain John 
Smith probably saw when he entered Cohasset Harbor. 
\ 
•" 
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CHAPTER V 
PIONEERS OF QUONAHASSIT 
The question has been often asked., "Why did so many 
people come to these eastern shores (in such large groups) 
over a short period of time?" During the last part of the 
Middle Ages and the beginning of the 1600's economic and re-
ligious lives of the English were badly in need of change. 
Many families had to live on land belonging to other people. 
These lands provided only the barest living. Also., at this 
time., persons who did not agree with the King of Bnglana·about 
what church they should attend., were punished and often thrown 
~ in jail. The opportunity to go to a new world that might be 
filled with danger but had religious freedom and plenty of 
land must have sounded good to them. Many a young man came 
here looking for adventure. He ?ad heard stories of the land 
and wanted to see for himself what there was. As we men-
tioned before., however., the main reason was religious freedom 
and the fact that the trading companies wanted to make money 
on supplies and furs. 
!I 
Between 1630 and 1640., there came to these shores some 
twenty thousand people. Men., women, and children who had not 
been used to this type of life were now ready to dare to try 
,._ 
--o 
!/William B. Weeden., Economic and Social History of New Eng-
land, 1620-1789., Volume I, Houghton Mifflin Co~pany., Cambridge, 
Massachusetts., 1890., P• 26. 
, 
~ living in the New World. It did not take the people too long 
to learn that the way of living in the New World was very dif-
ferent fr.om what it had been in England. Homes had to be 
built, food had to be grown and stored for the hard w~nter 
months, and they would have to bank and work together in order 
to stay alive in this untamed wilderness. 
0 
Q .. 
Hingham was settled in 1635. At this time it was called y 
Bare Cove. Later the name was changed to Hingham after the 
mother town of Hingham, England. It must be remembered that 
the areas of land that once were Hingham and Scituate were 
much larger than they are now. For instance, Cohasset was the 
second precinct of Hingham until 1770 when it became a town of 
its own, thus making Hingham smaller. 
The first people of Hinghc~ went to work without any de-
lay. They divided the land into shares, leaving Cohasset un-
divided. They did this to make sure that any settlers who 
came later would have some land, and then it would be divided. 
At first, Cohasset became a temporary camping place for 
the peopie of Hingham. Goats and some cattle could graze for 
a living among the woods of Hingham,· but the working cattle 
and horses needed a better meal. The meadow lands, where the 
grass would grow after a little clear~ng, were very important 
to the people. The salt marshes were even more valuable be-
1/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, J9hn Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume 
I, Part 2, P• 23 
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c:) cause they needed no clearing. The men would come from Hing-
ham to Cohasset in their bo.a'ts. It took several days to cut 
and dry the hay. During this time the men stayed here rather 
than row back to Hingham each evening. This was the reason 
why it is said Cohasset was first a temporary camping place.!/ 
The earliest individual ownership of land in Cohasset 
came in the fresh meadows which is now called Turkey Meadow at 
the foot of Turkey Hill. This is located where Route 128 joins 
Route 3A· In dividing the lands, the committee from Hingham 
was instructed to allow three cows to a person for stock. In 
1638 one hundred thirty-three settlers came to the Cohasset 
shores looRing for land. It was in this year that Cohasset saw : 
?J 
0 
0 
a real boom. 
Shortly after the lands in Cohasset were divided a fight 
arose between the Massachusetts Bay Colony and the Plymouth 
Colony. This fight or dispute came as a result of the value 
given the hay meadows that were used by both colonies. The 
I 
people of Hingham in need of hay, fresh or salt, went to Co-
hasset. They did not know or think about the ownership of the 
land. The Plymouth Colony did not pay too much attention to 
the land because it was too far away for them to use, and the 
Puritan Colony could not let the people cut hay that they 
~Victor ~. Bigelow, Narrative History of the Town of Cohasset 
The Committee on Town History, Press of Samuel Usher, Boston, 
~assachusetts, 1898, p. 104. 
~Town of Hingham, Hingham Town Records, Town Hall, 14 Main 
Street, Hingham, Massachusetts, January 1, 1950, P• 18. 
II 
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y 
thought belonged to the Plymouth colony. Therefore, an argu-
ment arose. 
In 1637, the Massachusetts Court appointed two men from 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony and two men from the Plymouth 
Colony to study the problem. The dispute as to the real bound-
ary line continued for some time. Meanwhile, the people of y 
Hingham still did their haying in the disputed meadow lands. 
The actual dispute was over the areas of land between 
what is now Scituate and Cohasset. The four men mentioned· 
were Jo Endicott and Israel! Stoughton from the Massachusetts 
Bay Colony and William Bradford and Edward Winslow from the 
Plymouth Colony. The actual boundary marker near Bound Brook 
on South Main Street between Cohasset and Scituate, was placed 
there in 1900 and bears the names of the people just mentioned. 
The four men finally came to an agreement about the salt 
marshes and meadows of Scituate and Cohasset. The following 
is taken from the original manuscript of Bradford's History of y 
Plimouth Plantation: 
"That all marshes at Conahassit that lye of the 
one side of the river next to Hingham shall belong 
to the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts. ' 
"'And further we do hereby agree determine and 
conclude of the limitts betweene both the said Juris-
!/Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, Records of the Government and Colony 
of the Massachusetts Bay in New England, Volume IV, William 
White Press, Boston, 1854, P• 43. 
YBigelow, op. cit., P• 120. 
~Bradford, op. cit., P• 439. 
.,~ 
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0 diccions are as followeth vizt From the mouth of the 
brooke that runneth into Conahassit Marshes (Which 
we shall call Bound Brook meaning boundary) with a 
straight and direct line to the middle of a great 
pond that lyeth on the right hand of the upper payth 
or common way that leadth betweene Weimouth and Pli-
moth close to the·payth as we go along which was for-
maly named Accord Pond." 
The rest of the account describes the fact that the people 
of the two colonies would no longer have the right to cross 
each other·• s land. 
The dispute that came between the two colonies is impor-
tant for two reasons other than the fact it had to do with the 
history of Cohasset. The colonies did not have the dispute 
settled. They took matters into their own hands and settled 
their fight themselves. This in a small way shows how inde-
c=) pendent were the people who came to the shores of America. 
0 
The settlement of this dispute is of national importance as 
well as of local importance. The commission was the first to 
be formed between two colonies for the settling of a dispute. 
It was no doubt one of the first steps in the making of the 
!I Continental Congress. 
After this commission was formed and used with success 1 a 
permanent commission was formed. The colonies decided future 
quarrels between colonies could be taken care of in the same 
way. They would not have to rely on a king who was thousands 
of miles away across an ocean and did not understand the prob-
lems of th~ colonists.?:/ 
1/Bigelow1 op. cit.; p. 126. 
2/Ibid. 1 P• 127. 
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There is another interesting fact about this line or 
boundary. The line, as it is today, is referred to as the Old' 
Colony Line and_extends in almost a straight course from Bound 
Brook to Rhode Island, a distance of thirty-five miles. It is 
I' 
the longest, straight boundary line in Massachusetts. At one 
time it marked the division between the Pilgrims of the south 
and the Puritans of the north. Now this line divides Norfolk 
and Plymouth Counties, with 'the exception of Hingham which is 
part of Plymouth County. With one exception, this artificial 
boundary line is the second oldest in the United States. The 
only earlier one established in 1632, was a line extending 
twelve miles across the peninsula from Chesapeake Bay to the 
Atlantic Ocean. This first line was established by the king 
whereas the Massachusetts and Plymouth colony line was the 
·!f 
first to be decided by the colonists themselves. 
The early settlers who came from England really were 
quite happy a·bout having some land of their own. All they had 
to do was to clear and settle the land. First, however, the 
land had to be divided. 
The Town, Records of Hingham reveal the settlers thought 
the land in qohasset should be left for the common good of all 
people.· Actually this is how the name "Common" came about. 
It is a plot of land usually located in the middle of many New 
!/George Lyman ·Davenport and Elizabeth Osgood Davenport, Com-
mittee on Town Government, Stanhope Press, F. H. Gilson Com-
pany, Boston, Massachusetts, 1909, P• 623. 
England towns, such as the one found on North Main Street. The 
people could graze cattle there and use some of the wood. They 
1/ 
could not sell it to anyone else. Commons are usually lim-
ited to the New England area. 
A little later the people of Hingham decided it would be 
best for all concerned to divide the land into lots. How· 
could this be done? How large should the lots be? Where 
would the lots start and stop? These were all questions the 
people were trying to answer. 
Finally, in 1668, it was decided they would have Lieu-
tenant Joshua Fisher of Dedhrun come to Hingham and survey Co-
hasset1 which was the second precinct of Hingham at this 
time. ?:I 
It was well known that the best land of Cohasset was that 
along the har·bor up to the mouth of Bound Brook, the region 
which has become the main part of the village. Everyone 
wanted a piece of this land. A block of land a mile wide and 
two miles lon,g reaching from the colony line northwestward to 
' 
Little Harbor was the first to be shared. There were almost 
fourteen hundred acres in the block so that each of the seven 
hundred shares would be about two acres of land. 
y 
YTown of Hingham 1 Hingham Town Records, To1.1111 Hall 1 14 Main 
Street, Hing~am, Massachusetts, January 1, 1950, P• 18. 
,b'Allan Forbe:s and Ralph M. Eastman, Town and City Seals of 
Massachusetts·, State Street Trust Company 1 Boston, Massachu-
setts, 1951, P• 37. 
'l/Edwards, op. cit. 1 P• 103. 
The Hingham Town Records show that it was voted on Decem-
ber 6, 1670 to have one man draw lots for all. Bach strip was 
divided according to the number of shares a person had.
1
/ 
The strips of land were long and narrow because Hingham 
wanted all the people who had shares to receive some of the 
good land as well as some of the poor land that stretched from 
Cohasset harbor inland to what is now Beechwood. Mr. Frank 
Sargent, a long time resident of Cohasset, says that the shares 
were divided into lots one mile long and twenty-five feet wide. 
Many of the boundaries of these lots can be seen today as 
stone walls in the woods of Beechwood. 
Leaving Route 3A and traveling along Beechwood Street one 
may see the labors of our early settlers made up of debris. 
The granite debris left behind by the Ice Age had to be cleared 
for farming and stone walls were built along the sides of the 
road. 
While the exact division of the marshes was being meas-
ured, the cattle of Hingham were being driven to Cohasset for 
grazing. The course they took was North Main Street, the 
shortest dist1ance between Cohasset Harbor and Hingham. 
The early homes here in Cohasset were very meager com-
pared to the homes in Hingham. The first tools used to build 
the· homes came from England while later some of the tools were 
made by the blacksmiths in Hingham. The shingles were planed 
1/Town. of Hingham, Hingham Town Records, Town Hall, 14 Main 
Street, Hingham, Massachusetts, January 1, 1950, P• 83. 
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~lee Jaland in Coh•••••· 
The bou••• vera easll but ~rectical· The tables, chslra 
and other furni•hing• were bto\lght here fro. their native land. 
Usually each rooa had 1 fireplace. ~his was true on the 
lir&t lloor u well •• on the ucond. The fireplace in the 
treat too. ••• the center for faftlly 1flteUnge ll.l)d converse .. 
tione. aach ro~ had three or four chairs. The dia~s 1nd 
eatlnJ utensil• were ••de of wood. 
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Which 1 stul!ins -.de of wool rasA wa4 u••d· 
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The earliest homes did not have insulation as we know it 
today. The walls were insulated with seaweed and s~ells. The 
bricks were made of mud. Because lime was hard to get, the 
mortar was also made of mud which stuck to the bricks very 
well. 
lt is assumed that there was very little settlement in 
Cohasset before King Philip's War around 1675. The people 
were too afraid to venture out of the bounds and protection of 
the village. Not until after the war did the people start to 
think of expanding to the second precinct or Cohasset. 
Among the earlier scattered homes in Cohasset was that 
of Daniel Lincoln. He was the first to be recorded a Cohasset 
resident. This was in 1685 when Main Street and North Main 
Street were first being planned. 
It was a little later# after Daniel Lincoln died, that 
his brother Morde·cai Lincoln settled at the mouth of Bound 
Brook. Mordecai is an ancestor of Abraham Lincoln. It wasn't 
long before he became a leading citizen of this area. Now two 
hundred and thirty-seven years later, a Lincoln still lives on 
the site of the old Lincoln homestead. Mordecai Lincoln really 
built the Lincoln home for his son Isaac over two hundred years 
ago. It stands unchanged on South Main Street in Cohasset near 
the Scituate line and is the oldest house in the town. The low 
gambrel roof slopes toward the silent mill where generations of 
Lincolns ground their corn. 
Mordecai was not much of a farmer. He put his thoughts 
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toward industries needed by the settlers. He built three 
mills on Bound Brook: an iron works at Turtle Island, a saw 
I 
mill at Morris Pond and a grist mill near the Cohasset-Scitu-
ate line. 
The iron ore used for the iron works was carted ten miles 
over the bumpy dirt road from Pembroke. The ore was difficult 
to work with as it contained very little iron. Charcoal, taken 
from land near King Street, was used to smelt the iron. Char-
coal pits can be seen today in this area. 
A trip hammer was devised to shape and pound out the 
hinges, nails, and gates. These iron products were used in 
homes that Mordecai Lincoln built on South Main Street. 
Iron was expensive at this time because of the low con-
tent of iron found in the ore, the cost of getting it to Tur-
tle Island, and smelting it down. It is said that the only 
iron a farmer could afford to buy was that piece used for oxen 
yoke. 
Mordecai had a very interesting system of using the water 
of Bound Brook for power. During the summer months when the 
water level usually lowered, the running of a mill by water 
power became difficult. 
A dam above the uppermost mill on Turtle Island held the 
water back until it became a small sized pond. On Mo~day and 
Tuesday, the mill operated under full power in making the iron 
products. The water flowed downstream to a second dam above 
~ the sawmill at Morris Pond in Scituate. Timber was cut on 
"''eddud•y and Tbur4i3ay. Tbe water coadl!lu•d J.u oatu.ral cour•• 
to Ch• tbird dan at Sound Roek oa South Hain scrttt in Cob~s~ 
•et. Tb• ••-ill bavina: <Sont ita work for tb4 weelt wa• thv.t 
dowtl and wQtk dQne u t.lle arbt ai.U on Priday and Satu.rday. 
Tbe .... w•~er h-.vins been uud Ulree ti•u wu now allowed to 
ilO'It into the <>ccM• 
Scene ShowJ.nt Iron Work• 
iD tbe 1100' • 
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One of the first examples of public road building was at 
Cold Springs just a short distance from St. Anthony's Catholic 
Church on South Main Street. A contract between the Town of 
Hingham and John Jacob, Sr. was signed October 21, 1672. Mr. 
Jacob was to build a corduroy bridge seventy-two feet long 
across the swampy land where the railroad now crossed Spring 
!I Lane. 
The bridge was made 'of logs laid across the swamp. The 
logs were covered by gravel. The bridge was used for hay and 
wood carts that carried their products to the water's edge. 
y 
Before we close this chapter about the pioneers who came 
to Cohasset to struggle for a living, it might be interesting 
to discuss the wolf pits that were dug in town. There were 
at least two of them. Since sheep and cattle were the main-
stay of the farmer at this time, wolves became quite a prob-
lem. A bounty of twenty shillings was offered for each wolf 
killed. The pits were seven or eight feet deep and baited 
with the meat of sheep called mutton. I spent two days look-
ing for the wolf pits in Beechwood with no success. I was to 
learri later through Frank Sargent, a man of eighty-seven years 
who has lived in Cohasset all his life, that there were wolf 
pits about one-half mile in back of his house. There was only 
one problem. They had long since been covered by the dust,dirt 
i/Katherine M. Abbott, Old Paths and Legends of New England, 
Knickerbocker Press, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1909,p.336. 
a/Ibid., P• 337. 
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~ and forest debris. There were some farms in Beechwwod that 
were called "wolf-pit farmstt. 
The Wilderness is Tamed 
y 
The axe has cut the forest down~ 
The laboring ox has smoothed all clear~ 
Apples now grow where pine trees stood~ 
And slow cows graze instead of deer. 
Where Indian fires once raised their smoke 
The chimneys of a farmhouse stand~ 
And cocks crow barnyard challenges 
To da~ms that once saw savage land. 
The axe~ the plow, the binding wall, 
By these the wilderness is tamed, 
By these the white man's will is wrought~ 
The rivers bridged~ the new towns named. 
The settlement of Cohasset was well under way. The lands 
~ had been divided~ the lots assigned to the various settlers 1 
and already the pioneers were using their wisdom for getting 
0 
the most from the land about them. 
The mode of transportation, either foot or horseback~ was 
made a little eas.ier by carving out a bumpy road and building 
one or two bridges. More pioneers were starting to move in. 
The time was coming when the few settlers would form a village. 
!/.Elizabeth J. Coatsworth, "The Wilderness is Tamed," My .Ameri-
can Heritage~ Rand McNally Company~ New York, 1959, P• 65. 
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STUDY AIDS 
VOCABULARY STUDY 
economic commission 
instructed yoke 
generations permanent 
manuscript precinct 
independence drawknife 
Directions:-
Read the story of the Quonahassit Pioneers. Find each 
of the vocabulary words listed above. Write the sen-
tence that contains each word. 
1. 
3. 
s. 
157" 
II 
0 
0 
0 
8. i. 
9. 
10. 
Directions: 
Use your dictionary to learn the meanings of the words 
you do not know. Write the meanings opposite each word • 
1. .Economic 
_2. Instrucdl:ed 
3. Generations 
4. Manuscript 
s. Independence 
6. Commission 
7. Yoke 
8. Permanent 
9. Precinct 
10. Drawknife 
II. QUBST~ONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Why did Hingham settlers come to Cohasset? 
2. What did the first homes in Cohasset look like? 
3. In what part of Cohasset did people settle? Explain 
why. 
4. Why did the settlers like the salt hay for their 
cattle? 
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5. How did they carry the salt hay back to Hingham? 
6• What present road between Hingham and Cohasset is 
thought to have been an Indian path? 
1~ How did the boundary dispute between the Massachusett~ 
Bay Colony and the Plymouth Colony s~art? 
8. What was the final boundary line agreed to by the 
two colonies? 
9. Why was it important that the two colonies settled 
the boundary dispute by themselves? 
10. What were some of the tools used to build early Co-
hasset homes? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Jacobs Meadow off South Main Street was once used 
for salt hay. Describe what you see there today. 
2. Write a story telling how Mordecai Lincoln used the 
same water at Bound Brook three times. 
3. Do you think the story of Mordecai Lincoln using the 
same water three times is true? Explain your answer. 
4. To see how homes during the 1700's were built, visit 
the Old Salt House owned by Herbert Williams on Bor-
der Street. Describe how the beams and floors were 
held together. 
5. Visit Lincoln's Iron Works on Turtle Island. Ask Mr. 
Charles Philbrook, the present owner, to tell you 
how it operated. 
6. With Mr. Philbrook's permission, d~g near the old 
wall of the mill. You will find some iron slag drip-
pings frem the smelting pot. Bring samples of the 
iron slag to show the class. 
7. Visit the boundary marker at Bound Brook between 
Scituate and Cohasset on South Main Street. Write 
what is written on the boundary marker. 
~59. 
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CHAPTER VI 
STEP TOWARD INDEPENDENCE 
The establishment of Cohasset as a precinct of Hingham is 
the story of a hard and difficult fight between the settlers 
of the two areas, which finally resulted in its being settled 
by the General Court. 
Hingham covered a large area of land including what is 
now Cohasset. As more settlers came to -live along our shores, 
they thought they should not be just a division of Hingham but 
be independen-t. There were not e~ough people to become a town. 
Yet they wanted to pay taxes to themselves and become a pre-
~ cinct. A precinct is an area of land that has its own boundary 
lines, supports itself through taxes but still is partly con-
trolled by a larger area or town. 
0 
The people living in this division of Hingham did not have 
a teacher nor minister while other divisions of-Hingham enjoyed 
both. Getting to church and going to school was a very impor-
tant part of the settlers' lives and yet it was difficult for 
!I 
them to attend either one. 
It was not an easy matter to get to the church in Hingham 
because the roads were full of ruts and ice in the winter and 
mud in the spring. Also, the distance was great as they had 
!fTown of Cohasset, Meetings of the Second Precinct in Hingham 
(1717-1770) Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, Massachu-
setts, March 6, 1721, P• 9. (Original Handwritten Records) 
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to either walk or jog over the bumpy roads. 
The fir·st meetinghouse to be built in Hingham was in y 
1681. The only way that a person from this area or division 
could get to church was to "Ride and Tie". This meant that 
one of the brothers of the family would start for church on 
horseback. He rode along the narrow trail while the rest of 
the family walked. Etter he had gone a little distance, he 
stopped, tied the horse to a tree and started to walk to, 
church himself. When the mother of the family finally came to 
the horse, she would ride a short distance and another member 
of the family rode a while. In this way, all the members of 
the family had a way to rest and walk to and from church ser-
Y 
vices• 
How many of us would go to church or school if we had to 
travel like this? Have you ever heard anyone grumble about 
getting up and going to church or school? 
' It should be remembered that the meetinghouse was more 
than a place for worship. The meetinghouse served as a place 
to hear the news of the week. It could be called a telephone 
and newspaper center. The problems, good news, and new devel-
opments of the day were told and heard and then carried home 
i/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
~ress, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume I, 
P• 63. 
~Howe, History of the South Shore, P• 10. 
.... 
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to be spread around the neighborhood. 
y 
The meetinghouse also served as a town hall where the 
people got together and planned their government. In the 
early 1700's, the people did not meet just once a year. They 
met as many times as was needed to take care of the problems 
in the town. 
y 
The people of this division were still paying taxes and 
not getting a teacher or minister for their area. It was 
thought that after they had paid for something they were not 
getting all this time, the least Hingham could do would be to 
provide~ minister part time. A teacher was-not asked for, as 
they thought the minister could teach the young people. 
As early as 1711, there were 36 poll taxes paid in this 
area. No more than this number were at Bare Cove when Hingham 
first started and yet they had a minister and teacher right y 
away. Why did the people of Cohasset have to wait? 
Whenever they did ask for a minister or the return of 
their tax money to pay for one, they were always refused• 
At last, the people of this division asked the General 
Court for help. Poor roads, distance to church, and refusals 
by Hingham to provide a minister were all given as reasons why 
1/Edwin Tunis, Colonial Living, World Publishing Company, New 
York, 1957, P• 153. 
,Y.Ibid. 
2/Soloman Lincoln, History of the Town of Hingham, published 
by the Town of Hingham, Hingham, Massachusetts, 1827, p. 41. 
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the third division should be made a precinct. 
The General Court, on November 10, 1717, decided that the 
third division of Hingham should now be the Second Precinct of 
Hingham. This would allow the people of the Second Precinct 
to have a meetinghouse, pay taxes for the support of their own 
minister and teacher but still be under the control of Hing-
Y ham. 
Daniel Lincoln was chosen moderator and Thomas James the 
1 k f f • . f h S • f H" ~I c er o the ~rst meet~ng o t e econd Prec~nct o ~ngham. 
During the 1720's the people of the Second Precinct asked 
Hingham for money they had paid in taxes just before they had 
become a precinct. They wanted to use the money for hiring a 
teacher for one-third of the year. The request was refused. 
Again, the people asked the General Court for help and got it. 
Hingham was ordered to do something about it. A grant of y 
$400.00 was made to the precinct in 1728. 
Progress could not be stopped. These people had a taste 
of independence and self-government and knew they could take 
!/Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Acts and Resolves, Public and 
Private, Province of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Volume IX-
1708-1720, Wright and Potter Printing Company, State Printers, 
Boston, 1902, P• 388. 
6/.Ibid., p.' 492. 
2/State Street Trust Company, South Shore, 33 State Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1954, P• 3. 
i(Records of the Second Precinct of Hingham, op. cit., 1728, 
P• 132. 
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The first step toward independence had been taken. It 
was the beginning of self-rule through precinct meetings. The 
town meeting which is the most democratic form of government 
in the world, had its beginning in the early 1700's as are-
sult of these first steps toward independence. It is neces-
sary, therefore, for us to understand and know the real his-
tory of our town and the hardships our forefathers endured so 
that we may become better citizens. 
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I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
precinct 
petition 
committee 
Directions: 
STUDY AIDS 
assessment 
separation 
appropriated 
Arrange the words listed above in alphabetical order. 
5. 
Directions: 
Look up each word in your dictionary and divide into 
syllables. 
1. 
5. 
Directions: 
Write the meaning of each word in a short sentence of 
your own as it was used in the story. 
1. 
'S~ 1 .\:.) ' 
·0 
0 
0 
s. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Name two reasons why the people of Cohasset wanted 
to become a precinct. 
2. Could you give this chapter another title? If so, 
what would it be? 
3. What industries did Cohasset have before 1717 when 
it became a precinct? 
4. How did Cohasset finally become a precinct? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Read the story again. Write one sentence about each 
paragraph. This will give you a short summary of 
the story. 
2. Draw a sketch map of Cohasset. Color in red the 
places where most people were living when Cohasset 
became a precinct. 
~56 
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CHAPTER VII 
HIGHWAYS 
The business world of today must have three things in or-
der to operate. They are (1) raw materials, (2) highways to 
bring the raw materials to the industry and to carry the fin-
ished product to the customer, and (3) raw materials and a 
market to take care of the needs of the people. 
This is true today and it was true at the turn of the 
eighteenth century. To make highways through the town for the 
betterment of commerce was no small job. 
It would seem a town with very few swamps would be able 
c:) to build highways without too much trouble. However, this was 
not the case. Q~onahassit had been blessed with a beautiful 
coastline made of solid granite, but it did not stop at the 
water's edge. The town was built on ledge which had to be cut 
through or bypassed. Many roads in Cohasset turn and twist to 
the natural contour of the earth; for example, Jerusalem Road 
and Atlantic Kvenue. Our forefathers did not have the large 
earth-moving equipment we have today. They built their high-
ways with horse, oxen, cart, and the shovel which needed a 
strong arm and sturdy back. 
0 
The original plans laid out by Fisher for Cohasset were 
not followed, with the exception of Sohier Street. This seems 
16~ 
0 
-o 
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to be the only original road in the whole town.!! 
Originally there were several paths used by the Indians. 
·we can only guess where they began or where they went. One 
possible path used by the Indians could have led from Hingham 
Harbor to Turkey Hill, on to Lily Pond and then to Bound Brook. 
There was another path that led from Scituate through Co-
hasset by Lily Road in Cohasset and on to Hingham. This was 
later made a Road and called the King's Highway. The road now 
called Beechwood Street was traced and blazed by Mr. Frank 
Sargent so that it could be easily followed. The original roac 
was used by early settlers in going to and from Hingham and 
places beyond Hingham. 
Mr~ Sargent said, "Harriet Pratt told my mother when she 
was a child, she used to take off her shoes and stoc·kings and 
walk across the brook and S\'lamp. tt This is now a triangular 
piece of dry land called Pratt Park. 
The Town of Hingham hired a Mr. Jacobs of the secand pre-
cinct to build a bridge. This he did in 1672. To this day 
the road that crosses this area of Spring Street and the rail-
road tracks is being used. 
King Street was supposed to be the main highway according 
to the Fisher Plan. There were settlers along King Street as 
2/ 
early as 1730.-
!/Bigelow, op. cit., P• 206. 
Y,Ibid., P• 207 • 
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~ride to Hingham in those days wasn't very much fun. 
Their heavy two-wheeled carts, with preten~e springs, drawn by 
oxen, bumped and jogged over the rough roads for three hours 
until some people got tired of riding and took to walking with 
pleasure. 
Surveyors were appointed to keep up the roads in. their· 
neighborhoods. Men worked out their taxes every year by work-
ing for the town on the highways. This they did under the y 
direction of the highway surveyors. 
. 
The town fathers had the problem of property owners mov-
ing property inches nearer the highway. The owners would just 
extend the fences a little farther than where they should have 
been and use the land nearer to the highway. In 1762, a com-
mittee was appointed to look into this matter. It brought back 
a report of this action happening in several cases. The people 
that were doing it were told to move their fences back where 
they belonged. This they did but slowly inched their way to-
ward the highway again. Anyway, the matter was settled for a 
?:I 
while. 
To find the original roads today would be impossible. The 
one different was Spring Street. The roads have been covered 
by the dust and dirt of time. Now the spreading arms of oaks 
and maples shade and hide these forgotten roads. The leaves 
and grass of centuries now fill the once mud-filled ruts of 
long ago. 
ytbict. 
~~bid., P• 211. 
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I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
industry 
betterment 
Directions: 
STUDY AIDS 
equipment 
triangular 
Find the words in the story. Write the sentence that 
the word is in. 
3. 
Directions: 
Locate the vocabulary words in the dictionary. Write 
their meanings below. 
1. industry ----------------------------------------
2. betterment --------------------------------------
3. equipment 
4. triangular 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
' ' 
1. Why was road building difficult in Cohasset? 
0 
0 
2. Where is Pratt Park? Do you live near there? 
3. What is the man's title who takes care of the roads 
in Cohasset? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Visit the highway department. Learn how roads are 
kept in repair today. 
2. Visit 49 Border Street. You can see the remains of 
the old highway on the right side of the present 
highway. 
0 
0 
0 
CHAPTER VIII 
INDUSTRIES 
Nature gave our forefathers the air, the land and sea to 
live by. Our forefathers lived without much help from the out-
side. 
Cohasset was blessed with having a beautiful but danger-
ous coast. It took the foresight and thought of our fore-
fathers to get the most from the sea. Because of the terrain 
Cohasset was not a farming area. It was necessary for life. 
Many industries were started and people swapped the neces-
sities of li"fe among themselves. 
How were· these people able to live in a country· that did 
not have all the things that we now take for granted? A little 
store at the cove sold cloth goods, needles~ drugs and leather 
goods that the people could use. The sheep that grazed on the 
hills of Cohasset supplied wool for homespun clothing. Mr. 
Howard Bates said his family used the spinning wheel to make 
the threads to be woven into cloth. 
Soft cotton sheets were unknown and they had very few 
linen sheets. The coarse woo~ of their underwear made the 
people itchy. Towels were made of Cohasset flax. The flax 
was dried and put through a machine. Pieces of flax were 
beaten with a board or stick until the coarser bits dropped 
off.· The bark or pieces of wood still in the fiber were 
\72. 
~ combed out by drawing them through a hackle. Examples of ·the 
flax and hackle can be seen in the Cohasset Historical Society 
0 
Building on Elm Street. 
\ 
Our ancestors had to make their own shoes. The boots 
were made~ from the farmers' own cattle. When the cattle were 
killed, the hide was rolled off and taken to the tannery. 
This might have been at Turtle Island or in later years, at 
!I Lincoln's Mill on Bound Brook. The next step was to make 
' 
the cured hide into boots and shoes. This was done by the fam-
ily or a traveling cobbler. The lapstone hammer and awls were 
used to "shoe up" the family. The cobbler sat in the corner 
and whittled out the wooden pegs of white birch. The pegs 
were hammered into the leather. The leather was trimmed, sewed 
and fitted. All the footgear from the baby's little shoe to 
the great big boot of the farmer was either made new or 
patched. The stiff and tough leather had to be kept soft and 
waterproof by repeated application of tallow. Mr. Howard 
Bates owns some leather boots made in the eighteenth century., 
The men and women of colonial days were great traders. 
They had to be to avoid wasting food and in order to vary 
their diet. To illustrate, Farmer Pratt just killed a steer. 
He could. not eat all the meat before it spoiled so the meat 
was traded for something needed or wanted. They'would often-
times give a neighbor part of the meat. He would remember his 
!/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume I, 
Part' 2, P• 158. 
c:) neighbor and in this way they were able to get different types 
of food for their meals. It also showed how people helped one 
another. 
0 
0 
The colonial people ate more than just meat. This does 
not mean that they had all the different types of food that 
are available on the table today. In fact, their meals were 
quite simple. It took the imagination of the womenfolk to 
make a meal that was different and interesting to her family. 
The housewives made Indian Pudding. This was sweetened and 
put in a bag to boil. It was made everywhere in New ~ngland. 
It is said that it was served three hundred and sixty-five y 
times a year. A large brick oven in which Indian Pudding 
was baked can be seen at the Red Lion Inn, South Main S'treet, 
Cohasset, Massachusetts. This Inn was built in 1704 and is 
still in use today. 
The men took the corn that had been grown in their gar-
dens to one of three grist mills in the town. Corn was the 
mainstay of the family as it could be eaten green or dried and 
used in the winter months. The men could have taken the corn 
to Lincoln's grist mill on Bound Brook or perhaps to the one 
I 
on Strait's Pond. The corn after it had been ground could be 
made into ttrye 'n injun". 'This made up the principle part of 
the meal for the people of this time. It was a coarse bread 
made from heavy, hard dark meal, usually present at every meal 
!/Earle, op. cit., P• 135. 
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1/ 
including breakfast. The Plymouth farmers tried to grow it y 
without success. 
Dinner usually came between eleven and twelve o'clock. 
It started with the blessing followed by some Indian Pudding/ 
The main course was fresh or salt fish, beef, pork or mutton 
roasted before an open fire or made in a stew. There were 
vegetables as about every family had a garden. Peas, turnips, 
parsnips, onions, squash and pumpkins were used. They had 
blueberries, strawberries and blackberries too, only they had 
to wait until they were in season. Molasses imported from the 
West Indies was the main sweetening for the family. 
y 
The evening meal was a combination of left-overs from 
. I . p . if d1nner and nJun udd1ng. 
The housewife of colonial days also baked pies. They did 
this in the brick ovens. The qvens were sometimes placed in 
the cellar, because it was much cooler there for baking. 
The greater part of the meat was salted or corned for 
summer use. Some of it was "jerkedn which meant the meat was 
cut into long strips and dried. This method had been used by 
the Indians for many years. 
To keep the meat for later use, beef, ham and bacon were 
cured and smoked. This was done by hanging the meat over a 
!/William Chauncy Langdon, Everyday Things in American Life 
1607-1776, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1937, p. 276. 
e/Morison, op. cit., P• 188. 
2/Bigelow, op. cit.p. 230 • 
~ fire of smouldering corncobs for a long time. The sheets of 
fat were rttried outn which meant that they were boiled down 
!I 
0 
0 
and used later for cooking. 
Fish, the age old product of the sea, was another food to · 
be found on any family table in Cohasset. The History of the 
Town of Hingham tells about giving permission to our earlier 
. y 
settlers for building weirs on th~ r1vers. Mackerel, cod, 
bass, pe~ch, alewives, smelts, eels, lobsters, ~nd clams were 
the seafoods of the day.l/ 
The housewife also had on the table, fruits grown on the 
farm. These were usually apples, pears and plums. 
An interesting story of a pear tree owned by Aaron Bratt 
of Beechwood is told by Bigelow.1/ Pratt had a negro slave 
who tried to catch the people stealing pears from the master's 
trees. He never cauld catch them and his last wish on earth 
was to be buried under the pear tree so he could see the 
thieves. 
Maybe this is not a true story but it shows that farmers 
did plant trees and use the fruit as part of their meals. 
Producing the products of the soil takes a lot of hard 
!/Earle~ op. cit., P• 254. 
~Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume I 
Part 2, P• 68. 
2/Samuel Eliot Morison, Maritime History of Massachusetts 1 
Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1921, P• 189. 
!/Bigelow, op. cit., P• 230. 
~ work. It is di ficult for the young people in Cohasset to 
understand the ours needed to have a good farm. A farmer 
had to get up e~rly, about 4:30 or 5:00 in the morning, to 
milk the cows. Usually, this was followed by a big breakfast •. 
The fields had ~o be planted, hoed, and harvested. Hay had to 
be cut and drie~, the animals fed and cleaned, while countless 
other jobs were waiting to be done. The hours that a farmer 
worked were not told by a clock. His hours lasted from sun-
rise to well be~ond the time when the sun sank beyond the 
horizon. 
Usually th~ farmer used oxen or farm horses for clearing 
the fields. To~ay many old stone walls built by them remain. 
The first mentipned stone wall in Cohasset was that of Daniel 
~ Cushing, Sr., ip 1673.!/ 
D~ring the winter months the farmer cut timber and logs 
for firewood. ~he equipment and harnesses always seemed in 
need of repairing. 
The homes of the early 1700's were strongly built by the 
labors of many. The timber was cut and hauled to the site. 
The logs were 1hen shaped. The timbers were made square by 
using a broad ax. An oak log was placed across two other 
logs and braced so it would not roll. The person who did the 
cuttipg with the broad ax and adze was called a "hewer". It 
took a couple of hours for an expert hewer to shape a log. A 
broad ax had a short handle and a wide blade. It was kept very 
0 Yibid., P• 236. 
?7.9 .. 
c:) sharp. The use of the broad ax gave a rough finish which was 
left this way if the timber was not going to be seen. If one 
0 
0 
side of the timber was going to be seen, an adze was used. 
This instrument was shaped like a hoe and was very sharp. A 
man stood on a timber and cut small chips from the log, work-
ing toward his feet. This was not a job for someone who was 
careless. 
The houses of New England and those of Cohasset had eel-
lars. The main reason for having a cellar was to have frost-
free storage. It made the house warmer. The cellar had a 
dirt floor and stone walls. Brick made and used in some of 
the Cohasset homes was of clay from our marshland. The clay 
was kneaded with sand by the hooves of oxen. Plaster or mor-
tar was made by mixing clam shells with mud. A wooden sill 
was placed on top of the brick or stone foundation. The cor-
ners were lapped over with square holes. At the foot of each 
post, enough wood was cut away in order to fit a tenon into 
the cut corners of the posts. ~hen a hole was bored through 
both the tenon and the sill. Then a wooden pin called a tttree-
nail"' was driven into the hole. 
After the girt was in place, (a girt is the upper beam 
where the posts were pinned) it was time to have a "raisin'tt 
party. All the neighbors were invited to come. Food and 
drink was brought by all. The men were divided into groups. 
One group raised the front wall while another raised the back 
wall. The broadsides were lifted as far as possible by the 
:so 
... 
c:) men and then pushed the rest of the way by long poles. The 
holes that had been cut in the sills and tenons were matched 
0 
0 
and put together. The corners were then pinned with the tree-
nails. 
The rest of the house could be finished by the family dur-
ing the summer months. The planking for the floors and walls 
had to be sawed by hand· This was done with a long pit saw. 
A piece of squared timber was placed on supports laid across 
a deep pit. The sawyer, who guided the saw along a chalk line, 
stood on the timber above the ground. His helper, called the 
pitman, worked below in a shower of sawdust. His job was to 
pull the saw downward. 
The shinBles for the house were made with a drawknife. 
The blade was about ten inches in length with a handle attached 
to each end. The shingle~ placed the piece of wood on a bench 
and pulled the drawknife toward himself, cutting the shingle 
to the desired thickness. 
The windows were made small to save on heat. The first 
windows were glazed with oiled paper. The first glass that 
came to America was small and very expensive. Many examples 
of 1700 vintage construction can be seen by visiting some of 
the early ~merican homes in Cohasset and Hingham. 
The timbers at the Old Salt House at the Cove is a fine 
example of how the timbers are held together by wooden pegs.· 
A visit to the Cohasset Historical Society Building on Elm 
Street would be worthwhil~, as it not only shows the type of 
• 
con•tructlon •trttlone6 here, bwt al•o the tool• and inatruneots 
that were U5ed for boa• bull~iB«· 
• 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. NOCABULARY STUDY 
necessities laps tone horizon 
ancestors smouldering instrument 
cobbler permission vintage 
Directions: 
Learn and write the meanings of the vocabulary words. 
Use your dictionary to help you find the right meaning. 
1. necessities 
------------------------------------
2. ancestors 
3. cobbler 
4. laps tone 
s. smouldering 
6. permission 
7. horizon 
8. instrument 
9. vintage 
Directions: 
Write a sentence for each of the vocabulary words. 
2. 
3. 
~84 
:85 .. 
0 
5. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
Directions: 
0 Write each of the vocabulary words in S¥llables. 
1. necessities 
2. ancestors 
3. cobbler 
4. laps tone 
5. smouldering 
6. permission 
7. horizon 
8. instrument 
9. vintage 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Name three businesses that were started by the 
\ 
0 
0 
colonists in Cohasset. 
2. What tools were needed for making shoes? 
3. How were hams cured so they would not spoil? 
4. What were ·some tools that the colonial housewife 
needed for home industry? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Visit Mr. Howard Bates on Beechwood Street. Write 
a report on the way people used to make their own 
clothes. 
2. Visit the Cohasset Historical Society and write a 
report of the clothes worn by colonists. 
3. Interview Mr. Samuel Bates on South Main Street. 
Learn how he used to make shoes and how shoes were 
made during the Revolutionary and Civil Wars. 
4. Write a short essay on colonial industries in New 
England •. 

CHAPTER IX 
COHASSET BECOMING A TOWN 
This community was a precinct from 1717 to 1770, a period 
of over fifty years. It had grown in homes and industry. 
The final step of independence came from the courts of 
Massachusetts and not from the mother town of Hingham. Peti-
tion after petition was sent to the Hingham selectmen and town 
meetings, all to no avail.!/ 
There were many Cohasset residents holding responsible 
positions in other towns. Therefore, it seemed apparent that 
the community could handle its own affairs. The town was 
ready for political independence. It could support itself. 
A great deal of money was being brought in'to the Cohasset 
homes by cod and mackerel fishing. Shipbuilding also became a 
major industry within the town. 
By 1737, eight vessels, each weighing twenty-two tons, had 
been built in Cohasset; by 1768, the number' had increased to 
thirty.Y 
1fTown of Cohasset, Meetings of the Second Precinct in Hingham 
(1717-1770) Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, Mass. 
(original handwritten records). February 11, 1751, p. 77; 
August 26, 1751, P• 78; March 4, 1752, P• 79; March 13, 1753, 
P• 81. 
6/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Mass., Volume I, part 
2, P• 171. 
0 
0 
0 
Many businesses were developing within the town. Boxes; 
shingles, and boards were sawed by Aaron Pratt's sawmill, an 
i~on works was located at Turtle Island, and a corn and grist 
mill was owned and operated by Mordecai Lincoln. 
The coopering business was becoming very important. Fish 
barrels, firkins, and tubs were necessary for the fast growing 
trade with Boston. There were, also, blacksmith shops and 
tanneries. Most of thes~ were located near Turtle Island. 
y 
Very few people were living at the cove during the early 
part of the 1700's• This changed with the increase of ship-
building and fishing. The sailors were looking for places to 
. 
build homes among the rocks of the shoreline. Between 1737 
and 1753 the number of homes had increased from fifty to one 
2/ 
hundred.-
It seems that 1751 m~rks the date people of the Second 
Precinct really started to apply pressure on Hingham for their 
independence. A final petition was sent to.Hingham andre-
Y fused by them. 
Another petition was written and sent to Hingham and the 
!/Samuel Eliot Morison, Maritime History of Massachusetts, 
Houghton Mifflin Co., Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1921, 
P• 256. 
2/Town of Cohasset, Meetings of the Second Precinct in Hingham 
t1717-1770) Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, Mass. 
(original handwritten records), March 13, 1753, P• 84. 
2/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Mass., Volume I, part 
2, P• 172. 
'"""9 l~j~ .. 
0 General Court of Massachusetts. This was a "double barreled" 
0 
0 
move to get some action. The following is an actual account 
of the "Petition of Inhabitants of the Second Precinct (Cohas-
set) in Hingham to Their Beloved Brethren" of the same town; 
assembled at their annual meeting in March of 1766. It states 
the reasons why the residents of the Second Precinct wanted to 
1/ 
become a separate town.-
tt(l) First that your Petitioners by reason of the 
badness of the roads together with the distance 
from the place where Town Meetings are always 
held (the most of us living five and many six 
and seven and some nine miles as the road goes 
more than one half of us not being furnished 
with horses) are in great measure deprived of 
the privileges of having a Voice in the Choice 
of Officers and other Affairs usually trans-
acted at the annual Meeting in March. 
(2) Secondly, that about one tenth of the lands 
within our precinct being owned by our Breth-
ren in other parts of the Town are not taxed 
for the support of our Schools nor the Mending 
of our Highways which are naturally so rough 
as to require greater expense in Repairs than 
perhaps all the other roads in the Town. 
(3) Thirdly, that although we consist of 136 fami-
lies and our Polls and Number of Voters are 
nearly one third part of the whole Town yet 
we are allowed to have but one out of five of 
. the Selectmen. 
(4) Fourthly, that the Monies for Records, Certifi-
cates, and all Entered in the first Precinct 
and that the trouble and expense of traveling 
as far to transact such business, are so great 
as that some Necessary Records are Undoubtedly 
neglected. 
!fTown of Cohasset, Meetings of the second precinct ·in Hingham 
\1717-1770) Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, Mass. 
(original handwritten records), March 29, 1766, P• 112. 
~BQ., 
0 
0 
(5) Fifthly, that our assembling but one day in 
the year would be sufficient to transact the 
whole business which now requires three meet-
ings to our great expense and loss of much 
time. 
Considering these difficulties, it is our 
earnest request that you would from Brotherly 
Affection toward us, vote that we may be set 
off from you as a separate and distinct Dis-
trict to do the duties and enjoy the Privi-
leges of a Town that of joining with you in 
choice of a Representative £xcepted, And that 
our Extent be the same that it was when we first 
made a Precinct excepting the dwelli.ngs Houses 
and Homesteads of the late Ebenezer and Daniel 
Beal and Jeremiah Stodder these to remain as they 
were when set off from us. Moreover, that you 
woula confirm to us that part of the Grist Mill 
at Strait's Pond which is now taxed here and 
also let us enjoy our right in the Town Powder 
House, Arms, Ammunition and all use of the 
money for our part of the Wharfe which we lately 
joined with you in building at the Town Cove. 
We are fully sensible Brethren that it is in 
your power and we doubt nat agreeable to your 
inclination to remove some of the difficulties 
before mentioned, but we beg leave to observe 
that the most Material of them are absolutely 
insufferable, Particularly our Distance from 
the usual place of Town Meetings, the badness 
of the Roads and the Multiplication of our 
Meetings for the Transaction of our present Pre-
cinct Business: Wherefore suffer us to entreat 
that the prayers of our petition be granted Viz. 
that you will do what in you lies that we may 
be Incorporated as a Separate District with the 
above mentioned Privileges.n 
The Hingham Selectmen promptly went to the General Court 
to dispute the petition. They argued that the distance the 
people of the Second Precinct would travel to their own town 
meetings held at the Cove or the center of the town, would be 
no greater than they now traveled to Hingham. Further, they 
:q1· 
...... 
..., 
c 
argued, the roads were bad because the people wanted to keep 
!I the taxes down. 
All the arguments from Hingham were to no avail. The 
General Court carefully prepared and made a legislative docu-
ment that became the foundation of the town. The document 
went further to add that the town would be responsible for all 
the people within its limits, and that it would have to take 
all the charges of a new town. ?:I 
Precinct's Records, April 26 1 1770, page 127, quoted 
directly: 
"The Second Precinct in Hingham was by an 
act of the Great General Court incorporated 
into a separate District by the name of Co-
hasset.u 
The citizens of Cohasset met May 7, 1770. The work of 
twenty years was proven fruitful. One hundred years had 
passed since the lands had been divided and fifty-three years 
since Cohasset had become a precinct. On this day, May 7, 
.\1~ 1770, they met at their first town meeting and the· moderator; y 
chosen was Deacon Isaac Lincoln. 
!/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Mass., Volume I, part 
2, P• 176. 
~Acts and Resolves, op. cit,, Volume XV, 1765-1774, p. 467. 
2/Town of Cohasset, Town Records of Cohasset, Mass. (Original 
Handwritten Records), Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, 
Massachusetts (1770-1813), P• 4. 
~92. 
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The P~triot Led~er, Quincy, NaG&achu&ett& <Jan~~ry 6, 196i , Volume l aS, ~~ber 30S:S. 
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I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
petition 
residents 
Directions: 
STUDY AIDS 
political 
legislative 
Locate the meanings of the vocabulary words listed 
above in your dictionary. Write the meanings below. 
Directions: 
Learn new words that mean the same as the vocabulary 
words you have just studied. 
1. Another word for petition is ---------------· 
means the same as resident. 
---------
3. Legislative also means • 
--------
4. Another word for political is 
Directions: 
Write your own sentence for each vocabulary word. 
,. 
'./,> 
() 
0 
0 
3. 
II. qUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Name two reasons why the people of the Second Pre-
cinct wanted to become a town. 
2. Why did Hingham want Cohasset to stay a precinct? 
3. Why did people of Cohasset ask the General Court 
for help? 
4. How did Cohasset finally become a town? 
5. Did Cohasset become a town before or after the Ameri-
can Revolutionary War? 
6. What was the exact date Cohasset became a town? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Get a copy of the town seal from the Town Hall. 
Write a report on what the pictures on the seal 
mean. 
2. When will Cohasset celebrate its 300th birthday? 
3. Visit Mr. Malcolm Stevens at the Town Hall and write 
a report on the difference between a precinct and a 
town. 
4. Interview Mrs. Eleanor Graham of·the Assessor's offic 
and ask her why a town seal is stamped on papers. 
5. Make a large sketch map of Cohasset showing the 
boundaries of the town. 
.:ss 
0 
CHAPTER X 
COHASSET DURING THE FRENCH AND INDIAN 
WAR AND WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 
Cohasset's part in the French and Indian War sets the 
scene for later action by ·Cohasset citizens for wanting their 
independence from Hingham much the same way the colonists wan-
ted their independence from England. 
When word came that Fort William Henry in upper New York 
State was about to be attacked by a large French force, twenty 
Cohasset men volunteered to go with some Massachusetts militia 
to help the British.!/ 
c=) Fighting went on and on between the French and the £ng-
0 
lish• Each wanted control over the rich lands of the Ohio Val-
ley. Both countries hired Indians to help them. Indian raids 
were common all along the Atlantic Coast and many towns and 
villages were burned to the ground. 
After seven years of fighting, the tide of war turned in 
favor of the English. Q~ebec fell to the British and soon 
thereafter all lands east of the Mississippi came under English 
rule. 
Filled with victory, the English were sure they could make 
the colonists follow their laws without any trouble. This 
could not have been further from the truth. The colonists had 
!/Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Pepperell Papers, Massachu-
setts Historical Society, Volume XI, P• 51. 
~· learned how to organize and help one another. They had also 
had the taste of independence long before the English ever 
brought soldiers to these shores. The colonists knew how to 
0 
govern and take care of themselves. Because of these reasons, 
the colonists did not like being told what to do. 
The colonists wanted their independence not because they 
did not want to pay taxes to the king but because they wanted 
to be represented in Parliament. They wanted a voice in the 
manner and amount they should be taxed· 
There were three reasons why the English were taking more 
of an interest in the colonies. They wanted the colonies to 
pay more money for the cost of the French and Indian War and 
also they had many soldiers here that needed to be fed and 
taken care of. It was also true that England wanted more of 
the increased trade in the colonies. She told the colonies 
that they must trade only with England, using English ships, 
and at England's prices. 
The colonists had paid their share of the war. They gave 
their lives, money and arms in helping the British. Why should 
they pay again? To tell these proud pioneers how, when, and 
where to trade was quite a blow as they had been used to making 
up their own minds. 
Cohasset was a coastal town and needed trade from all over 
the world to keep its ships busy. Cohasset ships carried prod-
ucts from New England to the West Indies, Europe and Asia. 
~ They brought back many goods used in the colonies. Fishing was 
,. 
• •. .: ·~ ·:l.-..."11 9 
...... t· ~~ 
c:) very important to this town and the growing industry meant hun-
dreds of dollars to Cohasset families each year. To follow 
this English law would mean a great deal of hardship to many of 
the colonists. 
0 
0 
The colonists were getting very angry over the laws and 
new taxes England was making them follow. In 1773, the angry 
citizens showed how they felt about the new tax on tea. Me~;·-~~ ~ 
''''/ 
gathered around the Old South Church in Boston and talked about 
the shiploads of tea and the tax they were told to pay on it. 
A group of colonists dressed as Indians went aboard the ships. 
All three hundred and forty-two chests of tea were thrown over 
the sides of the ships. As far as one could see along the 
shore, the tea lay mixed with salt water. The famous Boston 
Tea Party was now history. 
Three Cohasset men were among ~hose dressed as Indians. 
The oldest was Jared Joy, 24, of Beechwood and later a soldier 
in the Revolutionary War. The second was Abraham Tower, 20, 
who later had a large business at the Cove, and the third was 
James Stoddard, 17, who later became a Major in th~ local mili-
!/ 
tia. 
The British closed the port of Boston and tried to starve 
the people into doing what they wanted. To the colonists, this 
was another hardship they would have to suffer. Through the 
committee on correspondence, the neighboring colonists learned. 
yToW11 of Cohasset, The Pageant of Cohasset, Pageant ,Committee, 
Town of Cohasset, Cohasset, Massachusetts, July 8, 1921, P• 15. 
~ ~hat was going on in Boston. Cattle, sheep and vegetables were· 
brought in by neighboring colonists. 
When the news reached Cohasset about the battle at Lexing-
ton and Concord every man able to bear arms was ready to go. 
There were 754 citizens of Cohasset at this time. Thomas Loth-
rop, who had served before in the French and Indian War, went 
to the scene of bloodshed and was made a MajGr in the Continen-
tal Army. James Hall did likewise and later became an aide to,\_ 
!I ~9 ,<·:~-·.~ .. General Washington. '\• 
The whole town was filled with excitement. They knew the 
town would need extra supplies for the war and therefore called 
a special town meeting for the 28th of the month. It was de-
cided at this meeting to store five hundred bushels of corn and 
~ one hundredweight of gunpowder as well as five hundred flints 
~or the old flintlocks. The names of men who served at the be-
ginning of the war can be read £rom the Town Records of Cohas-
~et for the years 1770 to 1813.~ 
0 
Some people in the town thought this fighting was a mere 
uprising which would be soon put down by the British soldiers. 
Rev. Brown, while preaching in his church about the war and why 
some men should get ready to fight was scoffed at by some. 
They told him that if he wanted to fight, then he should do it. 
~Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham~ University 
Press, John·Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume I, 
!Part 1, P• 215. 
2/Town of Cohasset, Town Records of Cohasset, Massachusetts ~Original Handwritten Records) Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, 
Cohasset, Massachuse~ts (1770-1813) P• 149. 
c:) The kindly Rev. Brown must have felt like br~aking his cane 
over their heads as they had quickly forgotten that he had 
0 
served in the French and Indian Wars as a Chaplain in Halifax, 
!I 
Nova Scotia. 
The first soldier.s from Cohasset were probably housed in 
Roxbury. Later, at the Battle of Bunker Hill, 16,000 patriots 
fou~t against 10,000 British soldiers. It is said by Bige-
low that a Cohasset man named Joseph Bates stood his ground 
after he had used his supply of ammunition and threw rocks and 
sticks at the enemy soldiers. 
Washington's army had to be fed from the towns that would 
send foodstuffs to him. In August of 1775, one hundred barrels 
of flour brought in by a coaster from New York to Buzzards Bay 
were carried overland to Scusset River and then in boats to 
Plymouth. The next morning, whaleboats loaded with flour were 
brought up the coast. The flour was brought into Cohasset Har-
bor, unloaded and carried again overland to Washington's 
y 
army. 
Another bit of blockade running can be told. A Cohasset 
heroine, Persis (Tower) Lincoln ran a shipload of supplies from 
Gloucester, Massachusetts ·across Massachusetts Bay and through 
the British blockade to Cohasset Harbor. The supplies were 
!/Bigelow, op. cit., P• 286. 
~Town Records of Cohasset, Centennial Anniversary, May 7, 1870 
Wright and Potter, Printers, 79 Milk Street, Boston, 1870,p.22. 
2/Howe, op. cit., "History of the South Shore/' The Patriot 
L_e_d_ ~, P• II. 
BOSTON UNIVERSil:Y, 
EDUCATtON LIBRARY 
0 
0 
0 
carted overland to Washington's army. !I 
The Revolutionary War continued and many Cohasset folks 
kept doing their share to help win the war. In 1776, nine men 
from Cohasset armed with ducking guns and fish spears, rowed a 
whaleboat quietly out to a British merchant ship anchored off 
the coast. They boarded the ship and overcame the surprised 
crew. Two more boats rowed out to the ship and helped tow the 
merchantship into the harbor. Supplies of coffee, sugar and 
rum were added to the colonial stores. 
y 
The following poem tells how the small private American 
Navy helped the colonists: 
y 
THE YANKEE PRIVATEER 
Come, listen and I'll tell you 
How first I went to sea. 
To fight against the British 
And earn our liberty. 
We shipped with Captain Whipple 
Who never knew a fear, 
The Captain of the Providence, 
The Yankee Privateer. 
We sailed and we sailed 
And made good cheer; 
There were many pretty men 
On the Yankee Privateer. 
The British Lord High Admiral 
He wished old Whipple harm, 
He wrote him that he'd hang him 
!/George Lyman Davenport and Elizabeth Osgood Davenport, The 
Genealogies of the Families of Cohasset, Massachusetts, Stan-
hope' Press, F. H. Gilson Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1909, 
P• 537. 
a/Howe, loc. cit. 
~Edward B~eret~ Hale, The Story of Massachusetts, D. Lothrop 
Company, Boston, Mass., 1891, P• 298. 
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From the end of his yard-arm. 
"My Lord," wrote Whipple back again, 
ttit seems to me it's clear, 
That if you want to hang him, 
You must catch your Privateer.tt 
So we sailed and we sailed 
And we made good cheer, 
But not a British frigate 
Could come near the Privateer. 
We sailed to the South'ard 
And nothing did we meet 
Till we found three British frigates 
And their West Indian fleet. 
Old Whipple shut our ports 
And crawled up near; 
And shut us all below 
On the Yankee Privateer 
So slowly he sailed 
We fell to the rear 
And not a soul suspected 
The Yankee Privateer. 
At dark he put the lights out 
And forward we ran, 
And silently we boarded 
. The biggest merchantman. 
We knocked down the watch--
The lubbers shook for fear--
She's a prize, without a shot, 
To the bold Privateer. 
We sent the· prize North 
And dropped to the rear, 
And all day we slept 
On the bold Privateer. 
For ten days we sailed, 
And e'er the sun rose, 
Each night a prize was taken 
Beneath the Lion's nose. 
When the British looked to see 
Why their ships should disappear, 
They found they had in uonvoy 
A Yankee Privateer. 
But we sailed and we sailed 
And never a thought of fear; 
Not a coward was on board 
The Yankee Privateer. 
0 
0 
The biggest British frigate 
Bore round to give us chase, 
But though he was the fleetest, 
Old Whipple wouldn't race 
Till h~'d raked her fore and aft--
For the lubbers couldn't steer--
Then he showed them the heels 
Of the Yankee Privateer. 
We sailed and we sailed, 
And we made good cheer, 
But not a British frigate 
Could come near the Yankee Privateer. 
Then we sailed to the North, 
To the town we all know, 
An~ there lay our prizes 
All anchored in a row. 
And welcome were we 
To our homes so dear, 
And we shared a million dollars 
On the Yankee Privateer. 
We'd sailed and we'd sailed, 
And we made good cheer, 
We all had full pockets 
On the bold Privateer. 
Then we each manned a ship 
And our sails unfurled, 
And we bore the stars and stripes 
O'er the oceans of the world. 
From the proud flag of Britain 
We swept the seas clear, 
And we earned our independence 
On the Yankee Privateer. 
Then sailors and landsmen, 
One more cheer 1 
Here is three times three 
For the Yankee Privateer! 
-- Arthur Hale 
There are no records of Cohasset boys being at the battle 
that defeated General Burgoyne but we may guess they were there 
This American victory was the turning point of the Revolution-
ary War. Soon France joined the American forces which helped 
~ to shorten·and finally end the war. 
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0 of capture by the British. The winter of 1779 brought a real 
shortage of food. Paper money that had been issued was almost 
1 T . f f . f . !I worth ess. he pr1ce o bee had 1ncreased orty t1mes. 
The saying ttthat is not worth a continentaltt comes from 
this period of history when the money was cheap and worthless 
and therefore the object being talked about was the same. For 
example: "That horse is not worth a continental." 
Of the gifts of Massachusetts, the greatest was its Con-
stitution of 1,780 from which most of the states have drawn 
and which served as a model for the Constitution of the United 
States. If John Adams was the father of the Massachusetts 
Constitution then he was equally father of the Federal Con-
stitution approved and adopted by the Colonies in 1789. The 
Bill of Rights, found in the United States Constitution is al-
most a copy of the Declaration of Rights of the Massachusetts y 
Constitution. 
The first Governor of Massachusetts after the adoption of 
the United States Constitution was John Hancock who visited 
Cohasset with :his Lieutenant Governor, Benjamin Lincoln of 
Hingham. The first State Representative was Stephen Stoddard 
!/William Reid and Herbert G. Regan, Massachusetts History and 
Government of the Bay State 1 Oxford Book Company, New York, 
1956, P• 53. 
e/Richard L. Perry and John c. Cooper, Sources of Our Liber-
ties, American Bar Association, Quinn and Boden Company, Inc., 
Rahway, New Jersey, 1960, P• 374. 
The w·u vall c.cmins to & c.lou. Th• Ft.-deb •topped the 
8riti•b •hipll fro~ helpins Cornwtllle eee•pe with hi& •rny. 
Fteneb and AJ!eric.~ -.oldiotr• pu•ht<l <:otnwdli•' ar•r to the 
COhtlitle· There Wllll nothing 1 4){t tO dO but (Or Co .. nwntth to 
&uu·endcr. 
On October 19, 1781, the British General g~ve his sword 
to General Benjamin Lincoln of Hingham. The British soldiers 
marched through the streets of Yorktown, prisoners of the Con-
Y 
tinental Army. 
This was truly a great day. The Americans had been out-
numbered and outfought at the beginning of the war. They were 
low on food, clothing and vital supplies and yet became victor 
and makers of the United States of America. 
The polls for the town in 1781 record one hundred and 
twenty men went to the fighting lines from Cohasset. There y 
were only one hundred and sixty-five men in the whole town. 
We, in Cohasset, must look to those who made our freedom 
and independence possible. We cannot shake their hands and 
thank them but we can follow the standards our forefathers 
fought so hard to gain and make Cohasset and the world a 
better place in which to live. 
!/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume I 
1893, P• 93. 
2/Town of Cohasset, Town Records of Cohasset, Massachusetts 
~Original Handwritten Records), Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, 
Cohasset, Mass. (1770-1813), March 10, 1781, P• 197. 
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STUDY AlDS 
VOCABULARY STUDY 
independence flintlocks 
volunteered ammunition 
correspondence blockade 
hundredweight vital 
Directions: 
Complete the sentences below using the vocabulary words. 
Be sur~ to use your dictionary for the right meaning. 
1. The was made of lead. It was fired 
from~t~h-e--o~l~d~----- rifles• 
2. The kegs of powder were stored at 
the Red Lion Inn on South Main Street. 
3. The colonists wanted their from 
England. ----------------
4. v~en the war started1 many people from Cohasset 
to fight at Bunker Hill in Boston. 
s. The committee on 
what was happenin-g-=-i-n~B~o-s"';"t_o_n-.--
let the people know 
6. Many 
Briti-s~a-------------
supplies were sneaked past the 
• 
------------
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUS~ION 
1. How was Cohasset a part of the Boston Tea Party? 
2. How did the American Revolutionary War hurt ship-
building and fishing in Cohasset? 
3. How did the people at home help the soldiers? 
4. What was the turning point of the war in favor of 
the Americans? 
s. Why did Cornwallis surrender? 
0 
0 
0 
6. Who was General Washington's aide and accepted 
General Cornwallis' sword? 
7 • What does "not worth a continental" mean? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. v~at monument in Cohasset hQnors the men that served 
in the American Revolutionary War? 
2. Visit the Cohasset Historical Society and see the 
weapons and uniforms used during the Revolutionary 
War. 
3. Write a biography of Daniel Lincoln. 
0 
CHAPTER XI 
THE GROWTH OF A TOWN AND NATION 
Life was hard for Americans after the Revolutionary War. 
The fighting was over but many of the wounded soldiers had to 
come home to run-down farms and rusty anchors. 
The Continental money given to the soldiers for pay was 
almost worthless. In general, the towns were very poor. The 
citizens had been highly taxed to help pay for the war. Their 
treasury was empty and yet everyday debts had to be paid. 
To give some idea of the situation of Cohasset at this 
time, Town records reveal that not even the interest on the 
~ debts cou~d be paid. The church janitor had to wait for more 
than three years for what little money he did earn. Of the 
eight hundred persons in the town, many relied on shipping and 
fishing. Very few schooners had left the wharves. 
Records that would have told how many ships had been built 
here were destroyed by the British. They took the records from 
the Custom House, Boston, and threw them in damp cellars in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia.~ ,~ t 
It is difficult to tell the exact amount of fish brought 
into Coha~set Harbor, salted and dried. The fishing industry 
!/Town of Cohasset, Town Records of Cohasset 2 Massachusetts 
\Original Handwritten Records) Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, 
Cohasset, Mass. (1770-1813), February 25, 1782, P• 192. 
yHowe, op. cit., ttHistory of the South Shore,tt The Patriot 
r=1 Ledger, P• 8. 
" 't >, 
.: ···~ ,,. 
~ increased a great deal until the War of 1812. 1/ 
0 
_Q 
About l,OOO'barrels of fish were taken into this harbor 
each year, and in the peak year, 4,159 barrels of fish were 
caught, dried, salted and sold. Each barrel sold for five to 
nine dollars. A little arithmetic will tell you the wealth 
stored here. Most of the fish caught were mackerel and ale-
wives. In 1809, we excelled Hingham in the amount of fish 
caught.?!/ 
The fish were dried on "flakes" resting on poles driven 
into the sand. There were some at Bassing Beach and the posts 
can still be seen at very low tide. 
We have mentioned the increase in the shipbuilding and 
fishing industry. From 1789 to 1809 Cohasset saw forty-six 
~essels launched. This means the Cohasset carpenters had y 
built one to five ships per year. 
There is a twisted old pear tree standing on the north 
side of the Cove. The sterns of vessels with the keels point-
ing toward the water were built near it. The ribs were hewn 
from the oak timbers taken from our forests. People along the 
shore watched the daily growth of a ship being built. Oxen 
were busy hauling the large timbers from the woods to the 
shoreline. Except at lunch time, the noise of planking could 
1/Cohasset Historical Society, Elm Street, Cohasset. 
~Bigelow, op. cit., P• 324. 
~Ibid., P• 326. 
.J.:ls 
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~ be heard throughout the Cove. 
0 
What a sight i.t must have been to see a ship being 
launchedt Day after day, week after week, the people had 
watched the ship being built until finally the ship's owner 
arrived at the docks to see it slide into the salt water where 
it would help provide a livelihood for many a Cohasset man. 
Today we will not see such a sight from the Cove except 
for an occasional pleasure craft being launched from Bgg Har-
bor Boat House where boats are still made and repaired. 
Before ending our account of industries for this period 
of time before the War of 1812, it is necessary to mention 
farming, tanning and the project of building Cuba Dam. 
The most extensive holding of farmland and stock was 
Thomas Pratt's, with an assessed value of five thousand pounds 
in 1796. Second to him was his brother Aaron Pratt with four 
thousand seven hundred and sixty pounds value of farmland • 
. Samuel Bates was making money from the land as well as from 
the sea. 
John Wheelwright had a tannery at Turtle Island; Francis 
Lincoln operated a tannery near the mouth of Bound Brook and 
there was a tannery across James River. 
In 1728 a peti·tion to build a dam between Great Neck and 
Beach Islands was presented to the town meeting at Hingham. 
The petition was dismissed.!/ 
!/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume I 
Part 1. 
0 
0 
Of the several attempts to drain Little Harbor for the 
grasslands~ there are remains to be seen today. At low tide 
' 
it is possible to see two neat rows of posts sticking out of 
the sand at Sandy Beach. These posts are all that is left of 
the sluice or old canal. 
The canal was built through the meadows to Sandy Beach. 
The natural inlet at Cunningham's Bridge on Atlantic Avenue 
was shut off by large iron gates and named Cuba Dam. A violent 
storm during the winter filled the canal with sand. !I 
Another attempt was made by Elisha Doane and his business 
partners. Long canals were planned to reach from the inside 
of the dam down to the sea so that all the water might be 
drained of£. This would leave about one hundred acres of 
grassland bare to the sun, changing it from a salt meadow to 
a fresh meadow. 
y 
The canal was two hundred feet long. Strong iron doors 
were built and hinged at Cuba Dam so that the force of the 
incoming tide would only make them shut tighter. The work was 
begun in 1804. Ten thousand feet of lumber were brought from 
Boston. Common laborers received thirty-three cents a day 
while carpenters rece~ved one dollar a day. The project was y 
completed in December of 1804 at the cost of $2~107.69. 
The company under Elisha Doane taxed themselves thirty 
!/Bigelow, op. cit., P• 331. 
2/.Loc. cit. 
~Ibid., P• 332. 
~ dollars each to pay for the project. Now they waited for the 
grasslands to return their money and maybe a little profit. 
The draining of the meadows did exactly what they thought it 
would do until the year 1851 when a violent northeast storm 
flooded over the dam and filled the meadows with salt water 
again. !I 
0 
0· Yibid., P• 133. 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
extensive violent 
launched meadow 
Directions: 
Read the story on the Growth of a Town and Nation. Find 
each of the words listed above in the story. 
Directions: 
Write the sentences that contain each word. 
1. 
Directions: 
Use your dictionary to look up the meanings of the 
words that you do not know. Write the meanings opposite 
each word. 
1. extension 
----------------------------~-----------
2. launched 
3. violent 
-------------------------------------------
4. meadow 
--------------------------------------------
~ II. QUBSTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
0 
1. Name two problems that faced Cohasset after the 
Revolutionary War. 
2. Name three families in Cohasset that had very large 
fishing fleets at this time. 
3. How were the fish dried? 
4. How were the fish salted? 
5. Why did the townspeople want to drain Little Harbor? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITI~S 
1. Describe Cohasset after the Revolutionary War. 
2. Write a short story on the building of Cuba Dam. 
3. Visit the Historical Society and see the office that 
Samuel Bates once had for his fishing business. 
4. How were shoes and boats made before the Civil War? 
... " 
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CHAPTER XII 
COf~SSBT IN THE SECOND WAR WITH ENGLAND 
Cohasset, as well as other coastal towns, was a part of 
the War of 1812. We had soldiers that were on a part-time basis 
much like our present day National Guard. They were required 
to meet so many times a year and drill on the Common. Discip-
line was poor among the citizen soldiers as their next door 
neighbor might be the Captain of the company and their best 
friend the First Sergeant. This is true in our present day sys-
tem of the National Guard and Reserves to some extent. 
Each man received a musket, bayonet, ~ron rod, scabbard 
c=) and belt, cartridge box, wire and brush, two flints, a knapsack 
and twenty-four cartridges. 
0 
Before we learn about Cohasset's part in the war, it is 
necessary to review the causes of the war. 
For many years the British had been at war with France in 
Europe. This is one reason why shipping was so good for the 
people of Massachusetts. The British as well as the French 
needed supplies; also the ~uropean ships were busily engaged in 
the war which left the market open for the Americans. During 
this time England needed men for their ships. To get the men, 
they boarded American vessels and took seamen off, saying they 
were citizens of England and therefore had to serve in the Eng-
lish Navy. 
'119 
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Durant says that more than 31 000 ~erican sailors were 
taken off ships and used in the English Navy. 
During this time Jefferson asked the British to apologize 
for their actions. He did not get a very satisfactory answer 
and recommended the Embargo Act, which was passed by Congress. 
This act stated t~at American ships could not leave an ~merican 
port except to do some coastal trading. This resulted in a 
seventy-five per cent decline in exports. Now we were doing 
one fourth the business we had done earlier. What a blow to 
the commerce of all the coastal towns and the nation! 
y 
In 1813, Captain Lawrence of the Chesapeake accepted a 
challenge from the British frigate Shannon off Scituate and Co-
hasset. The ships disappeared from sight and therefore many 
who had hoped to see the battle were disappointed. The sound 
of the cannons could be heard and later it was learned that the y 
Chesapeake had been defeated. 
Just before the Shannon engaged the Chesapeake, three 
frightened North River boys had just been released after their 
fishing boat had been inspected by the enemy •. They watch~d the y 
battle from their boat. 
1/John Durant and Alice Durant, Pictorial History of American 
Ships, A. s. Barnes and Company, New Yorlt, 1953., P• 48. 
~Reid, op. cit., P• 64. 
3/John Bach McMaster, History of the People of the United States 
from the Revolutionary War to the Civil War, Volume IV, Pren-
tice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1946, p. 93. 
i/"History of the South Shore," op. cit. 1 P• 13. 
'l'h~ Patriot L~t~t.ur, Qtd.lley, Hauachusetu 
(JIInuary 6, lti625J Votu,.e l~S, N"unbu 301:lJ 
Con.dltlont ,i.n COha. .. ~t wn~ grO"Nina worae &a the fisbing 
.i.ndu1try and tra<.tin# .. df:ereued. Pellr that the Driti•b would 
blOCklldC thdr hllltboOr and bu.rn their tO\OTt waa (!teat. 
In June of 1.!114, a 8tithb n11n·of-w11r enu~ed Scituate tlar. 
.. , and burned boat• t.nd parts of tha to~~m • ll 
C•ptai~ Lothrop, then ConnJnder of the coftpany of n!t1tilll 
in Cohasset, ~• ~ous~d fro• his be~ and tol<.l of the invasion 
of Scituate and th• poa&iblco fate of Cohauu. The C•ptain 
, J..-pP-4 (tOll his bed, ran out the ~r without hat or coat, 
!/Kart, toe. cit. 
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c:) jumped on his horse and started to ride through the town get-
ting the people up. The company was about one hundred and 
thirty men strong. The captain took fifty men to the head of 
the Cove. Lieutenant Beal took forty men to the seabord side 
f . . . y 
0 
o Hom~ny Po2nt, around Wh~tehead to Sandy Cove. 
Reports came in that the B~itish had four hundred men 
r~ady to invade Cohasset by barge. Two companies from Hing-
ham, two companies from Weymouth, one artillery company from 
. y 
Hanover, and one from Randolph arrived by early morn~ng. 
By nine o'clock in the morning there were twelve hundred 
men stationed at different points along the shoreline. Eleven 
British barges and a sloop-tender were off the Glades taking 
note of the defenses at Cohasset. The British went back to 
their ships and reported that the tmm was too well defended. y 
The ships left without bothering Cohasset again. 
~\ 
Twenty-seven fishing vessels were taken up into the Gulf~ 
and sunk so the British would not get them. Although our town 
was not burned by the British, we did suffer from not being 
able to carry on our fishing trade.~ 
During the War of 1812 Cohasset, Scituate ·and Hi~gham sold 
1/Town Records of Cohasset, Centennial ~niversary, Wright and 
Potter Printers, 79 Milk Street, Boston, May 7, 1870, p. 24. 
YBigelow, op. cit., P• 346. 
yHenry F. Howe, Massachusetts There She Is--Behold Her, Rine-
hart and Company, Boston, 1959, P• 132. 
~Bigelow, op. cit. P• 347. 
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only three barrels of fish for twenty-five dollars wherea~ 
before the War Cohasset alone had sold sixty to eighty thou-
sand dollars worth of fish in one year. Y 
News reached Cohasset about the peace treaty that had 
been signed and once again the men could get back to their 
homes and families. As was noted~ many companies from Hingham, 
Randolph, and Weymouth had come to the aid of Cohasset. When 
the common-danger threatened~ the people could and did band to-
gether for the common defense of their lives and property. 
!/Bigelow~ op. cit., P• 350. 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
embargo commissioned 
scuttled merchanp 
militia privateer 
Directions: 
The words listed above are new to the story. Locate 
and write the meanings of the words using your diction-
ary. 
1· embargo --------------------------------------
2. scutt.led 
3. militia 
--------------------------------------
4. commissioned 
--------------------------------
5. merchant 
6. privateer 
Directions: 
The vocabulary words were used in the story. Copy the 
sentences that contain the word. Try to use them in 
sentences of your own. Keep their meaning dlear. 
\\I 
s. 
Your sentences 
1. 
3. 
s. 
II. f{UESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Name four things the militiaman in Cohasset was 
expected to carry with him. 
2. Why did the Americans get very angry at the British? 
3. Why Hid England need sailors for her Navy? 
4. Why did the United States declare war on England? 
5. Name two reasons why fishing and shipbuilding almost 
came to a stop during the War of 1812. 
) 
6. Why did the townspeople think the British would try 
and burn Cohasset? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Write a story of how the surrounding towns. helped 
Cohasset during the War of 1812. 
2. :Explain this statement, ncaptain Peter Lothrop could 
be called another Paul Revere. tt 
3. Kenneth Sargent., a senior at Cohasset High School, 
has called the War of 1812 the '~ar of Faulty Com-
munication". Write a short story agreeing or dis-
agreeing with this. 
) 
) 
CHAPTER XIII 
MINISTER, MAST.ER AND GOVERNMENT 
In 1650, both in Europe and America, the church was part 
of the government. ~ngland said the people must go to the 
Church of England or they would not be able to own land or 
hold a public office. Those people who disagreed with the 
go~ernment were put in jail. 
While both the Pilgrims and Puritans came to Massachu-
setts to worship God in their own way, they did plan their new 
governments around the church. Having the church and govern-
ment together lasted until the nineteenth century. 
In the Massachusetts Bay Colony and the Plymouth Colony a 
person had to belong to the church in order to vote. Every 
family was taxed to pay for the minister_ and the meetinghouse. 
The town treasurer collected the taxes and this was paid to 
the minister. For example, the following is an account taken 
. y 
from the Records of the Second Precinct (Cohasset): 
"To see what sum they will raise for defray-
ing the cost of the minister and other ex-
penses for the current year." 
For many years the main business of the Precinct's meet-
ings was to take care of the public worship. Before 1721, the 
~Records of the Second Precinct in Hingham, 1717-1770, Town 
all, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, Massachusetts. (Original 
Handwritten Records), p~ 163. 
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precinct worshiped without a meetinghouse. In this year Rev. 
Hobart, the first pastor in the precinct, was given a small 
party paid for by the taxes. 
When the meetinghouse was built, it had no pews, lamps, 
or organ. The people brought foot warmers to church to keep 
warm,during the winter months. Men, women and children did 
not sit together as they do in church today. Bach group sat 
on rough benches in a certain part of the church. Negroe~ and y 
Indians stood or sat at the back of the church. 
Very little singing was done in the first New England 
churches. The minister stood on a pulpit high above the floor 
and read his sermons. His voice carried well and sometimes 
the sermons lasted two or three hours. The minister read long 
passages from the Bible and told the people what they meant. 
If possible, the sermon from the Bible was connected to cur-
rent problems in the precinct and words of wisdom were added. 
After the morning service an hour or more was given for 
lunch. The folks told each other what was happening in their 
part of the precinct. After lunch the people went back to 
their assigned benches for the afternoon service. Full stom-
achs, combined with endless number of words from the pastor, 
caused many church-goers to slumber. 
y 
Y 
!/Hamilton D. Hurd, History of Norfolk County, J. W. Lewis and 
Company, Philadelphia, 1884, P• 232. 
£/Earle, op. cit., P• 376. 
~Ibid., P• 378. 
The ••etlnghou•e •erved ita purpo•e until 174a when a 
l~rser church •~• built on the Co~on. Thi1 i1 now ~ Onit~r· 
iaft church e11Ued tl1t Firet Puhh Church Oft North M~in Street . 
Hben ~new cbmch or IIUtinJ:hOIIIe w11 built, tbe predntt 
netei"t. ofcen voced thu th~ people slloulO 00 auign~O ptws. 
A ,.r.on toe * Pft1 ln 1 certdn ,put of the church depeDding 
') 
I 
!I 
the amount of taxes he paid. 
Two other acts were passed by the voters showing the town 
was still part of the church. The acts were: 
y 
1. In 1771, the town voted that the minister 
should not leave out any Psalms during the 
Divine Service. 
II. In 1775, the town voted to have a two-
hour lunch time in the summer and a one-
hour lunch in the winter. 
People from the Beechwood area of Cohasset said they 
would not pay taxes for the church because they could not get 
to the service. The town said they would have to pay taxes 
anyway as the meetinghouse or church was also a place where 
the town did its business and they would have to support the y 
church whether they wanted to- or not. 
Four years after the War of 1812, the Methodist Church 
was built in North Cohasset. This was the beginning of the 
division of churches in Cohasset. 
Later, in 1825, the people of the First Parish Church wan-
ted to start another church. The Congregational Church was 
built across the way on the Common next to the present Town 
Hall. 
!fTown of Cohasset, Town Records of Cohasset, Massachusetts 
(Original Handwritten Records), Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, 
Cohasset, Massachusetts (1770-1813), p. 18. 
,Y.Ibid., P• 43. 
~Ibid., 1792, P• 56. 
Never again, after l~as, did the t01111 or gov~nu~ent try 
to take care uf tll~ publle worahi,p. This h tbown by tll<: fol-
!1 lowlnlf •ecou.nt tou.t~d i n the Precinct'4 Records for 1825: 
•~ro ue WIU au,. ot •Oney they wiU nhl.l 
for defuyi ns oth~tr nec•ua(}' chtt'gt~ ex .. 
elusive of Jtev . flint ' ' 511lary and other 
PIU'othial cherge.!l for the current y••t• "' 
Since 18~$, thlt •upportert of the churcbea hav• b•en 
people wbo utend the <:hutch ot their Old! choice. ·rhe Oft.Ly 
part 'be to~m phya .in tb• U(lt o! the church ill to exer~pt it 
<:) from taxes and to take care of the old town clock in the bel-
fry of the Unitarian meetinghouse. The hours are struck by 
the bell made by Paul Revere. 
0 
n 
Religious freedom·continued to grow in Cohasset. The 
people of Beechwood wanted and needed a church in their part of 
town. Money was raised through church suppers~ auctions~ and 
gifts. A~ a result of all the work by the people in Beechwood~ 
a fine building was built in 1866 called the Beechwood Congre-
gational Church. Mr. Frank Sargent of Beechwood has the origi-
nal deed of the land that was given for the church. 
Ten years after the start of the Beechwood Congregational 
Chureh~ St. Anthony's Roman Catholic Church was built. 
The Pope Memorial Church in North Cohasset was built by a 
Mr. Pope in memory of his son who had died when only seventeen. 
The last church to be built to take care of the religious 
wants of the community was the gothic styled St. Stephen's 
Episcopal Church located in the middle of the town. It was 
completed in 1900 and later a carillon of fifty-one bells was 
built. 
Cohasset has a total of six churches of different faiths 
serving the people and the community. The church is a power-
ful weapon against crime and is a major building block for the 
moral teaching of its citizens. 
.-:?2 ·~ ~ 
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I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
government 
Directions: 
STUDY AIDS 
pulpit denominations. 
Here are some new words that were used in the story. 
Locate the words in your dictionary. Write the words 
in sentences. 
1. 
Directions: 
Complete each sentence with the right v~eabulary word. 
1. The minister sometimes uses the 
he gives the sermon. --------
when 
2. There are many different 
in .America. -------------- of religion 
3. The ~__,.-_.....,. __ _ 
church to go to. 
should not tell the people what 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Why was it difficult for people to get to church 
during the early 1700's? 
2. "\\'hat does ttride and tiett mean? 
. 
3. Where was Cohasset's first church located? 
4. Was the first church built and used before or 
< 
.43A . 
--- .!',:&. 
0 
0 
0 
after the Revolutionary War? 
5. Why was a church called a meetinghouse? 
6. Do you think it was good to have the church and town 
business a part of one another? Explain your ~nswer. 
7. Does the town help or regulate the churches in any 
way today? Explain your answer. 
8. Name the different religious faiths in Cohasset. 
9. In what ways do the churches help and w0rk with one 
another today? 
~II. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Write a description of Cohasset Common from the 
picture in Chapter XIII. 
2. Describe what it was like to attend church before 
the Civil War. 
3. Write a description of a footwarmer and tell how it 
was used. 
CHAPTER X]\7 
THE PROCESS OF LEARNING 
At the time when Cohasset became the second precinct of 
Hingham, there were not any schools. Four years after Cohasse 
became a precinct, Hingham returned forty pounds in tax money 
to the second precinct for the proper education of the stu-
!/ dents. The money was for a ttdame school." 
In 1729, the precinct spent nineteen pounds for the total 
education of its children. The school term lasted from De--
Y 
cember until March. 
The person who taught the classes in the school was 
called a schoolmaster instead of teacher for good reason. The 
success of the schoolmaster did not depend on his education as 
much as 'it depended on his muscles. If the schoolmaster could 
not handle 'the strongest boy in the room then he was all fin-
ished as schoolmaster of the town. 
In 1724, a school building was built on the Common next 
to the present Unitarian €burch. The people of Beechwood and 
Jerusalem had their children taught in the homes. 
During the middle of the seventeen hundreds school was 
1/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Press, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume I, 
Part 2, P• 86. 
~Records of· the Second Precinct iri Hingham, 1717-1770, Town 
Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, pohasset, Massachusetts. (Original 
Handwritten Records), P• 16. 
"k: 
.. 
.... 
Cohattet ~on 
held dudna the Jluntter l«lfltht. MO$t oi tbe <>lde.r boy5 .,.·ere 
helpi ns on the farn~ or out to eea on a liehin6 eehooner Vhicb 
reaulttd in attendance only by the ~~~ller ehlldren. 
tn 175~. a ..cll<X>l wu built i n Deechwood 11nd ano~httr il'l 
the JtN18elea Ut'lil ot C<>flu.!let . Tbe additiond roon pt.ovide<J 
by the new bu!ldlnn• led co a cban~e in •chool policy. Tbe 
older boya were nad~ to 
increa.ud iron cbr•• ~o 
~Recotd• of the Second Precinct io Hingban, 1111·1110, Town :u, 41 lligbhnd Avenue, tohiiUet, M~~ouaeh\.leetu . {Original 
Hllndwritten Records), p. 83· 
~ from today's modern classroom. There were benches for the 
younger children along three of the walls. The older boys sat 
on benches arranged in the middle of the room. Next to the 
front wall was a closet, teacher's desk, and a large fireplace. 
!I 
0 
The room did not have blackboards or lights. 
The schoolmaster always kept a knife handy for sharpening 
the goose quills that were used for pens. The fireplace was 
used to help keep the students warm even though it did not 
give off much heat and it is revealed by the Precinct's Rec-
. 
ords that a stove was bought for the school. The children had 
to bring one foot of wood to school with them each day or the y 
money to pay for the wood. 
The school work was divided into spelling, reading, and 
arithmetic. Spelling was mostly memory work. The spelling bee 
was very popular and used quite often in school. A boy almost 
the size of a man was oftentimes defeated by a girl. He must 
have felt badly as he knew the other boys would make fun of 
him on the way home. 
y 
Very few children could afford what few books that were 
available and therefore the Bible and New England Primer became 
!fOp. cit., History of the Town of Hingham, Volume I, part 2, 
P• 90. 
?/Records of the Second Precinct in Hingham, 1717-1770, Town 
Hall,, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, Massachusetts. (Original 
Handwritten Records), P• 140. 
,YHart., op. cit., Volume III, p. 292. 
~u. 
'lG'$ 
,p.~ 
.t 
II 
II 
" .. 
the grou..ndwork for rtta<Hng . !I 
Arith•etic wu alflo l e•rne4 by IU:nory. Lons c:olu~tt~s of 
nu11beu we.re •ddcd by the ttu(lenu lfl1'1ilt tl•e 4chooln_a.ner 
w.lllq(l up IUid dOwtl.-the roon clleck.ins uel'l p•p.er. '!be follow-
Jnll .t:hy11.c wu utcd to help tbe ttudenu l~•ftl cbeit uitb• 
!I t~ecie: 
..... seoth11an • <:ht.ie~ did buy. 
A horte and harneaa too; 
They cost tllc su• of tbrae acotc "011.ndt, 
Upon my word •tis true. 
The harness came to half the horse, 
The horse to twice the chaise, 
And if you find the price of them, 
Take them and go your ways." 
In 1768, the town voted to have three girls' schools. 
These were called dame schools. !I 
The girls were taught dressmaking, reading, and writing. 
Walking and dancing in a ladylike manner was also an important 
part of the school lessons to be learned, as shown by this y 
verse: 
uThey braced my classmate against a board, 
To make her straight and tall, 
They laced her up, they starved her down, 
To make her light and small, 
They pinched her feet, they singed her hair, 
They screwed it up with pins, 
Oh, never mortal suffered more 
In pennance for her sins.n 
School progress continued. The town changed the organiza-
tion of the schools by placing them into four districts. Now 
there were schools in the areas of Beechwood and Jerusalem, as 
well as the north and south ends of town. Four hundred and 
seventy-two children attended school at the cost of two hun-
3/ 
dred dollars.-
The cost of forty-three cents to educate a pupil in 1796 
seems quite low compared to four hundred and ninety-five dol-
1/Records of the Second Precinct in Hingham, 1717-1770, Town 
Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, Cohasset, Massachusetts. (Original 
Handwritten Records), P• 87. 
~Hart, op. cit., Volume III, P• 293. 
~Town of Cohasset, Report of the School Committee, Town Rec-
ords, 1796, P• 91. 
la.u P<!'f P'!PJ.l in 1fi6Q. 1/ 
lbe town tiiOuAht lt wu • peMins too 11uc:b •oney un OdiiCI• 
tloe •nd iattod11ced cbe lde• of Wildi•" •• acadear •u<:" lllle 
DerbJ Aud•r h Hl••"•· 'fll,. cost of t"- t>•Udl•• .oltld be 
slla.red bJ acocllllol4eu lutud of U•e to.. Tile a&-... ~r wu 
Wilt b 1,.7 .-tn tM r ... " 'll •- UUI4a. Oil)" ohll.r at•• 
dtata ~re allow .. to sttell4 tbe ac:ade.y to,,_., oubJeCll bP• 
yj)Jid tile Jn-ar at.lrlool. 'nil hlitiotl !Or at•Oenh U tlla IU.d• 
.. , waa tbitt)" cents a w•k il tautht 
Iotty C4t1U ft W4k if tauJbt by a nan 
by a ...ot~ao 
cucher.V 
~- _:,ii 
l/!icelow, •r· '''·· •· JtJ. 
• 
Higher education at the academy continued until 1815, when 
it was closed; the town rented it for meetings. Twenty-three-
years later the townspeople decided that the responsibility of 
higher education should be taken over by the town. The acad-
emy building was used for the first permanent high school of 
the town. 
y 
In 1857 the present Town Hall was built and provisions 
made for a high school on the first floor. The academy was 
?:1 
sold and moved across the street. 
School buildings continued to be built. By 1867 there 
were six schools throughout the town. They were the Beechwood, 
Jerusalem, North, South, and Center, as well as the high school 
located at the Town Hall. 
y 
A few years later there were four grammar and five pri-
mary schools. ~ganizing the school system was difficult be-
cause the schools were located in all parts of the town. 
Proper discipline and maintenance of the schools was a problem. 
As the teacher was alone with a group of students, a janitor 
was needed to take care of each building and the buildings were 
greatly in need of remodeling. Ventilation and heating were 
poor and lighting was inadequate. 
~Town of Cohasset, Town Records of Cohasset, Massachusetts 
\Original Handwritten Records), Town Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, 
Cohasset, Massachusetts,~ovember 5, 1838, P• 193. 
a/Ibid., March 10, 1857, P• 264. 
1/Ibid., February 10, 1867, P• !G. 
Mr. Joseph Osgood, a member of the school committee, gave 
the following address at the town meeting in 1887.!/ 
nwe would this year call attention of our 
townspeople to the advantage of the large central 
school building, containing the North Grammar and· 
Primary, Center Grammar and Primary, South Grammar 
and Primary, and the Harbor and Elm Street schools. 
The Center, Elm Street, Harbor and North Primary 
Schools barely accommodate this year's pupils. In 
the same instances, in years past, we are told that 
owing to the crowded conditions of certain primary 
~chools some of the pupils had to be advanced to the 
grammar schools one year before they were qualified 
to enter, thus completely disarranging our whole 
plan for grading the schools. 
nNow we claim that our North, South, Center and 
Harbor School property could be disposed of for a 
good round sum, especially the North School, which 
is a valuable piece of property for the building, be-
ing situated at the junction of Jerusalem Road. A 
building of ten rooms could be built, designed accord-
ing to the latest and best ideas in schoolhouse con-
struction, with perfect ventilation, comfortably and 
economically heated by furnace or steam heat, an or-
nament to the town and best of all, a school where 
scholars could be perfectly graded and where all the 
teachers and scholars would be under direct super-
vision of one man.tt 
All sorts of objections were raised. Some people thought 
it was too large an undertaking for the town. The townspeople 
had many heated discussions about building one large builoimg 
for all the students of the town. Finally, the money was set 
aside for beginning construction. The Osgood School was built 
on Elm Street in 1891. 
The Osgood School took care of the educational needs of 
the town for the next ten years. The school~opulation con-
!/Ibid., 1887. 
~ tinued to rise and the present Civil Defense and Cghasset 
Water Department buildings were used. 
0 
0 
The Cohasset citizens wanted 'their children to have a 
good education and went to great expense to provide the best 
schools and teachers the townspeople could afford. 
0 
0 
STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
_pounds stockholders 
dame school academy 
defeated provisions 
responsibility ventilatien 
Directions: 
Many of these words may be new to you. Locate and 
write the meanings of the vocabulary words from your 
dictionary. 
1. pounds 
2. dame school 
3. defeated 
4. responsibility 
s. stockholders 
6. academy 
7. provisions 
8. ventilation 
Directions: 
~ach of the vocabulary words was taken from the story. 
Read the story and find the sentence where the vocabu-
lary word was used. Write the sentences below. 
I \ 
' '-.). rJ 
3. 
4. 
s. 
8. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. How were children taught to learn reading, writing 
and arithmetic before there were any schools? 
2. Explain what the first schoolrooms looked like. 
3. How did students learn arithmetic and spelling? 
4. Where was the first school located in Cohasset? 
s. 11nat is the difference between an academy and a high 
school? 
6. What real change was made in education just before 
the 1900 1' s? 
1II. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a drawing of what a schoolroom probably looked 
like in the early 1800's. 
2. Make a scale cardboard model of an eighteenth century 
classroom. 
14·6· 
0 
0 
.o 
I 
3. Write a story comparing the difference between a 
classroom in the nineteenth century and today's class-
rooms. 
4. Visit with Mr. Samuel Bates on South Main Street and 
learn what buildings in town were once used for 
schools. 
5. Visit the Cohasset Historical Society and see the 
goosequill and inkwell used for writi~g assignments 
in school. 
.· 
..J 
[· 
CHAPTER XV 
THE GREAT DAYS OF SAILS 
Ever since the early explorers came along our coast 
fishing for cod to take back with them to England and France, 
the sea has given wealth and a way of life to many New Eng-
landers. 
The South Shore fishing fleets reached their p~ak in 
the 1840's. Cohasset had sixty-five fishing vessels in the 
Cove, twelve shipyards, chandleries, cooper ships, and a net-
Y' 
work of wharves. 
Cod, mackerel, and some shellfish were the main types of 
fish taken from the sea for commercial use during the middle 
part of the nineteenth century. 
y 
Cod, at first, was the mainstay of the commercial fisher-
man. After 1820, mackerel became the fish that was sought and 
. y 
brought back to the wharves of Cohasset. 
1848 marks the peak of mackerel fishing in Cohasset, 
with nearly 23,000 barrels of mackerel. Four or five voyages 
were commonly made each summer. The fishermen followed the 
!/Howe, op. cit., Salt Rivers of the Massachusetts Shore,p. 240 
2/Spencer F. Baird, Sea Fisheries of Eastern North America 
~United States: Commission of.Fi~h and Fisheries), Report of 
the Commissioner for 1886, Washington, D.c., PP• 3-4. 
yTown of Cohasset, The Pageant of Cohasset, Pageant Committee, 
Cohasset, Massachusetts, July 8, 1921, P• 23. 
148.' 
n11ckerel norlhwu<l ' ' \her went fro. Wew Jeruy to the Gul f 
of the St. bwrence.!/ 
The lJfe of • fh~rean lu.e never bun e•&Y• lt i• 
filled with 11dventure anc! c!angtr fros U•t 'hlg.b •••• 11n(1 J~'IUltd 
roc:ll:a of t he coaatline. Hu.rriu.ne.f a.nd dull ing wave_, have 
CI\IU<l "'"" a •hip to tr:O <l~ beneath tbe M(l'rf se•· 
tn ttneuL, the owner of the lbhillg vessd wa.s a bud .. 
ne•-'•IUI who atsyed aabore. The ea.puln a.r1t1 tt•  cr•w 'Iller• not 
paid wage• but worked on aharec. The l arscr the catch, th• 
•ore •oney the •en ••de. The ~ethod of fi.,hing waa eith•r to 
The Patriot LedRer, Qulncr, M&$41lChuaette 
(January 6, 1')(12): Voll.lft4 lZS, N..,.tl•t 305:17 
VHowe, op. cit., "Hbtory oC the South Shore," p. 1.5· 
H.9 
throw a line over the side of the ship or lower two men into 
a smaller boat and have them bring the fish to the larger y 
boat. 
The model of the fish~ng schooner was a square-sterned y 
craft, somewhat broad and clumsy but safe and strong. 
Fishing was a form of primary school for young lads want-
ing to become sea captains or mates of sailing ships. They 
often went aboard fishing schooners for summer cruises and 
learned the skills of seamanship. After some sailing experi-
ence of this type, the boy went to Boston to sign on larger y 
vessels traveling all over the world. 
Pretend you were a young lad seeking the adventure of 
the high seas and you had just boarded a fishing schooner leav-
ing Damon Wharf for a summer's veyage in hopes of ·coming back 
with a big catch of mackerel. Before the ship left the dock, 
a few things must be done. 
The fishermen bought tHeir food and personal belongings 
to take with them. The nearest store to Damon '·s Wharf was 
John Bates' store. The food, such as rum, tea, fl?ur, vinegar, 
potatoes, raisins and pork, was to be charged until after the 
trip. A person with little money could get by on fourteen dol-
lars worth of foodstuffs. The final goodbyes were said and 
!/Earle, op. cit., P• 122. 
2/Durant, op. cit., P• 42. 
yoavenport, op. cit., p. 534. 
~\ slowly the adventurer headed toward the dock with his clothing, 
hooks, and lines. !I 
On the third day out to sea, the captain threw a bucket-
ful of clams and herring as bait for the mackerel over the sid 
of the ship. The catching of the first fish, by the captain, 
was the signal for all to start fishing. Men threw their lines 
over the side, baited with herring or clams. The mackerel wer 
pulled in and dropped into a basket behind the fisherman. 
There was good reason for the fisherman to make sure his fish 
got into the right basket. The fishermen worked their "own 
hookn, which meant that the number of fish he caught would de-
cide how much profit he would get when the ship returned to y 
the harbor. 
Some of the men had a line in each hand. It was quite a 
problem when there was a fish on each line. The other fisher-
men got very angry if their lines became entangled. The less 
fish they caught, the less money they made. 
If the fishing was good, then the men kept busy throwing 
the lines over the side for another fish. They did this as 
fast as possible. When most of the fish had been caught, the 
men took a short break. Cold tea was served because nobody 
wanted to take time out to build a fire. 
Now the real job was just beginning. ~he fish had to be 
ycaptain James Collier, Records of the ttTecumseh,n 1836 1 Co-
hasset Historical Society, Elm Street, Cohasset, Massachusetts. 
£/Earle, op. cit., P• 122. 
~ cut, salted, and packed into barrels. The men worked in pairs. 
One man was called a ttsplittertt, who opened the fish. The 
other was called a "gibber" and his job was to clean the fish. 
The fish were thrown into pails of water to be cleaned before 
salting. The "splittertt then became the "sal tertt and the "gib 
ber" passed the fish to him. When the "saltern was ready to 
start salting he cried: "Fish hoH. This was the signal for 
the "gibber" to pass the fish to the ttsalter" two at a time. 
The nsalter" rubbed the salt into the flesh and backs e£ the 
fish and placed them in a barrel. !I 
Now it was time for everyone to turn in as they had had 
a long day. Morning arrived too soon as the first mate called 
ttAll hands ahoy, up mainsai~.u This meant that it was about 
four thirty in the morning. The person who lit the fire, 
which was not a~ easy chore as matches were not used until 
1830, cooked his breakfast first. The captain was next in 
line. When the captain had finished cooking his breakfast, 
the words: nFire clear" were shouted. This meant it was 
every man for himself. The first person to place his cooking 
gear on the fire had his breakfast next. Just think of the 
confusion and movement this must have caused. When breakfast 
was cooked, the signal "Fire clear" was given again and the 
same was repeated until all had had their breakfast.6/ 
After several weeks on the high seas with a hold full of 
!/Bigelow, op. cit., P• 412. ?f.Loc. cit. 
mackerel, the captain would decide it was time to head back to 
the home port of Cohasset. 
The men wanted to see their families and tell about their 
trip; the owner wanted to know if his investment had paid, and 
the captain wanted to find out what mhe profits of the voyage 
were going to be for him and his crew. The captain would 
shout, nset the colors, give her the whole of the mainsheet, 
boys, away with her about northeast and we'll see how nigh we 
!I 
can hit Gay Head." 
The boys at the Cove were waiting for the ship to return. 
It meant they would have plenty of work in packing the fish. A 
lad could earn as much as twenty-five cents a day or about two y 
cents a barrel. 
The coopers in the cooper shops had been very busy making 
the barrels through the winter. The staves of the barrels were 
made of pine and held together by a band of iron at the top of 
the barrel. The cost to the ship owners was seventy-five 
3/ 
cents a barrel.-
While the boys waited for the ship and the barrels were 
lined up on the wharves, men were busy at Sandy Beach making 
salt. The salt water was pumped by a windmill. A hole was 
bored through a pine log and used as a funnel to carry the 
water to a large vat about twenty-five feet in diameter. After 
YLoc. cit. 
yHowe, op. cit., "History of the South Shore,tt P• 15. 
~Bigelow, op. cit., P• 437. 
:tS3 
a few days the water, now a little saltier, was allowed to 
flow into a second vat. The second vat was a little smaller 
and not quite as deep. From here the water was poured into a 
third vat where it became a brine. The final evaporation of 
the water took place, leaving a very coarse crystal of salt. 
About one quarter of a pound of salt could be taken from one 
gallon of water. 
A visitor to any fishing village could tell how success-
ful the fishermen had been during the year. If the fisherman 
had a good year, the wives walked around in new gowns, the 
children would have new shoes and clothes and the master of 
the house could afford to send his children to school for a 
longer length of time. 
The fishing industry furnished a living for six hundred 
men and boys in Cohasset. The town had a population of about 
twelve hundred citizens. 
It was mentioned before that when the fishing was good, 
shipbuilding flourished. The reduction in tariffs between 
1846 and 1847 doubled foreign trade and shipbuil~ing. The new 
discoveries of gold in California increased coastwise shipping 
a great deal. 
It was the ship's carpenter's adze and caulker's mallet 
that made merry music in Cohasset Harbor. Many a vessel was 
!I built of the strong oak and pine of the Cohasset forests. 
!/Cohasset Historical Society Building, Elm Street, Cohasset, 
Massachusetts. 
•cbooners duril:lg bi• e.uly career. Ma.ny •aster 1u.rin~n; a.nd 
ehiJ')b\lildera inveetecl their {%'Of it. i n t he budneu. 1'11e OW!Ier 
"Ill often the flerell•nt, akl.pper, an(! l)uU<Iet, t<l(h !I 
Cobu1et' 1 fifty hN~e-built 5cl1ooner' and b~r <loxtn or $<1 
• Y Howe, op. slt., "IUe,t()t)' of tho$ South She>U," P• u. 
c:) small barks and brigs spent only the summer season fishing. 
0 
In the winter many of them were kept busy carrying New England 
products to Richmond, Charleston, Mobile, and New Orleans. 
From here they took cotton to New York, and rice and hard pine 
to Havana and Liverpool, England. Molasses, coconuts, corn, 
coffee, railroad iron and salt were brought from Europe to the 
New England states. !I 
Such a town as ours produced master mariners for the 
great ships in world-wide commerce. In 1824, Captain Philip 
Fox made a trip to England and back in seventeen days. This 
was beaten only once by a clipper ship. He had made the trip 
so fast that his owners could not believe it. They learned 
otherwise when he showed· them the Liverpool newspaper for the 
date he had set sail from Liverpool. 
y· 
Cohasset's Captain James Collier started his career at 
nine when he told his parents, "Let me go fishing or I'll run 
away.u 
y 
In 1800, Southward Pratt left his father's house in Co-
basset on a morning chore of driving the cows to pasture. It 
had been the custom to return to the pasture and get the cows 
at night. The cows were waiting but young Pratt did not 
appear. The call to the sea was too much for Pratt. He ran 
away to sea as so many Cohasset boys had done before him. 
!/Howe, loc. cit. 
Y!:,oc. cit. 
Y,Loc. cit. 
y 
~ ~Morison, op. cit., Maritime History of Massachusetts, P• 105. 
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built. It was the first to have three masts. It must have 
been a beautiful sight to the seafaring people of Cohasset. !I 
Aside from Quincy, Massachusetts, Cohasset built perhaps 
the largest South Shore vessel. It was the double-decked ship 
Greenwich, 788 tons, 160 feet long and built in 1850. How 
they ever got it out of Cohasset Harbor remains a mystery to-
day.Y 
There are four reasons why shipbuilding and fishing de-
clined after the middle 1800's.2/ They are: 
1. Shipowners were getting their ships built elsewhere. 
2· Competition was great between shipowners. 
3. The cost of operation was getting greater. 
4. The fishing itself was getting harder. 
What a change the passing years have wrought in the life 
of Cohasset, a place where once two or three shipyards turned 
out vessels giving work to many ship carpenters, sailors, and 
fishermen. The wharves extended from the head of the Cove to 
Hominy Point on one side of the harbor and to the Gulf Stream 
on the other side of the harbor. Now the echo of the mallet 
and adze has long since died away and the vessels of various 
descriptions have disappeared except for the occasional launch-
ing of a pleasure craft from Egg Harbor Boat Yard. 
1/Cohasset Historical Society, Elm Street, Cohasset, Mass. 
y'Howe, loc. cit. 
1/Charles F. Adams, Massachusetts on the Sea, published by 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Tercentenary Marine Committee, 
1930, P• 11. 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
primary school 
staves used for barrels 
brine 
aclze 
caulker's mallet 
Direct.ions: 
In Column A are the new words used in the story. In 
Column ~ are the meanings of the vocabulary words. 
Match the letters in Column B with the numbers in Col-
umn A· After you have matched the words, read the 
story again to make sure you are right. 
Column A 
1. primary school 
2. staves 
---
3. brine 
4. adze 
5. caulker's mallet 
Directions: 
Column B 
-
A. A tool used for cutting 
chips of wood from a 
piece of timber 
B. A thin, narrow piece of 
wood used to form the 
sides of a barrel 
c. A hammer-like tool made 
of wood 
D. Grades from beginning 
school to grammar school 
B. Water that has a lot of 
salt in it. 
Write each of the vocabulary words in sentences. Be 
sure to use the right meaning of the word as it is used 
in this story. 
r<J' 
0 
0 
0 
2. 
5. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
How did the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812 
hurt Cohasset's shipbuilding and fishing industries? 
Why did boys, at a young age, go to sea? 
If fishing was good, shipbuilding was also good. Why 
was this true? 
~fuat types of fish were mostly caught and sold by the 
fishermen? 
Name three families that live in Cohasset, whose rela-
tives owned large fishing fleets. 
How was salt used in the fishing industry? 
During what years was fishing and shipbuilding a~ its 
best in Cohasset? 
Name three reasons why fishing and shipbuilding 
slowed down by the beginning of the 1900's• 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES~ 
1. Write a story telling how salt was made at Sandy 
Beach. 
.. 
0 
0 
0 
2. Visit the Cohasset Historical Society and see the 
many relics of the shipbuilding and fishing days. 
3. Write an adventure story of a boy aboard a fishing 
vessel on its way to the fishing grounds. 
4. Write a story of a ship captain's home and its 
"widow's walkn. 
. . ' 
) \ 
I 
CHAPTER XVI 
FROM HORSE TO STEEL 
The roads of colonial times were built for trade as much 
as for people. In the early days riding on horseback was the 
main means of traveling. North Main Street leading into Co-
hasset was once a path used for cattle coming from Hingham to 
graze in the meadows. The paths were widened at great cost 
and labor. It was not an easy job to clear the land for the 
road. 
The roads that were built were full of ruts, rocks and 
mud. The further from towns these "roads" went the worse they 
were. Some became mere paths passable only by horseback. !I 
Shortly after th~ beginning of the 1800's the two-wheeled 
chaise was used in some New England towns. A chaise was a po-
lite word for a chair that was mounted on two hickory springs y 
and drawn by one horse. Andrews states that the four-
wheeled carriage was of American design and used mostly for 
work. 
Travel was very hard from Cohasset to Hingham. Passages 
in the Town Records~ when Cohasset was petitioning Hingham to 
!/Langdon, op. cit., p. 250. 
ycharles M. Andrews, Colonial Folkways, Yale University Press, 
New Haven, Connecticut, 1909, P• 228. 
2/Records of the Second Precinct in Hingham~ 1717-1770, (Origi-
nal Handwritten Records), TQwn Hall, 41 Highland Avenue, Co-
hasset, Massachusetts, March 29, 1766, ·p. 112. 
I 
(:) become a precinct and later a town reveal one of the reasons 
for Cohasset's wanting to become a precinct was the fact that 
Hingham did not take care of the roads. They were full of 
ruts and holes which made travel long and dangerous. 
0 
There wasn't any stagecoach in Cohasset until 1815. 
There are three reasons for the late development of public 
transportation in Cohasset. They are: 
1. Cohasset was off the main route of transporta-
tion between Plymouth and Boston. This route 
was a mile or so west of Cohasset. 
2. Citizens could get a much smoother ride on 
water from Cohasset to Hingham and fro.m Hing-
ham to Boston. 
3. Before the beginning of the 1800's there was 
little need for transportation out of town. 
The people made about everything they needed 
and many goods were brought in by boat to Co-
hasset. 
Before the stagecoach was introduced in this area 1 the 
postmaster carried the mail from ~ingham on horseback. A 
stagecoach 1 in 1810 1 operated from Boston through Hingham and 
down to Plymouth. The stagecoach left Boston at five o'clock 
in the morning and-arrived in Plymouth in the early evening. 
1/ 
The cost was $2.50.- Today an automobile can travel the same 
distance in an hour. 
Stagecoaches did run between Hingham and Cohasset 1 but 
not until about 1840. A person had to walk or ride horseback 
to Hingham. A packet and later a steamship was used to carry 
!/Joseph Foster Merritt 1 Old Time Anecdotes of the North River 
and South Shore 1 Rockland Standard Publishing Company 1 Rock-iand1 Massachusetts, 1928~ P• 39~ 
, .. ("'a 
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University 
ta , 1893, 
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lto• Cobusu to conn~Jet With the Old Col· 
ouy !Uilroa<l, at Quil'ley." 
-
In 1849 tb~ people of Cohaaaet had a celebration ~ben the 
first raUro•d ••• coapleted and th• tn;til'le anive6 at Cohu-
eet station. The traina were l'Un eo.ch day. ll wa•,. distance 
of twelve •iles to Bttintru. There the trt.tn ,..aited and 
bt<>u1¢llt back car& arrivinJ fro- Bo,ton. The flr1t loeo-c>Uve 
burned eordwood to .tnke Ul!u. Dutinlt the tu.tu~er JWnthe tllt 
train w•• k•pt b\lty with a hu.rrJ.e<l schedule of three tripe a 
day. 
The railroad ••• a bi~ boon to the to~e on the South 
Shore. Nore freight and paaaenser~ could be carried to and 
fro• the dtie• and to ... "'' While thne liOrd• ar~r l.>d.ng writ• 
ten, lUI ••tronAut l• traveling ar<:wnd tl\e world in a :~~pace 
The l"atriot Ledfer, Qu1n~y, MU8tlchueelt& 
<Januafy 6, l<J62 I Yolut~. 125, Nu11ber 30.5122 
:..Gs 
• 
capsule at the speed of 17#500 miles per hour. This is quite 
different from the first locomotive that traveled three to 
five miles per hour. 
The horse and wagon was still being used as a means of 
transportation while the iron horse puffed its way along the 
wooden and steel tracks. 
Traffic problems in 1891 were about the same as they are 
today in Cohasset, as can be proven by the two acts the towns-
!/ 
people passed to help protect its citizens. 
"No person shall permit any horse, cattle, or 
swine under his care to go upon any sidewalk 
or permit any grazing animal to pasture in 
any public way or suffer any horse to remain 
hitched across any sidewalk so as thereby to 
cause injury to person or property ... 
Another act was passed at the same time which said: 
uNo person shall ride any horse or drive any 
horse attached to a vehicle of any descrip-
tion# in or upon any street or way for public 
travel at such an immoderate speed as to en-
danger or expose the person to injury or in-
convenience." 
y 
Transportation during the late 1800's, especially the 
train, has helped towns grow into cities, enabled people to 
enjoy products made in other parts of the country and pro-
vided pleasure for the adventurer that had the urge to travel. 
!/Town Records of Cohasset. Bylaws of the Town of Cohasset 
and list of legislative Acts accepted by the town in 1891. 
March 10, 1891, p. 16. 
,Y.Ibid· 
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I • VOQA..BULAR Y STUDY 
hickory springs chaise 
freight stagecoac-h 
locomotive 
Directions: 
The list of words above were used in the story. Find 
the sentences where the words were used in the story. 
Write the sentences below. 
1. 
s. 
Directions: 
Write the dictionary meanings of the vocabulary words 
in sentences. Be sure to use the same meaning of the 
word as it was used in the story. 
0 
0 
0 
4. 
5. 
II. Q~ESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. What were three ways a person could travel from 
Boston to Cohasset during the 1800's? 
2. Why was it easier to travel by water than by land 
to Hingham and Boston? 
3. Was the railroad used in Cohasset before or after 
the Civil War? 
4. How has the railroad helped make towns grow into 
cities? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIBS 
1. Visit with Mr. Frank Sargent. Write a report on 
the effect the railroad had on Cohasset. 
2. Write a report on what early trains were like and 
why they were sometimes dangerous to ride on. 
0 
0 
0 
CHAPTER XVI I 
THE NATION DIVIDED 
The horror of destruction by nature in all its fury of 
storms and floods was mentioned in the last chapter but there 
is nothing more harmful to the human race than man destroying 
his fellow being. 
There is one very important connection between Cohasset 
and the Civil War other than the men and arms who served the 
town so very well. That was the fact that the nation's hero 
who led the country through the war and made the Union one~ 
was a descendant of one of our earliest settlers in Cohasset. 
It was Abraham Lincoln~ the great~ great, great grandson of 
Mordecai Lincoln who came here in the early 1700's.
1
/ 
There wasn't any property interests-at stake on Cohasset 
as the actual fighting never got this fa~ north. Men who did 
volunteer and were drafted had to leave their farms and fish-
ing schooners and this in turn hurt the economy of the home. 
Governor Andrews of Massachusetts had been preparing for 
this war as he knew President Lincoln would be needing men and 
arms. When the first call went out from Washington, some y 
3 1 000 Massachusetts soldiers were ready. 
1/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Pr~ss, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume 
III, 1893, P• 4. 
2/Reid, op. cit., P• 90. 
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capsule at the speed of 17#500 miles per hour. This is quite 
different from the first locomotive that traveled three to 
five miles per hour. 
The horse and wagon was still being used as a means of 
transportation while the iron horse puffed its way along the 
wooden and steel tracks. 
Traffic problems in 1891 were about the same as they are 
today in Cohasset, as can be proven by the two acts the towns-
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people passed to help protect its citizens. 
"No person shall permit any horse, cattle, or 
swine under his care to go upon any sidewalk 
or permit any grazing animal to pasture in 
any public way or suffer any horse to remain 
hitched across any sidewalk so as thereby to 
cause injury to person or property ... 
Another act was passed at the same time which said: 
uNo person shall ride any horse or drive any 
horse attached to a vehicle of any descrip-
tion# in or upon any street or way for public 
travel at such an immoderate speed as to en-
danger or expose the person to injury or in-
convenience." 
y 
Transportation during the late 1800's, especially the 
train, has helped towns grow into cities, enabled people to 
enjoy products made in other parts of the country and pro-
vided pleasure for the adventurer that had the urge to travel. 
!/Town Records of Cohasset. Bylaws of the Town of Cohasset 
and list of legislative Acts accepted by the town in 1891. 
March 10, 1891, p. 16. 
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hickory springs chaise 
freight stagecoac-h 
locomotive 
Directions: 
The list of words above were used in the story. Find 
the sentences where the words were used in the story. 
Write the sentences below. 
1. 
s. 
Directions: 
Write the dictionary meanings of the vocabulary words 
in sentences. Be sure to use the same meaning of the 
word as it was used in the story. 
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4. 
5. 
II. Q~ESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. What were three ways a person could travel from 
Boston to Cohasset during the 1800's? 
2. Why was it easier to travel by water than by land 
to Hingham and Boston? 
3. Was the railroad used in Cohasset before or after 
the Civil War? 
4. How has the railroad helped make towns grow into 
cities? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIBS 
1. Visit with Mr. Frank Sargent. Write a report on 
the effect the railroad had on Cohasset. 
2. Write a report on what early trains were like and 
why they were sometimes dangerous to ride on. 
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THE NATION DIVIDED 
The horror of destruction by nature in all its fury of 
storms and floods was mentioned in the last chapter but there 
is nothing more harmful to the human race than man destroying 
his fellow being. 
There is one very important connection between Cohasset 
and the Civil War other than the men and arms who served the 
town so very well. That was the fact that the nation's hero 
who led the country through the war and made the Union one~ 
was a descendant of one of our earliest settlers in Cohasset. 
It was Abraham Lincoln~ the great~ great, great grandson of 
Mordecai Lincoln who came here in the early 1700's.
1
/ 
There wasn't any property interests-at stake on Cohasset 
as the actual fighting never got this fa~ north. Men who did 
volunteer and were drafted had to leave their farms and fish-
ing schooners and this in turn hurt the economy of the home. 
Governor Andrews of Massachusetts had been preparing for 
this war as he knew President Lincoln would be needing men and 
arms. When the first call went out from Washington, some y 
3 1 000 Massachusetts soldiers were ready. 
1/Town of Hingham, History of the Town of Hingham, University 
Pr~ss, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Volume 
III, 1893, P• 4. 
2/Reid, op. cit., P• 90. 
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0 
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0 
back to Boston. !I 
Prom 1862 to 1865 Captain Collier made countless trips 
all over the world for the Union carrying shiploads of arms y 
and food to help win the war. 
The war continued and many of the housewives that had 
lost husbands, brothers and uncles had to carry the burden of 
keeping the family together and the farm operating. This was 
not an easy job. The hardships are many for both those who 
fight on the battlefront and those at home who have to wait 
and wonder if their loved ones will ever return. 
Mr. Bigelow, in his Narrative History of Cohasset,~ 
gives .a very complete list of the men who served and the 
length of time they were in t~e Civil War. 
The drain of sending men into service was great on this 
little town. One hundred and ninety-nine men served in the 
Army and Navy at a cost of thirty-six thousand dollars to the 
town. 
y 
The hardships of war give people of all nations good 
reason to stop along the path of education to study the past. 
By knowing and understanding the causes th~t have started fGr-
mer wars, then it is hoped, that the future citizens of Co-
1/Davenport, op. cit., P• 565. 
?:J.Loc. cit. 
~Bigelow, op. cit., PP• 486-504. 
!/Town Records of Cohasset, Centennial Anniversary, Wright and 
Potter Printers, 79 Milk Street, Boston, May 7, 1870, P• 25. 
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basset and of the United States will do everything in their 
power to prevent the future destruction of mankind by himself. 
17:3 .• 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
destruction confederates 
descendant contribution 
Directions: 
Listed above are some words you may or may not know. 
Find the words in your dictionary and write their mean-
ings. 
1. destruction 
------------------------------
2. descendant 
3. confederates 
4. contribution 
Directions: 
Write each of the vocabulary words in a sentence. 
3. 
II~ QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1· What was the main cause of the Civil War? 
2· Why was the Civil War sometimes called the "War Be-
0 
0 
0 
tween the States11? 
3. What new inventions came out of the War? 
4. Explain how life in Cohasset was changed because of 
the War. 
~II. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Pretend you were at the battle of Gettysburg. Give 
a newspaper account of what you would have seen. 
2. What building in Cohasset is named after a Civil War 
veteran? 
3. Write a short description of the geography of the 
North and South. How would this make a difference 
in a Southern or Northern belief in slavery? 
4. Visit the Cohasset Historical Society. Write a re-
port on the weapons and clothing used during the 
Civil VJar. 
CHaPTER XVII I 
SHIPWRECKS AND LIFE SAVING 
AROUND MINOT'S LEDGE 
From the earliest dawn of recorded history man has been 
both excited and scared by the great storms and hurricanes of 
Nature. The mighty gales which have battered and swept the 
Atlantic coastline have left a record of suffering, death, and 
misfortune for those who dared to challenge the ledges of Co-
has·set. Many a Cohasset man and family have saved the lives 
and eased the suffering of the shipwrecked sailors. 
Minot's Ledge is one of those jagged reefs which reaches 
far out to sea. It is formed with sharp edges that very seldom 
show above the water. Ship after ship has found this danger 
point and either was sunk or so badly damaged that it barely 
made shore or port. 
The wealth of Boston was threatened by the many shipwrecks 
!I 
resulting from the ledges of Cohasset. 
On February 12, 1793, the ship Gertrude Maria, bound for 
Boston with a cargo worth $40,000, was wrecked at Brush Island 
off Cohasset. The captain of the Danish ship and many of his 
crew were saved because of the bravery of Cohasset fishermen. 
About twelve thousand dollars worth of goods was saved and 
1/Frederick A· Talbot, Lightships and Lighthouses, J. B. Lip-
pincott Company, Philadelphia, 1913, p. 176. 
-.. . ~ .. : 
~ later sold at auction. The men were taken into the homes of 
0 
0 
the Cohasset residents and taken care of. Some time later the 
captain and his crew were provided with another ship. Before 
leaving, the captain gave heartfelt thanks for the kindness 
given to them. Many weeks later after the captain had told 
the King of Denmark about the kindness of the Cohasset people, 
the King ordered four large gold medals and t~n silver medals 
made. On one side was a likeness of the King and on the other 
the words uReward of Merit--Noble Deedsn. The medals were sent 
to the many Cohasset residents that had taken care of the sick 
!I 
crew. 
Cohasset had the first lifeboat in ~merica in 1807. It 
was the start of a society to reward men who showed bravery in 
saving the l.ives and property of those wrecked at sea. 
y 
In 1840, a Swedish vessel was grounded off the ledges and 
crashed on Brush Island. The Cohasset men got all the goods 
and gave it to the Custom's agents, with the exception of one 
ba£e of hemp which was later washed on shore. The Customs 
officials stated how honest the Cohasset folks had been because 
they had checked each item again~t the ship's bill of lading. 
y 
The rocks off Cohasset had long been branded dangerous. 
!/Hurd, ?P• cit., P• 222. 
ycommonwealth of Massachusetts, Massachusetts on the Sea, pub-
lished by the Massachusetts Bay Colony Tercentenary Committee, 
1930, P• 17. 
l/Davenport, op. cit., P• 592. 
The United States Government was slow to do anything about it 
because of the great problem of trying to build a light on 
underwater reefs. 
The idea was offered and used that a skeleton structure 
of iron be built on the~edge. It was designed by Captain 
w. H. Swift of the United States Topographical Engineers. He 
searched the reef over and over again trying to find the exact 
place where light would be most helpful. It was learned that 
the work could only be done between tides and when the water 
.y 
was quite calm. 
The tower was completed in 1848 and for the first time a 
ship's captain could be warned to stay away from the Cohasset 
reefs. 
y 
The next year, October 7, 1849, the grea~est disaster of 
Cohasset's history of shipwrecks happened. The brig st. John 
filled with immigrants from Ireland, crashed off Minot's Light. y 
Ninety-nine persons lost their lives. 
Three years after the light had been finished, a great 
hurricane hit the coast of New England. The tide ran three 
feet above the floor of the Old Salt House on Border Street.* 
1/Talbot, op. cit., p. 180. 
efcoatsworth, op. cit., p. 105. 
~Edmund H. Garrett, The Pilgrim Shore, Little, Brown and Com-
pany, Boston, Massachusetts, 1900, P• 108. 
*Border Street runs along the coast of Cohasset from Scituate 
to the Cove. 
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<:) Smashing blows of wind and angry seas pounded the ledges and 
rocks. The lighthouse was bent like a stick of taffy ·over a 
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hot flame·. y 
Snow gives a very good account of the ill-fated light-
house and its keepers: 
"There was a bottle picked up by someone after 
the gale of 1851. In it was a message. a narrow 
slip of paper was signed by the initials of Joseph 
Wilson and Joseph Antoine, the two keepers of 
Minot's Light. 
"The message was written about ten o'clock at 
night. The light was shining and the bell was ring-
ing the warning to vessels to stay away. Nearly 
every wave was striking against the keeper's quar-
ters some sixty feet above the sea. In that bright, 
small room, under the sledge hammer blows of the 
breakers, the keepers wrote their farewell to life. 
They gave the hour and the number of feet which they 
thought the tower was swaying. The sentence ended, 
'it cannot last the night.' The way the men acted 
when knowing this meant certain death, has been a 
mystery to many. The two, one English and the other 
Portuguese, sent no message to their families or 
made no mention of their own feeling about their 
fate. The note was just facts that would interest 
lighthouse officials. 
"The note was not the last farewell as people 
in Scituate could hear the bell in the early morn-
ing hours. Both men tried to escape. Joseph An-
toine's body, in a life belt, was found along Nan-
tasket Beach. Joseph Wilson's body was found on 
Gull Rock. The man had reached the cliff out of 
danger of the waves but it is guessed that he died 
from exposure.u 
!/Forbes, op. cit., P• 30. 
~Edward Rowe Snow, The Romance of Boston Bay, The Yankee Pub-
lishing Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1944, P• 303. 
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Five years passed before work was started on the second 
lighthouse. In 1855 Captain Barton s. Alexander of the United 
States Cqrps of Engineers took charge of building a tower 114 
feet high on the remains of the old lighthouse. The ~ohasset 
ship captains and men who helped Captain Alexander had many 
1 . 1 . h 1" !I troub es 1n comp et1ng t e 1ght. 
The ledge was three miles offshore and the work could only 
be carried on during the months of April through September. 
In order to lay the foundation there had to be two essentials: 
a perfectly smooth sea and a low tide. Both of these essen-
tials did not come together very often. The ledge was unE~en 
and the many iron pilings left by the other lighthouse had to 
be trimmed and made level. Much of the cutting and chiseling 
of the. rocks and iron had to be done under water. 
y 
How would the men be able to lay cement on the rocks if 
the salt water sprayed over the rocks and washed the cement 
away? Captain Alexander found the answer. By putting sand-
bags around the area they wanted to cement, they could keep 
3/ 
most of the salt water spray away from the cement.-
While the foundation was being prepared, the grani~e from 
the Quincy granite pits was being brought to Government's 
Island. At the island, they cut the blocks of granite to the 
1/Talbot, 02• cit., p. 178. 
,Y.Ibid., P• 179 •. 
'Y,Loc. cit. 
1 . c 
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size needed. A derrick was used to lift the heavy stones to 
and from the boats to the tower. 
Work on the ledge was indeed dangerous. The men had to 
watch for large waves that came spraying ove~ the rocks. Life-
lines dangled beside each man. A man called a "rolleru 
watched for the waves and whea he spotted a huge wave he sig-
naled the men to drop their tools and hang on to the lifelines. 
The work enntinued for two years. The foundation had 
been completed. On a January night, 1857, a ship was caught 
in a storm and crashed against the structure. ~1 the work 
that had taken two years to complete now was washed away from 
!I 
the ledge. 
Fishermen of Cohasset lined the shores and made plans to 
reach the sailors •. Broken ice filled the water between the 
shore and the wreck. This made launching a boat impossible. 
The ice floats would hold very little weight, but one Peter 
Falcon thought of a daring plan. He tied a life preserver to 
each foot. This balanced his weight. He inched his way across 
the bobbing ice floats pulling a light line behind him. To 
the surp~ise and happiness of the shipwrecked sailors, he 
reached the broken remains of the s'hip. The line was tied to 
the ship and a small skiff was dragged across the rough ice. 
All were saved and Peter Falcon will long be remembered for 
his bravery.Y 
!/Cohasset Courier, Cohasset, Massachusetts, (1960), Volume IV, 
No. 1, P• 3. 
,Yibid. 
1
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Pour years lllter, in the evetd~« of Auauat 22, 1860, the hn-
Certl .,..., lighted for tbe t!rar chee. The cOc,ft oi the project 
w•• $300,000, witb the first $toae tteJng hid July '}, HIS? 1111d 
!I tbc lut \rri'Otk finished in June of 13t>O. 
on Novc•ber 15, 1860, tltc llght 'Nil& onee lll()te tl~re)'o.1) 
froa Mlaot ' & hd8C, vi&ible for fourteen and tt1r•e q11arter 
gcoHtvorth, op. eil., p. 101. '" 
1..9.2 
~ miles. The flashing light sent its signal -- one-four-three --
' !I every thirty seconds. 
It is impo~tant to give credit to the men of Cohasset for 
the part t~ey played in building this structure, the first of 
1• ts k" d · ;..._ · Z/ 1n 1n p.l~er1ca. 
A famous Cohasset rigger, Captain John Cook, made the 
model for the derrick used to raise the heavy granite stones 
'-
and could boast that he had never had occasion to shift a stone 
twice. ~nother Cahasset man, Captain Nicholas Tower, cap-
- y 
tained the first vessel to carry the stones to the ledge. 
Visitors to Government's Island can still see, upon a 
level spot at the northern shore of the island, two large cir-
cular pavements of granite as level as a ballroom floor. They 
are now grass-grown and soil-covered around the edges but it 
is still possible to see how well they were laid. 
The following poem sums up the years of work and impor-
tance of the light to all who sail their ships along the At-
lantic Coast to Boston. Y 
Three leagues from the shore in Bostan Bay 
On a rocky, ragged ledge 
There rises, grim and gaunt and gray, 
The lighthouse of Minot's Ledge; 
!/Coatsworth, loc. cit. 
~Cohasset Courier, op. cit., P• 3. 
YEdward· Rowe Snm1, Amazing Sea Stories Never Told Before, 
Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1954, P• 70. 
~Cohasset Courier, op. cit., P• 4. 
• Collll!laet Courier , 
'lot\1"• tv, No. 1, 
.-1. !.., - .. • r•....-J ...,,,. 
l' u,.l ·1 • ''' !" ~ ,..,,,. I 
~'"""'' 1.111c "''" '"' o( ~•• hbNU~ OhUU. llot -....... -·-
......... , ........ , ... . 
Nlnot' $ Waht • 
Cohasset, 
l)· 3. 
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And the great Atlantic's rolling tide 
Breaks over it~ foaming high, 
As it sends a warning far and wide 
O'er sand and sea and sky. 
There have been other shipwrecks since the light was com-
pleted in 1860. On March 3 1 1862, the brig Lincoln, only two 
years old, struck the reefs near Minot's Light. The ship was 
carrying coal. As she split open, the American flag floated 
out upon the water. One of the wrecking party tried to get 
it, but to no avail. On the same night the brig Marcia, also 
laden with coal~ went ashore off the Glades near Minot's Light 
and still another brig sank at Cedar Point in Scituate. The 
interesting part of the above is the fact that all three ships 
belonged to the same company, all three were carrying coal and 
all three ships sank within a three-hour period on the same 
night. !I 
During the storm of 1898, shipping all along the coast 
was stopped. Vessel after vessel that did not make it to 
safety was found on the beaches or rocks of the shore. 
* 
The Message of ~inot's Light* 
To all the ships at sea, 
She blinks one-four-three; 
"I love you~ but stay away 
from me. 
For if you venture further, 
You may never live to tell; 
The tale of the turbulent sea, 
Or the tale of Neptune's Hell. 
Daniel Haven, student at Cohasset High School~ Cohasset, 
Massachusetts~ March, 1962. 
!/Davenport, op. cit., P• 695. 
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For I guard the gory rocks . ., 
That have taken many lives; 
~nd they will send your ship 
to the bottom, 
Where many a ship now lies. 
They who did not heed, 
The word of her mighty light; 
Went down in their floundering 
ships., 
On the rocks of Minot's Light. 
So they who venture nearer, 
Will never live to tell; 
The tale of the turbulent sea., 
Or the tale of Neptune's Hell. 
Daniel Haven 
The tide measured higher than it had during the gale of 
1/ 
1851, which toppled over Minot's Lighthouse.-
Border Street, which follows the water's edge around the 
Cove, was filled with ice and snow. The water from the ocean 
froze to the sides of the shops and homes all along the shore. 
Streets throughout the lower parts of town were also flooded 
and filled with ice. Boats of all sizes were thrown about 
like sticks of wood. The townspeople were a long time clean-
?:/ ing up after the storm. 
In 1899, the Glendower hit the ledges off Hu11., Massachu-
setts. The ice floats stopped the men from getting to shore, 
and.rescue was not possible until morning. There were only 
enough blankets for one per man. The wind., snow and freezing 
1/Measurements taken of all major storms. Old Salt House., 47 
Border Street, Cohasset, Massachusetts. Owned by Herbert 
Williams. 
~ ?:/Davenport, op. cit., p. 604. 
iSS 
~ weather would soon claim their lives unless something was done 
The captain ordered the steward to start a fight between the 
men over the blankets. The fighting between the men kept them 
0 
0 
alive until morning when they were rescued. The ship was re-
paired and the men returned to the service of the sea that had 
almost claimed. their lives. !I 
Enough has been told to show the cruel nature of Cohasset 
rocks and ledges in time of storms and also the bravery of 
many Cohasset townspeople that help to rescue and take care of 
unfortunate victims that dared tome too close to the ledges. 
!/Snow, op. cit., Amazing Sea Stories Never Told Before, P• 70. 
STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
immigrants constructed 
initials disaster 
exposure chiseled 
Directions: 
Arrange the words listed above in alphabetical order. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
s. 
6. 
Directions: 
Look up each vocaqulary word in your dictionary and 
divide into syllables. 
1. 
4. 
s. 
Directions: 
Write a sentence of your own using each of the vocabu-
lary words. 
,¥ 
.188' 
3. 
5. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. How could the word "Quonahassit.u be used to tell 
the reasons for many shipwrecks along Cohasset's 
coastline? 
2. Why was Cohasset's coastline dangerous? 
3. How long did it take to build the first Minot's Light-
house? 
4. What was the first Minot's Lighthouse made of? 
5. How did our ledges hurt the shipping trade into Bos-
ton? 
6. How was the first Minot's Lighthouse destroyed? 
7. Explain how the first Life Saving Society in America 
was started in Cohasset. 
8. When was work started on the present Minot's Light? 
9. Why was building the second Minot's Light so hard 
and dangerous? 
~a , JL 9 
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10. Describe two examples of life saving by Cohasset 
citizens. 
11. How long ago was the present Minot's Light finished 
and put into use? 
12. What does the beacon flash, one, four, three mean? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Draw a sketch of Minot's Light. 
2. Visit Government's Island and see the two large, 
circular granite blocks used for cutting the granite 
to size. 
3. Write a story of a light keeper's life. 
4. Interview Mr. Samuel Bates on South Main Street, 
whose grandfather helped to build Minot's Light. 
5. Visit the Cohasset Historical Society and see the old 
photographs of Minot's Light being built and the 
large wooden model of the lighthouse. 
6. Write a poem about Minot's Lighthouse. 
0 
0 
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CHAPTER XIX 
HORSE AND BUGGY DAYS 
The turn of the nineteenth century marked a change in 
living for everyone in Cohasset. Alexander Graham Bell had 
given many folks a new means of talking to one another. Elec-
tricity was fast taking the place of the old kerosene lamps. 
The horse, pacemaker of the early 1900's, was a facter in 
the slow mode of living in Cohasset. The blacksmith shops, 
stables, and carriage shops located throughout the town were 
~he outstanding businesses of the day. The Tilden and Willard 
Stables took care of the transportation needs of the town. 
A blacksmith was very important in the day of the hor$e 
and buggy. The blacksmith shop sometimes had four rooms: an 
iron room for making horseshoes, hinges and iron gates; a shoe-
ing room containing nails, files, pliers, hammers and horse-
shoes to properly nshoe" a horse; a wheelwright room;. and 
lastly a room for making rubber tires for the carriages. 
The carriage business was done by Samuel D· Tower. He 
used seaweed inside the cushions of the carriages. 
The hay and grain business took care of providing fuel for 
the transportation of the day. Hay and grain were sold at 
Brown's General Store at the head of Beechwood Street and also 
at St.John's General Store at the corner of Depot Road and 
South Main Street. The Colonial Drug Store now occupies the 
!191 
'. 
~ building once used by Mr. St. John. 
0 
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There are not many general stores left along the South 
Shore today. The writer remembers the general store where the 
family did part of its weekly shopping. The store had every-
thing from nails to fresh eggs. Customers brought their dry 
cleaning to the store to be later delivered to the city for 
cleaning. Hay and sometimes grain were left at the store for 
a customer. The general store also served as a place for gos-
sip. Idle hours on the long winter days gave plenty of time 
to exchange the news of the day. Two cranks on the old crank-
type telephone would provide a person with the latest up-to-
the-minute happenings of the town. 
Many families who did not get to the store very often de-
pended on the door-to-door meat and ice salesmen. Meat could 
be bought from Bourne and Nickerson as well as from a fellow 
competitor, William Thayer from Weymouth. 
Ice was used to keep the meat from spoiling. The old-
time wooden iceboxes were a housewife's delight during the 
early 1900's. A small cake of ice lasted two or three days, 
at which time the iceman again filled the box. 
Getting the ice to the customer from Lily Pond is an in-
teresting story. William o. Souther operated a large ice 
business throughout the town. He had an icehouse at the shore 
of Lily Pond. The remains of an icehouse can be seen today at 
the water's edge. 
Cutting the ice was a cold and sometimes dangerous job. 
l""sn 
·-'l. ~ ... 
~ A long strip of ice was cut across the pond. The strip was 
cut into large cakes of ice. Each cake of ice was pulled by 
a horse equipped with special shoes to prevent the horse from 
slipping. The ice was hauled to a ramp and into an icehouse 
made of large thick planks. A wall two feet wide was built 
and insulated with sawdust. As the ice was hauled into the 
0 
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icehouse, it was packed in sawdust ~nd the next row of ice 
cakes was placed on top. The sawdust stopped the ice from 
melting during the warm spring and summer days. 
The horse, being a very important animal for both work 
and pleasure, was desired by all who could afford the cost of 
the animal and its upkeep. The young man of early Cohasset 
can be compared with today's teenager. He wanted to take his 
girlfriend on a date in style. He saved and saved until he 
was able to buy a horse and a broken-dawn wagon. The horse-
trader was very happy to see such an eager, inexperienced 
buyer. In most cases the' young man did not get a bargain for 
the money paid, but this was all part of his learning. 
Horse fountains used throughout the town can be seen to-
day at the corner of Jerusalem Road and North Main Street and 
Beach Street at Atlantic Avenue. 
The horse and oxen were necessary items on the farmer's 
• inventory. Plowing, carrying hay, clearing the fields•of 
large stones and tree stumps were all done by the oxen, horses, 
and farmer. These were just a few of the many chores the far-
mer had. Spring was a busy season because the plowing and 
~ planting had to be done. During the summer# the hay was cut# 
dried# and stored in the barns for use during the long winter 
months ahead. As summer ended 1 harvest time arrived. Fresh 
0 
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corn and vegetables from the garden were a delight to every-
one. 
The housewife was very busy doing the everyday heuse~ald 
chores as well as canning the harvest products. Many boys, 
per.~aps# pictured themselves taking a cool swim in the nearby 
lake or pond while working over the endless task of shelling 
peas 1 husking corn, snipping and cutting beans for the begin-
ning process of canning. Hours were spent over a hot stove 
well into the early evening until most of the day's canning 
had been done. By the end of October the cellar shelves were 
filled with canned vegetables. Bins filled with pot~toes and 
winter squash waited to be used during the winter months ahead. 
Vegetables that could not be used or traded were sold to mar-
kets in the city. Members of the Bates and Pratt families, 
who owned l~rge farms on Beechwood Street, left early in the 
morning for the city markets. 
The winter months did not give the farmer much chance to 
rest. The barn and woodshed had to be repaired. Fences, 
wagons, and harnesses needed mending. Timber and firewood were 
cut during the winter months and hauled out of the woods on 
sleds. The timber was cut at Turtle Island and the boards 
used for repairing or building. The cattle provided meat and 
milk; chickens and hens, the eggs; and the hogs, tasty hams 
~ and bacon. Taking care of the animals was a hard job that had 
to be done along with many other farm chores. 
0 
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It was not all work and no fun. Many musical societies, 
debating, literary, bicycling, and fraternal organizations be-
came a part of the social scene. Most have gone down in mem-
bership over the years, and some have disbanded. Others have 
become active again. 
The interests of the citizens in Cohasset were wide and 
varied. Early townspeopl.e in 1832 were worried about the num-
ber of books available to the people. The first library was 
the Washington ~ibrary that started off with seventeen dollars 
worth of books. Twelve years later the Social Library was 
started. The two libraries merged but later were not used 
very much. Meanwhile, the Osgood School was being built at 
Elm Street and the need for a suitable library for students 
was great. The Cohasset Free Library was started and located 
in the Town Hall on Highland Avenue. The Paul Pratt Library 
was built in 1903 and absorbed the books as well as private 
funds from the Cohasset Free Library when they joined. The 
people now had the opportunity to choose an enjoyable story 
from some thirty thousand volumes of non-fiction and fiction 
stories. 
Fraternal organizations were becoming popular places for 
the citizens to spend their leisure time. The Konohassit 
Lodge of Masons was established in 1865, followed by the Odd 
Fellows organization in 1887. Nineteen years later the local 
c:) chapter of Daughters of the American Revolution came into ex-
istence. 
0 
0 
The Beechwood Improvement Association, Social Service 
League, Beechwood Branch Library , and Knights of Columbus were 
all organized between 1901 and 1912. 
The Cohasset Yacht Club was organized b¥ a-summer resi• 
dent, Richard Crane, who was a well-known actor of the la~e 
1800's. 
Many summer people who came to the Cohasset shores have 
given much to the t0wn. The early 1900's marked the changing 
of Cohasset from a town of little importance to a well-known 
summer colony for wealthy and famous actors, musicians, and 
businessmen. 
The six Hanlon Brothers., who have been called the nFathers 
of American Comedy", gave employment to many townspeople. 
Scenes had to be built, painted, and crated for the trips to 
Boston amd later to New York. Taking care of the actors and 
musicians brought into Cohasset was no small problem for the 
residents. New buildings were built which kept the carpenters 
busy throughout the summer months. Gardeners, and keepers of 
the large estates on Jerusalem Road and Atlantic Avenue had 
steady work. Indeed, the affect of the summer residents in 
Cohasset was great. 
The American Legion Hall was named after Henry Bryant, a 
Civil War veteran. He had been partly responsible for the 
Woods Hole project for the study of ocean life. This has be-
t9S 
~ . 
~ come a very important laboratory for studying marine biology. 
0 
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Also during this time, Dr. Charles T. Jackson, the discoverer 
of ether, made his home at Sandy Cove. Miss M. v. McCormick, 
daughter of the inventor, Cyrus McCormick, had a large estate 
on Nichols Road and employed sixty persons. 
The summer residents raised the standard of living for 
Cohasset citizens and their wealth and enterprising minds re-
sulted in many improvements. 
STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Here are some words that may be new to you. Use your 
dictionary to find their meaning. 
kerosene 
transportation 
customers 
organization 
Direction.s: 
competitor 
society 
fraternal 
laboratory 
Write eight sentences using each one of the new 
words. 
3. 
s. 
j_98 
II. 
8. 
Q~ESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. What were two inventions that made life easier in 
the early 1900's? 
2. Why was sawdust used in icehouses? 
3. How was the horse used for work and fun? 
4. Name some vegetables that you ean eat at home that 
were grown by early farmers in Cohasset. 
5. Name two examples to prove that Cohasset was changing 
to a summer colony. 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Write a short report telling what a person might have 
seen in a blacksmith shop. 
2. Visit Mr. Frank Sargent and ask him to tell you what 
St. John's General Store was like. 
3. Make a scale model of an icehouse. 
4. Visit the Paul Pratt Library and learn what services 
the library offers the town. 
--
CHAPT.ER XX 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN ACT! ON 
While summer residents were busy at their many occupations 
through the winter, the all year citizens regulated the busi-
ness of the town for another year. In 1900, there were 2 1 759 
people living in Cohasset; 559 were registered voters. The 
property assessment totaled three million dollars with a tax 
rate of ten dollars on the thousand.!/ 
Sixty years later the population had increased to 5,185 
The assessment and 3,368 citizens were registered voters. 
?:I 
totaled $2,488,445 with a tax rate of $75.50 on the thousand. 
Keeping the tax rate down while increasing public ser-
vices is a problem for town officers and taxpayers today as it 
was sixty years ago. The selectmen had the job of watching 
the town's budget very closely. They watched the town's spend-
ing activities to get things done better and still keep costs 
as low as possible. The selectmen worked very hard and re-
ceived very little pay for their long hours of labor. 
The town meeting is the oldest and most democratic tY.pe 
of government in the world. Bach taxpayer of th·e toym has the 
right to speak for or against any articles. Also, each tax-
!/Town of Cohasset, Annual Report, Cohasset, Massachusetts. 
March, 1900, P• 5. 
a/Ibid., March, 1960, P• 3.; 
~ payer and voter votes directly on the article to either reject 
it or make the article part of the government for the coming 
year. 
In 1904~ the Australian Ballot was used for the first time 
!I 
and is still used today for electing town officials. 
The main issues of the 1900's were for example, a cart for 
watering the streets~ paying more money for fresh water ·for the 
street watering rather than using the salt water and whether or 
not the almshouse should be continued. 
y 
The almshouse cannot be seen today and therefore should be 
explained. The almshouse stocked livestock and planted gar-
dens. The people of the town who could not afford a home of 
their own or were otherwise depending on the town for support 
0 were put in the almshouse. Here the people took care of the 
livestock which gave them fresh eggs~ milk~ and meat. The gar-
dens provided vegetables summer and winter. 
It was about this time that the town was being bothered by 
an increase in the number of tramps who passed through on their 
way to some distant place. They did not have a place to stay 
overnight and 1 therefore, had to be put in the local jail. The 
jail was not large enough to take care of all who wanted shel-
ter for the night~ as it would hold only two persons~ T~e 
people of the town decided that they would have to do something 
about this problem. After all, the jail was a place for those 
!/Ibid·~ March, 1904, P• 21. 
~Ibid., March, 1901~ P• 10. 
who broke the law and not for tramps. 
The voters decided the best thing to do would be to build 
a place near the almshouse that would serve as a shelter for 
' 
the wanderers. The building was heated and had twenty-four 
beds. Before a person could sleep there for the night 1 he had 
to get a pass from the selectman addressed to the superintend-
ent of the almshouse. The tramp had a very good night's rest 
but had to work two hours in the morning to help pay for his 
lodging. 
Cohasset must have treated the tramps very well. In 1895 
there were 491 tramps who had stayed at the almsho~se. One 
year later the number had increased to 1 1 066. Word must have 
spread that Cohasset was a very friendly place and took good 
care of the tramps who passed through. town. Ks might be y 
guessed, the whole idea of housing tramps was stopped. 
A serious health problem facing the townspeople was that of 
a town sewerage system. The sewage was draining into James 
Brook near Border Street and then into the harbor. The State 
Board of Health was called in and asked for help and ideas. A 
recommendation was made to put a sewerage system in for the 
areas around James Brook which would include Border and Pleas-
ant Street and Blackhorse Lane. The town thought this would 
cost too much money. 
Sixty years have passed and the town is still without a 
sewerage system. Each homeowner must tak~ care of the problem. 
0 
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Sanitation is supervised by the Health Department of the town. 
Town politics are very interesting as it shows the true 
feeling of the people at town meeting time. Watching people 
exercising their power and right to question and vote as free 
Americans is very exciting to see. 
Before the invention of the gasoline engine, the fire 
equipment was hauled to the fire by the firemen. Usually 
by the time the firemen get to the fire the only thing stand-
ing was the chimney or part of the building. The firemen 
worked on a volunteer basis. The only reward they received 
was doing a service for the town, getting a little excitement, 
and not having to pay a poll tax. 
The first fire equipment used in Cohasset was hoses, 
buckets, and ladders. The old fire tub was operated by hand. 
Water carried in buckets filled the tub. As the men pumped 
the handles, the water flowed out of the small leather hoses. 
The hoses were sewed together by hand. Whenever there was a 
fire, an alarm was sounded. All the people that could help 
ran to the fire station. They were told where the fire was 
and helped to pull the wagon and equipment to the scene. 
In the early 1900's, the town bought a horse-drawn wagon. 
The horses were kept at the Tilden Stables or were working 
nearby in the fields. vflnen the fire alarm rang, which was the 
seund of a bell, the men jumped on the ho~ses and rode them to 
the fire station. They were hooked to the wagon and off to 
the fire.· This was a little faster than pulling the equipment 
;'fMITh 1~.Vc, 
: 
by hand. 
Fire boxes were put along the streets for quicker ser-
vice. ~t first, the only fire station was at the Cove. It 
was and still is called the Central Fire Station. During the 
1920's a pumping engine and fire truck were bought for the 
Beechwood Fire Station. The town must have been in a spending 
mood as they remodeled the Central Fire Station, too; it has 
been called the nugly Twins" by many in Cohasset because of 
its structure. 
Cohasset now has a fire station at Beechwood, the Cove 
and North Cohasset. At the March, 1962, Town Meeting, the 
people voted to have a new fire station built at Elm Street. 
Full time firemen are used at the fire stations today 
but the town still c~unts on help from the volunteer firemen 
that come to the fire station or call in whenever there is a 
fire. The volunteer firemen are called reserve firemen and 
are paid a little wage depending on the number of fires they 
go to during the year. 
Cohasset has fine fire equipmeat and men. Much property 
has been saved from fire damage, not to mention the lives 
saved by their courage and speed. 
• I 
' 
Ce-atraJ Pin Stati-
" n~con 
·~ 
Pir-e Station 
'" Beecbwl)od 
Th4 Cobaee~t Polie~ O~part~ent, located at South Main 
Stttet, ha• lo~s tleen the ara of protection for tll.~t to~m . 
Tile poUee olepart•ent sU ..rted vith one •an ancl htcr in 
1915 increased ih force to four of!ie•r•· Kuplnl hOttu oil 
the .td.-alks and beui.ng cries of protut froa clHa.ene 
Wbo&t hor~ee vert &eared by the lOud roa.r of the new horAeleaa 
ce..rriagea. were part of tht PQlice o!licer'• d.utiu· 
As yeus pusc<l and aore people caae into to...,, a h:rser 
pOlice force we.~ needed a.nd th• ~•paxtatot add•4 t~t•• olti~ 
cer15, Ourlna tbe 1930'•• Hector 'Pelletier va.J svorn in u 
Chief of Police •nd bu shlce directed tb• hw-e.,tor~ins offi· 
ceh o! tbe too,m. 
Tbt police departnent now bas a teletype ••chlft• that 
keep• the• al•rc to cri•e tbtOilJI\OIIt the area. The tbre• 
pollc• car• have ~wo-••Y radio~ that help the police arrlv• at 
the •cene of a crl•e ln alnut••· 
Cohaeaet Police Oepartnent 
~ Modern transportation and communication have helped to 
0 
0 
make the police department a very strong and respected de-
partment for the better protection and welfare of its citi-
zens. 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCaBULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Here are some new words that were used in the story. 
Write the words in syllables and explain their meaning. 
regulated 
assessment 
registered 
article 
Difiections: 
almshouse 
superintendent 
sanitation 
politics 
Write a short story using the vocabulary words you have just studied. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Explain the work a selectman does. 
2. What were some of the town's problems in the 1900's? 
3. Why was an almshouse built? 
0 
0 
0 
4. How did a person pay for his room and board if he 
stayed at the almshouse? 
s. Explain why the town meeting is the most democratic 
type of government in the world. 
6. How do the fire and police departments protect you2 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Interview a selectman and a member of the school com-
mittee and learn what they do. 
2. Visit the Cohasset Health Department on South Main 
Street and learn how people who cannot take care of 
themselves are helped. 
3. Write a short report telling about the problems Co-
hasset now has in education, highways, and government. 
4. Interview a fireman and police officer. Ask them 
about their work. 
21.0-. 
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CHAPTER XXI 
FROM COD TO LOBSTERS. 
The invention of the gasoline engine and motor car in-
creased the need for better roads. Clouds of dust from the 
dirt roads covered the homes and plants along the streets. 
There are many accounts in the town records of watering the 
roads to help keep the dust down. 
By 1910, most of the road building had been completed in 
the town. The Highway Department had the task of adding 
crushed rock and tar on the dirt roads and making sure there 
was good drainage for water along the highways. It has been, 
~ and still is, a constant fight to keep the twenty-six miles 
of roads free of ruts and holes as a result of thawing during 
the spring. 
0 
Even though the invention of the gasoline motor caused 
new problems for the police and highway depa~tments, it helped 
the fishermen a great deal. Before the invention of the 
motor, the fishermen had to either oar out to their lobster 
pots or wait for a good wind to catch their sails and push 
them out to sea. The fishermen had to oar to each lobster pot 
and pull them up by hand. When there wasn't a wind, the men 
had to paddle their way back to the harbor. Mr. Joseph Silvia, 
who has been fishing for over sixty-five years, told the 
writer that it was a terrible feeling :to be ncalmedtt while two 
t21:1 
' 
\ 
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or three miles from shore. 
The life of a fisherman is exciting but hard. He has to 
have courage and wisdom to face the angry seas for his living. 
The red fish 1 brought from Gloucester 1 are bought for bait 
and put in the lobster pots. Every day or two the fisherman 
takes his boat aut toward Minot's Light 1 pulls the lobster 
pots from the ocean floor and rebaits the pot. 
The fisherman brings the lobsters back to the harbor and 
places them in a lobster cart. This is a large woaden box 
that floats in the salt water about thirty feet from shore. 
The lobsters are placed in these to keep them alive until 
they are sold to the restaurants or directly to the housewife. 
Mr. Jack Silvia, owner of the Lobster Pot on Border 
Street and Herbert Williams, owner of the Old Salt House, sell 
lobsters directly to the public. What they don't sell to the 
people 1 the restaurants are glad to buy. 
There are about fifty lobster fishermen working out of 
the harbor today. Their boats help to add beauty to the har-
bor during the summer months. 
?.13 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCA-BULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Learning new words can be fun. Find-the vocabulary 
words in the dictionary and explain what they mean. 
increased restaurant 
constant courage 
Directions: 
Without looking bac~ to the story, write a short story 
telling the life of a lobster fisherman today. Be sure 
to use all the words above. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Why were the streets watered? 
2. How are lobsters kept alive until they are sold? 
c:> II]. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
0 
0 
1. Interview Mr. Joseph Silvia and ask him how the in-
vention of gasoline engine has helped to change lob-
stering over the years. 
0 
CHAPTER XXI I 
A RIDE THROUGH TOWN 
Steady progress continued in this coastal town. Many 
years earlier, in 1896 1 a group of citizens formed the Cohas-
set Water Company. The source of water came from sixty-four 
two-inch iron pipes dr~ven through the clay, mud, and gravel 
of the low meadows. 
A stea~ pump brought the water from the wells through a 
large pipe and into a large reservoir at the to.P of Bear Hill. 
This water system took care of the needs of the community for 
a short time. As more people became permanent residents of 
c:) the town, the demand for water became greater. Another pump-
ing station was built at Lily Pond. It was found that the 
iron content of the water was dangerous to the people's health 
and, therefore, something had to be done about it. The water 
was forced through filtering beds. The purified water was 
then pumped into the homes. 
The Town of Cohasset bought the water rights from the 
private concern and has since regulated the water systems y 
through its own water department. 
The basic necessity of·life, that of water, had been taken 
care of. The citizens now turned their efforts toward pro-
viding the town with proper electricity. The Cohasset Light 
c:> !/Ibid., March, 1912, p. 12. 
0 
0 
Company was formed by the townspeople and summer residents. 
The rights of this company were sold to the Rockland and 
Abington Light and Power Company and these rights were again 
sold to the present owners, the Brockton ~dison Company, lo-
cated on North Main Street. 
Many changes had taken place in the towri before the 
start of World War I. The one-time home shops located at 
the Cove now had moved their businesses nearer the center of 
town. Many shops were established along North and South Main 
Streets. 
There has been much changing of buildings from their 
origina~ sites and places that were once the general stores 
and small shops were beginning to change to larger businesses 
in order to take care of the ·demands of the citizens. 
What sights would have been seen while taking a drive in 
the old model "Ttt Ford on a Sunday afternoon through Cohas-
sett Starting at the Cohasset-Scituate boundary line on Bor-
der Street and driving toward town, the first point of inter-
est would have been Beacon Rock. This is eighty feet high 
and gives a beautiful view of Cohasset Harbor. As we travel 
along and cross the iron bridge that spans the water flowing 
from the Gulf, Tower's Company could be seen. Coal, wood, 
. -
building materials, flour and groceries were sold there to 
the many customers at the Cove. 
Mr. Joseph Silvia remembers loading coal at the coal yard 
~ for two cents a bushel. Beyond Tower's Company and the fish-
ing vessels at the wharves, the Central Fire Station comes 
into sight. Elm Street_brings into view Philander Bates' 
shoe and boot store, located across the street from the Os-
good School• Continuing the trip along Elm Street, one comes 
to a quick stop. The horses from Willard's Stables are cross-
ing the road. It is all right to continue. Here is Cohasset 
Savings Bank, a familiar landmar~. McGrath's Hardware Store 
seems te be closed for the day. The road swings from Elm 
Street onto South Main Street. Many businesses can be seen 
in the Tilden Block, as it was called. St. John's General 
Store and Litchfield's Express were just two businesses lo-
cated there. 
The Litchfield Transportation Company was the oldest in 
New England, dating back to 1843 when Leonard Litchfield 
drove the express over the road to Hingham. 
From Depot Square, Cohasset Common, the churches and 
Town Hall could be seen. 
\ 
STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Finish each sentence below with the right word from the 
vocabulary list. You may use the dictionary. 
electricity express 
reservoir dangerous 
filter progress 
resident permanent 
established purified 
1. The water was 
the-------- beds. 
as it flowed through 
2. The water was stored in a large 
the top of Bear Hill. 
at 
3. When a person came into town to live he was called a 
is a person that lives in town all 
the tl.me. 
5. makes life much easier for the peiDple. 
--------
6. \~en a business is started, we say it is 
------
7. means getting something to another 
place as soon as possible. 
8. Fishing can sometimes be a 
9. There has been a lot of -------------
over the past fifty years. 
II. QWBSTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
job. 
in Cohasset 
1. In the early 1900's how were the people able to get 
their water? 
\219 .. 
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2. Where is the water reservoir in Cohasset? 
3. The citizens of Cohasset started the first light com-
pany. Why do we get our electricity from Brockton 
Edison Company today? 
4. What d1d the Tower Company at the Cove sell? 
~II. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Visit the Cohasset Water Department on Elm Street and 
learn how th~ water is made safe to drink. 
2. Write a report on how a person's water bill is fig-
ured. Bring a sample water bill to class. 
3. Make a drawing of the water system in Cohasset. 
4. Interview Charles Williams ori North Main Street and 
learn all about the ~rockton Edison plant in Cohasset. 
.220· 
SHAPT.BR XXI I I 
PEACE IS BROKEN 
It would be fair to sa~ that the average Cohasset citi-
zen did not reali?e the events that were shaping the lives of 
all peoples throughout the world. The German offensive had 
started in 1914. Fuel was added to the flame of war by the 
Germans invading Belgium and sinking the Lusitania in 1915. 
This took 124 American lives. 
The Germans continued to use submarine warfare on ship-
ping in the Atlantic Ocean. America's anger was rising 
against the Germans. Americans felt that the Declaration of 
War against Germany did not come too soon. 
There were many reasons why the Cohasset youth joined 
the call to the colors. Some wanted adventure, others were 
stirred by duty, while others who had fought before knew they 
could still be of service to their country. 
Cohasset's peaceful citizens picked up their weapons and 
began to train fer the war. While men were training in camps 
throughout the United States, the people at home were busy 
training a company of soldiers for future use. Funds were 
raised for clothing and equipment. 
While the folks at home were helping as best they could, 
the lOlst Infantry Regiment under the command of Colonel Bd-
ward Logan of Cohasset, was being formed at Framingham, Massa-
!221 
chusetts. Colonel Logan later bought the Bigelow estate on 
Jerusalem Road where his relatives still live. Colonel Logan 
became the president of the National Guard Association of 
the United States and later became a general in command of 
the 26th Division. Boston's Logan International Airport was 
named for him. 
When the lOlst had filled its ranks, it was shipped to 
France and 1ater to the front lines. While there, the people 
back home were engaged in all types of war work. War stamps 
and bonds were sold. War gardens were raised. The Boy Scouts 
which was organized in 1912, collected peach stones that were 
used in gas masks and people used brown sugar for sweetening 
instead of the usual white sugar. 
The community continued its efforts to help the boys 
overseas and to help shorten the war. In 1918, the war was 
over and the boys came home to their town. 
Many who had left the shores of Cohasset never left the 
shores of ~urope to return to their homes. Great celebra-
tions were held when the Armistice was signed, and the town 
tried to return to its.normal peaceful life again •. 
\ 
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STUDY A,IDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Locate the vocabulary word in the dictionary. Write 
the meaning of the word. 
offensive 
invade 
Directions:-
Find a word in 
the vocabulary 
1. Another word 
2. Another word 
3. Another word 
4. Another word 
the dictionary 
word. 
for offensive 
for invade is 
for egui12ment 
equipment 
celebration 
that means the same 
is 
• 
is 
for celebration is 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
as 
• 
1. Why did the use of submarine warfare make many Ameri-
cans angry? 
2. How did the people at home help win the war? 
II. SUGGESTBD ACTIVITIES 
1. Visit the George Mealy Legion Post and learn where 
soldiers from Cohasset served in Europe. Locate 
these places on a world map. 
2. Visit the War Memorial on the Common and find out how 
many men served in World War I. 
0 
CHAPTER XXIV 
BETWEEN WARS 
For a few years between World War I and 1929, the people 
enjoyed growing businesses and plenty of work. New cars, 
homes and gadgets were bought by families. Money was in-
vested in all types of stocks and in general the whole coun-
try was one big happy family. 
During the 1920's, the people of Cohasset again studied 
the problems of where to put the growing student population. 
The Osgood School on Elm Street was filled and a need for a 
new building arose. Money was raised through taxes and a new 
c=) elementary school was built at Ripley Road. The Ripley Road 
School opened its doors to the students in 1927. Only three 
years passed when the growing school population demanded that 
six more rooms be added to the building. The educational 
problems of the town were solved for only a short time. 
0 
The town was growing and citizens thought a new town hall 
was necessary. During the late '20's, a committee was chosen 
to find out how much a new town hall would cost. The commit-
tee got the information and told the townspeople the amount 
of money that would be needed to build a new building. The 
whole idea was thought to be too expensive. It was decided 
to remodel the old Town Hall that had been used for seventy 
years. The $40,000 remodeling job consisted of moving the 
0 
0 
0 
town offices from the first to the second floor and the hall 
from the second to the first floor. The same structure is 
still being used by the town today. 
While the people were thinking of ways to make the town 
better and more attractive, the Cohasset Historical Society 
was incorparated. Townspeople helped to collect and restore 
many of the old and valuable pieces of furniture, dishes, and 
relics of the past. The present curator, Mrs. Stoddard Marsh, 
has worked very hard trY.ing to restore the 152 year old Co-
hasset Historical Society Building on Elm Street. 
. -
The years of gr-eat spending and credit came to a sudden 
end in 1929. The Stock Market crashed. Banks were closed. 
Many homes were lost to the banks because they could not be 
paid for. Men were put out of work and people throughout the 
nation walked the streets in search of work and food for their 
families. 
There were three banks operating in Cohasset at the time 
of the depression. The Cohasset Savings Bank on Elm Street 
was not quite one hundred years old, while the Pilgrim Co-
operative Bank on Main Street had been in existence only fif-
teen years by 1929. The new Rockland Trust Company BaDk was 
just a year old when it was ordered to close its doors along 
with the two others. 
Franklin Roosevelt had just been electeq President of the 
United States and promised to help the people find work and 
get factories humming again. Government projects were started 
225 
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co help put people to work. Moner !ron the sovernncnt wae 
144ed to the to~' • non•r and publie ~rojeet$ sucb •• buildift' 
•e~~otiale, sidewalks, ltreeu, parka, 1.116 foreata sn·e Jobe 
to ••nt• Doane Street wu reconatrueted. officea. wert' built 
in the To'lm H11U, and drainage sy•t~• were ••de- !or the 
higllw•r•· 
To..u Hall 
Cobaeeet, Maa•acbutetta 
A person working for or on • sov•rnnent project could 
earn •• •uch •• !orcr dOllar• • ~onth. 1birty dollare waa 
siven to th• f1111Uy a.,d tbe rut wu uaed by tlt.t hulb•IW lor 
f')(penaea. People in the tMtn worked lor !ou.r dollau 11 (lily 
1.11d were very happy to ge t even tblt •uth !lOney. 
0 
0 
0 
Finally, the country worked its way through the depressian 
only to be drawn into the Second World War. 
STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCaBULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Write the meaning of each vocabulary word as it was used 
· in the story. 
invested relics 
structure recenstructed 
valuable depression 
Directions: 
Write the opposite meanings of the vocabulary words. 
5. 
II. QU.BSTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. Why was t,he Ripley Road School built? 
2. Why did the people want a new town hall? 
3. How did the Depression of 1929 affect Cohasset citi-
zens? 
4. How did the Federal Government help put people back 
to work? 
II. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Ask your mother or father what life was like during 
the depression years. 
0 
0 
n 
2. Write a brief outline of the story. 
3. Write a report on the projects that were done in Co-
hasset at this time. 
.. ·' 
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CHAPTER XXV 
FROM SUITS TO UNIFORMS 
Life in this small community was peaceful and quiet until 
the news of the Japanese raid on Pearl Harbor sounded over the 
air waves. 'Peop1e knew that this act would draw the United 
States into World War II. 
Cohasset citizens between the ages of 18 and 45 were en-
! listing or being drafted into service. Companies of men from 
1! each town were sent to large training centers at Camp :Edwards 
and Camp Devens, Massachusetts. 
In earlier wars men from the same town served together. 
c:) This was changed because too many men from the same town were 
often killed or captured if the company was defeated. 
Factories throughout the nation were changed to produce 
war mac~~nes and products. Hagerty Company, which is now 
' known as Cohasset Colonials, owned by Mr. Francis Hagerty, 
I I made plywood tripods and radomes which were used on Navy PT 
II 
boats. 
D. s. Kennedy Company which had its beginning in World 
I 
War II, made and still makes radar equipment used by the ser-
1
1 vices. It is the largest single industry of the town today. 
I
I The Navy Department bought a great deal of land in the 
area of Beechwood and Hingham. It became known as the Hingham 
.. 
Ammunition Depot. It did not take very much of the tax dollar 
0~~~' ==-======================~!===· 
c:> ] away from the town as most of the area was unused woodland. 
0 
0 
While the men were fighting overseas, the people at home 
were setting up coastal defenses. Twenty-four hour duty was 
needed for an alarm system. The men formed a militia or what 
used to be called a State Guard Company. These men helped to 
patrol the beaches and shoreline and had weekly drills. 
Red Cross workers organized the townspeople in helping to 
make surgical dressings and clothing for the men. One of the 
first air raid shelters in the state was built at Ripley Road 
School for the protection of school children. 
Because the South Shore was a likely place for the enemy 
to attack from sea, Coast Guard patrols, and men from our 
militia were used to patrol the coastline. Small boats owned 
by the citizens were used to help patrol the waters. 
The threat of an air attack kept the Civil Defense very 
busy teaching the people First Aid and blackout drills. All 
rooms had to have shades that could be drawn at night and the 
top half of automobile headlights had to be painted black. 
Ration stamps were issued to the public. A ration stamp 
and money had to be given to the storekeeper before you could 
buy such items as sugar, meat, or butter. Automobiles were 
difficult to operate as tires and gasoline were also rationed. 
Women, for the first time in the history of the country, 
worked in defense factories and shipyards. They replaced the 
men who had been called into service. Children helped at home 
too. They collected scrap metal, mica and milkweed. Paper 
and clothing drives were held to collect money for buying war 
stamps and bonds •. 
The war continued to rage overseas. The killed and 
wounded were now coming back to the States. The first Cohas-
set man to be wounded was Sergeant Frank Browne. He was 
pinned underneath a self-propelled cannon. He managed to re-
move the firing pi~ from the gun and therefore made it use-
less to the enemy. Sergeant Browne escaped death by playing 
dead while the enemy were all around him. He was later 
awarded the Silver Star. 
Sergeant William Poland~ a present School Committee mem-
ber~ was among the first to cross the invasion coast on D-Day. 
All of Europe was a scene of suffering. Families made 
r 
homeless walked through the ruins of their cities and towns. 
Men everywhere were being killed and wounded. Destruction of 
millions of lives and thousands of dollars of property were 
the results of Germany's and Japan's idea for conquering the 
world. 
Finally~ in 1945~ both Germany and Japan were defeated. 
The Honor Roll, erected in 1943~ lists the names of the 
475 men who had served with courage and henor during the Sec-
ond World War. Later~ in 1948~ a War Memor1al was built at 
the Common to honor men who had served in both World Wars. 
To further the remembrance of the men who served during 
the war, streets such as Robert E. Jason, William B. Long, and 
Howard Gleason Roads as well as the David H. Parker and 
Everett B. Studley Squares were named for the five men who had 
died in the service of their town and country. 
Also, the town sold land to the veterans for $100.00 a 
lot on Pond Street. The veterans had to build their homes y 
within a certain time limit. 
Once again, the men returned to their homes and families. 
They soon returned to their jobs or began businesses for them-
selves. Cohasset was to become a part of the rapid growth of 
population and business and the many problems that both bring 
to any community. 
STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCABULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Complete eac4 sentence below using the vocabulary words. 
Read the story again and try to find the right words for 
the sentence. Use your dictionary to learn the right 
meanings of the words. 
drafted 
defense 
surgical 
protection 
militia 
rage 
destruction 
veterans 
community 
conquering 
1. People at home were setting up coastal 
2. The war overseas. 
3. The town sold land to the 
4. Germany and Japan wanted to begin 
world. 
• 
5. Men were being into service. 
6. Red Cross workers made dressings. 
7. Our protected the coastline. 
8. of millions of lives resulted in 
World War II. 
the 
9. A shelter was built for the of school 
--------children. 
10. The was just starting to grow when 
the war broke out. 
II. QUBSTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. When did the United States enter World War II? 
2. What war machinery did Hagerty Company and D. s. 
Kennedy Company make? 
3. Why were products such as butter, meat 1 and sugar 
rationed? 
4. Why did the people have blackout drills? 
5. What two countries were we fighting in World War II? 
6. In what ways did the town honor the men that served 
in the war? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a drawing of Europe and Asia. Show what coun-
tries were in World War II. 
2. Write a report on what it was like during a blackout 
drill. 
3. Write a report oa how the Coast Guard helped to pro-
tect our shoreline. 
( ,. 
CH,APT.ER XXVI 
THE LAST D.ECADB 
For the past ten years, Cohasset has continued to grow in 
better opportunities for education, recreation, government and 
business. The school population increased greatly after World 
War II. The Osgood School was becoming overcrowded and there 
were not enough teachers or classrooms to take care of the new 
demands for a better education. 
In 1950 and 1951, the present Cohasset High School on 
Pond Street was built. More subjects and teachers were added 
and today the town can be proud of its record of sending 82% 
of its graduating class on to higher education. 
No sooner had the high school been built when a new ele-
mentary school was necessary. In 1955, the Deer Hill School 
was built on Sohier Street. This twelve room school educates 
pupils in the fourth, fifth and sixth grades. The Ripley Road 
School, later named the Joseph Osgood School, held the kinder-
garten, first, second and third grades. 
Four years later a new addition of eleven rooms and a 
cafeteria were built on the high school to take care of the 
students at junior and senior high school level. 
At the past town meeting, a resolution was passed to ~uy 
land for a new junior high school or another addition to the 
present high school. Cohasset Junior-Senior High School new 
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hu a ~Chool l)l)pulation o/ 635 with a t u.chlnj •t•ll of 46. 
The population tr•nd h •••r ftca. the dti«& Ul(l t<>w&.l'd 
tb~ ••Jller • u.rroundina tO'M\8· As norco fatdlic• ltOY• J,nto 
C-ohasut, 110re 'chooh and t•ac::h•r• will be needed. llv•ry 
ux dOlht •pent fo r education tod•y will nake ufer tb• 
,.·orld ~ live ill tonorrow. 
• 
?.37 
Deer Kill Bl~~ontary S~bool 
~••••t Junior•Senior Hisb School 
Cohasset'• shor~lin• lAd woodllnda bring " any vl • ltor• 
into the tovn. Tbe Red Uo" tnn Ol!\ Soutb lol•iQ Street bu pro-
vld•d lodtii'IJ, tood f.lld drink for aan an<S b•att dnee 1104. 
o1n1nt ltoo-
ol 
lte<S Lion Inn 
• 
.?.3.'·) 
Tb~ aunner theater, tb• Hu•ic Circus on Sobier Str••c, 
11116 the abor• teat•~o~ranta a\lcb u Buao' 1J L.lal'ltbouae, llugo• 
Ki•ball ' & reauurant l!ld Hugo's Sbaek p.t.•1 1101t to •an1 
pleaaure-seektng •hi tots. 
12·· Season ... 
New-
• TliNT 
• SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
• UNOBSTRUCTED SEATING 
NO 
• 
• 
Tbe Coamunlty Cent•r oo North ~alft S~r~~t waa atar t~d 
lor adult• and t~enasers o f t he t Ololfl . Aetlv.i.tie• rangi ng {ron 
nuraety •<bO~l to adult •tudr sroup•, fro• Junior b•atb&ll 
and buk.e tbdl sroup• to t eenage do.ndns cluau •n olteud 
thrOU8hOI.It til• yt .. t• 
• 
The white sand and cool salt water of Sandy Beach on 
Atlantic Avenue gives comfort to many on hot summer days. 
Whitney Woods and Wheelwright Park offer outdoor lovers a 
chance to cook a picnic meal over a fireplace. 
Over the last decade the townspeople have done a great 
deal to make the people of Cohasset and visitors feel wel-
come and a real part of the town. There are many problems 
that have to be faced by the voters in the coming years. A 
new sewerage system is very badly needed, new roads and more 
re~airs on the old roads will need more attention, and the 
harbor will have to be enlarged and made safer for the fifty 
lobster fishermen and ever increasing number of boat owners. 
In the present day, the picture is of a modern town of 
over 5,000 people. It is a growing town because of the new 
increase of homeowners. In these pages we have studied three 
hundred years of the town's history and development in order 
to understand her better. 
For to know Cohasset is to love Cohasset for what it is--
a healthy and progressive town. 
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STUDY AIDS 
I. VOCAB:ULARY STUDY 
Directions: 
Find the meaning of the vocabulary words and write a 
sentence using each one. 
opportunities activities 
resolution development 
1. 
II. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. What new school buildings have been built since 
World War II? 
2. Do you think Cohasset will have to build more build-
ings? Explain your answer. 
3. Why are more people moving from the cities to the 
country? 
III. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
1. Interview one of your parents and learn where they 
went to school. Was school different than it is 
today? 
0 
0 
2. Write a story describing the coastline of Cohasset. 
3. Visit the Community Center. Write a report of all 
the activities they offer the community. 
.). 
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Pressey Diagnostic Reading Tests: 
VOCABULARY and PARAGRAPH MEANING 
Grades 3-9 
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PUBLISHING COMPANY 
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THE DOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY, INC. 
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DIAGNOSTIC READING TESTS: 
Vocabulary and Paragraph Meaning- Grades 3-9- Form A 
Davised by S. i.. and L. C. Pressey 
Name ······----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age ..... ·------------------:--------------------------- Grade ____________________________ SchooL ____________________________ _ 
City or town·--------------------------------------------- State ........... ----------------· Date ________________________ __ 
VOCABULARY TEST 
Ex,A.MPLES: 
1. What is a horse? a book a plant an animal a fruit 
~- When is today? gone coming tomorrow now 
0 3. What does "beautiful" mean? best light pretty fast 
4. For what do you use an o:ven? cooking hunting painting sewing 
On this page and the next three pages there are some more questions like 
these. You are to draw a line under the l'ight answer to each question. Work 
rapidly, but answer as many questions as you can. If you come to a ques-
tion you cannot answer, skip it and go on. When you finish one page, go on 
to the next. Begin now. Make a line under each right answer. 
1. What ItJ.eans the same as "ocean"? month sea garden ship 
2. Where do you find a valley? 
by the ocean on a hill in flat country between hills 
3. What does "fa1nous" mean? deep well-known blue-green .ready 
4. What does ('prepare" mean? to go away to get ready to fight to talk 
5. What means the same as "simple"? cross fast easy little 
6. What means the same as ·~answer"? talk reply listen write 
7. What does "trouble" mean? fun work difficulty a long journey 
8. What does "receive" mean? 
to be given something to go out to steal to throw things away 
9. What is a stone? a marble a hard ball a piece of wood a rock 
10. Which is young? a baby a woman a house a grandfather 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE! 
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•" '~ii.~ What is a pasture? a bush a field a mirror a farm 
12. What does "review" mean? 
to continue to try hard to go back over to write 
13. What is a total? a friend a mistake a church a sum 
14. What does 1 'seldom'' mean? 
every day too soon after awhile not very often 
15. What has a title? a shop a story a fire a post 
16. What is a section? a city a part a room a king 
17. What does "urge" mean? to destroy to deceive to repair to persuade 
18. Whi_ch is a garment? a bench a cloak a carriage a curtain 
19. To whom does "royal" refer? a hobo a rich man a princess a flirt 
20. How many years are there in a century? fifty a hundred ten a thousand 
21. What does 1 'inquire'' mean? to scold to shiver to ask to prefer 
22. What does "immortal" mean? 
unforgotten everlasting unusual forgiven 
23. Which is an official? an aviator a beggar a mayor a merchant 
24. Which is a relative? a friend a bachelor a cousin · a lawyer 
25. What does "vanish" mean? 
to take a trip to disappear to talk to someone to punish 
26. Where is there always strife? ina war on a ship in a store at a pay 
2.7. What is a· pause? 
something to eat a short rest a garment a ldnd of building 
28. Where do we find boundaries? in a lake above the trees 
between two countries in the air 
29. Who wears a uniform? a farmer a teacher a policeman a politician 
30. What does "damage" mean? to listen to something 
to break something to fix something to talk to someone 
31. How is satin? frozen free shiny legal 
32. What is a wail? a lecture a small pail a row boat a cry 
33. ·what is a sovereign? a. palace a convent an orator a monarch 
34. What is a mansion? a large house a long road a school a horse race 
35. What does "torture" mean? 
awkward pain entertainment reception 
36. What is barley? a marsh a toy 
37. What does "rapture" mean? blend 
a grain 
melody 
a valley 
dance delight 
38. What does "quiver" mean? to snore to sew to shake to obey 
39. What is a fund? 
a soldier an amount of money a load of hay a young buffalo 
40. What does "remote" mean? 
near at hand right now far away on the ocean 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE! 
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41. 'Where do you hear a sermon? 
at school at home in a hotel in a church 
42. What is a sketch? a picture an eraser a beast a castle 
43. Wb.at is a theory? an outrage an assumption a miracle a play 
44. What is a distinction 'i 
a departure a decline a difference a· detective 
45. Where do you find billows? 
in a snowstorm on the ocean in the sky on a hill 
46. What is a kinsman? a minister a king a relative a bootblack 
47. What means the same as "nimble"? mingle quick splendid slow 
48. What does "tremendous" mean? upright large dirty young 
49. What is an attorney? a baker a barber a lawyer a teacher 
50. What does "lessen" mean? 
to make smaller to climb higher to begin again to watch for 
51. 
52. 
What does an alderman help govern? county state city senate 
Wb.at is a hypocrite? 
a ~ghter a professor an athlete a pretender 
53. Wb.at is an orator-? 
a monarch a sailing vessel a business man a public speaker 
Wb.at does it mean to be punctual? 
to be on time to be late to be useful to be m •• 
55. Where does a whale live? on land in the trees in the ground in water 
56. What is a yew? a tree a snake a fish an animal 
57. What is a phantom? a town a ghost a weapon a cloth 
58. What does t t quell'' mean? 
to influence to go home to quiet to be stingy 
59. What means the same as "tranquil"? noisy pretty calm sleepy 
60. What is a knoll? 
a small hill a small animal a large house a high tower 
61. For what is a telescope used? 
to clean guns to look at stars to saw wood to see germs 
From what does venison come? deer fox sheep hen 62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
What does "doleful" mean? charming distant dumb dismal 
For what was wampum used? clothes food money paper 
What Cloes "frugal" mean? pleasant soft saving clean 
What is a viper? a rabbit a snake a bird a piece of music 
What is derision? ridicule weakness sickness gloom 
68. What does "prior" mean? 
'· 
afterwards the end of something broken into parts . 
69. What is an opponent? a cook an antagonist a song 
previous to 
a jury 
70. What does a unanimous vote show? 
dislike argument silence agreement 
.l GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE! 
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71. Who makes a compromise? the winner the looser both sidett the union 
72. What does "via" mean? ont of into in front of l:>y way of 
73. For what is a beacon? 
to warn to rule to tease to chase 
7 4. What does "agitate" mean? to argue to lead to threaten to excite 
75. What means the same as ''extinct''? 
out of existence beyond the horizon charming ' on top of 
76. What do scorpions do? swim command fly sting 
77. What is a quire? a question 24 sheets story-book figures 
78. What does "bode" mean? to hope to run ~o predict to fear 
79. What does "audible" mean? 
can be seen can be heard can be read can be written 
80. What does "relinquish" mean? to renew 
to provide 
to reason to let go 
81. 
82. 
83. 
What does "impend" mean? to enter 
to be young 
What is "amity"? pain friendliness 
What is a·haddock? fish bird flower 
84. What does "indispensable" mean? 
to be stupid 
age criticism 
whale 
expert dependable necessary harmful 
to hang over 
85. What does "enhance" mean? 
to increase the value to put an end to to leave out to imply Q 
86. ·what is a crevice? a wise person a story a small crack a tool 
87. What does "saunter" mean? to rush to look to bend to stroll 
88. What does "compress" mean? 
to cook meat to make smaller to move away to go crazy 
89. What is a portrait? a picture an official a library a patient 
90. What does "rampant" mean? 
independent cowardly easy-going unrestrained 
91. What does "monotonous" mean? soft 
92. To what does "optic" refer? eye pet 
93. What is platinum? a plant a stone 
94. What does "veto" mean? 
noisy tiresome crooked 
figure throat 
a metal an animal 
to shoot to close tightly to climb out to refuse. approval 
95. What does "ambiguous" mean? 
confusing lonesome agreeable ashamed· 
96. What does "mutilate" mean? 
to be restless to disfigure to go sailing to play games 
97. What is symmetry? pressure balance appeal lowliness 
98. What is a medley? a medal an antique a mixture a drunkard 
99. What does "simultaneous" mean? 
not now at the same time before this since y~sterday 
100. What does ":rarity" mean? something like cream 
something wrong something wave-like something scarce 
STOP! GO BACK OVER YOUR WORK TO MAKE SURE 
NO MISTAKES WERE MADE. 
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PARAGRAPH MEANING TEST 
EXAMPLES 
(1) The snow had melted. The sun was warm on the hill-
sides. Spring had come. Already a few flowers had been found. 
(2) Every bird buiids its own kind of nest. The robin builds 
its nest of sticks. The tailor bird sews leaves together for its 
nest. Barn swallows build their nests of mud. Bank swallows 
simply dig out a hole in a sand bank. 
(3) There was a smell of spice in the air. Mother was busy 
in the kitchen. The girls were cracking nuts and polishing 
apples. Neat rows of pies stood on the pantry shelves. It was 
Thanksgiving. Already the aunts, uncles, and cousins had begun 
to arrive. 
(4) There was hardly a sound in the woods. Then a dog 
began to bark. The settlers looked anxiously toward the forest. 
Suddenly the Indians rushed forward. 
(5) My brother plays a violin and my sister plays the piano. 
I can play a bugle. · Everyone in my family plays something. 
My mother plays a harp. My father can play several musical 
instruments. We often like to play together. 
On the following pages are some more paragraphs like those 
you have just read. In each paragraph there is one sentence 
which tells what the paragraph is about, or tells the important 
thing in the paragraph. You are to draw a line under this sen-
tence, just as you did in the examples above. Work as rapidly 
as you can and still find the right sentence. When I say "Go" 
turn to the next page, and begin. • • • Go I 
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1. I have a friend who is afraid of the dark. My sister is 
afraid of snakes. I don't like to use a sharp knife. I guess every 
one is afraid of something. 
2. "I am going to have a birthday party:' said Betty at school 
one day. All the little girls crowded around to hear about the 
happy time that was coming. A week later the little folks went 
to the party. They played many games and ate lots of ice-cream 
and cake. 
3. Some animals sleep during the winter. ·They sleep very 
~oundly. Breathing almost stops, and the heartbeat is very 
faint. They become cold, also-. 
4. Mary wanted to 'Quy some candy, but she had no money. 
She wanted to ride home, but she had to walk. She wanted to 
go to a movie. But all she· could do was to loQk at the pictures 
outside. She had spent all her money that week and would have 
no more till Sunday. 
5. The automobile saves a lot of time. When you wish to 
go anywhere all that need be d?ne is to get into the car and step 
on the starter. There is no waiting for the street car. There is 
no time lost in hitching up the horse. There is no slow walking A 
to where you wish to go. When going down town in your auto- W 
mobile you pass many street cars. 
6. Some people eat with their ~knives. Some people siiy 
"ain't." Some people chew gum. All of these habits are vulgar. 
There are also some people who spit on the floor. 
7. Robinson Crusoe lived alone on an island. He lived in a 
cave. He had very little food for a while. He had to raise what 
he ate. The only thing of which he had plenty was water. 
8. Poor little Mary was reading a book. She was a cripple. 
One of her legs was shorter than the other. Then, too, her back 
was weak and ached a great deal. She could sit up in bed, but 
she could not walk. 
9. I have a lovely n,ew dress. It is blue with some lace on it. 
The sleeves are long and fit quite closely. There is lace on the 
collars and cuffs. The skirt is longer than on most of my dresses. 
10. The children woke very early that morning. First Robert 
climbed out of his bed. Then Jane got up. Soon Dorothy was 
toddling after them. There was great excitement as they hur-
1ried down stairs. Christmas morning had come. All the chil-
dren were anxious and excited. 
0 
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11. The storm came suddenly. There was no warning. All 
at once the sky darkened. The wind began to blow. Then the 
rain fell fast. 
12. There was a grinding of brakes. A horn sounded loudly, 
and a woman scr.eamed. Then came a crash. Soon a large crowd 
~gathered. There had been a collision. One car lay on its side 
in the ditch. 
13. Animals make good playmates for children. Boys and 
girls enjoy having a dog or cat to play with. They teach 
children to be kind to animals. And the children hav.e a good 
time playing with their pets. 
14. Boys like to run and to play ball, and other similar games. 
Boys aren't scared of mice and worms and such things. Boys 
aren't afraid to get their clothes and hands dirty. Boys have 
fun playing outside, even if it is cold. Boys don't have to wash 
dishes. I think boys.have more fun than girls. 
15. Everywhere could be heard the shouts and cries of happy 
children. The boys were playing baseball. Th.e girls were skip-
ping merrily up and down the street. Vacation at last was here. 
They had three whole months of play. There wouldn't be any 
more lessons, either. 
16. One man I knew thought blackberries were always black. 
Another had a hard time ttaring to figure out how such a thing 
as treeless plains could exist. Still another believed the world is 
flat. Some people have queer ideas. 
17. Johnny wasn't afraid when he was lost. And he wasn't 
afraid when he broke his leg. He hardly cried at all. Johnny is 
a brave little boy. 
18. The amount of sleep a child needs depends upon its age. 
A baby sleeps about twenty hours a day. A child of eight needs 
ten or twelve hours of sleep. Boys and girls of fourteen require 
about nine hours. But the average adult finds seven hours 
sufficient. 
19. Treas1tre Island is a tale of adventure. Most children 
like books that tell of adventures. They always like the stories 
about Robin Hood. Ulysses also had many adventures. Hia-
watha is another great favorite among children. 
20. On Saturday afternoon the children went to the park. 
There was a bear in the park. They saw the lions, and fed pea-
nuts to the monkeys. They had a great time riding on the 
8 
ponies. Then they went swimming in the pool. After a while 
they went home. 
21. Mary got a mark of 78 in arithmetic on her last report 
card. In geography she got 90. She had 80 in reading, but her 
mark in spelling was only 52. The average o£ all Mary's marks 
was 75. 
22. Children ~eed to be strong to play games. They have 
to be well or th~ can't go to school. Every child needs good 
health. When children are sick they are very unhappy. They 
also lose a good deal of work in school. 
23. The night was dark. Tom began to run. He heard the 
wind moan in the tre,es. The leaves rustled under his feet. His 
heart beat faster. His breath came in gulps. In fact, Tom was 
terribly frightened. 
24. A man came running up the street. At the corner stood 
a fire-alarm box. His house was on fire, and he had rushed out 
to call for help. He was without any hat or coat. After he had 
rung the alarm, he waited to show the firemen where to go. 
25. The sun was shining brightly on the snow. Mary and 
Jane were busy making a snowman before it all melted away. 
A robin was perched on the telephone wires. He cocked his head 
from side to side as he watched the chi~dren. It was soon going 
to be spring. • 
26. On a farm are many animals : horses, cows, pigs, and 
sheep. The farmer rises early in the morning to feed these ani-
mals. He then goes out to the fields, where he raises many things 
to eat. Life on a farm is always busy and interesting. At night 
the farmer brings home the cows and milks them. He has to 
feed all the animals again at night. 
27. Asia contains almost one-third the land area of the world. 
Asia is far larger than Africa, the n,ext continent in size. It is 
more than twice as large as our continent, !'forth America. It is 
about four times as large as Europe. 
28. The h~es were hitched to the sled. Father and the 
boys were ready and all started down the lane toward the maple 
grove. In the March morning sun the new pails were bright 
and shining. Even Rover, the dog, bark;ed delightedly as he 
scampered along beside the boys. It was sugar-making time. 
Everyone was happy and ,eager to get to the camp. 
29. We punctured a tire. W,e ran out of gasoline, and Bob 
had to walk three miles to get some more. We had trouble with 
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the engine. Finally, however, we reached home. Rover barked 
loudly when he heard us. 
30. Some of the children "!Yere out skating. Others w.ere 
skiing. Everyone enjoyed some kind of sport during the winter. 
Many of the older people went out in sleighs. Some of the men 
had a snowshoe race through the woods. 
31. Mental defect is caused chiefly by heredity, disease, and, 
accident. One investigator found abollt 7 5% of feeblemindedness 
due to heredity. He found 20% due to disease. The remaining 
5% seemed to be due to accidents. The same three causes are the 
important causes of insanity. 
32. On Hallowe'en boys and girls like to masquerade as 
ghosts or clowns. They like to go in groups about the neighbor-
hood and frighten the people by ringing doorbells. They like to 
make ghostly faces on jack-o-lantems. Hallowe'en is a night of 
witches and goblins and mystery. 
33. That man never shaves or even combs his hair. He is cer-
tainly terribly lazy. All day he sits in the sun. H.e never does 
any work. He does not earn any money. 
;i4. During an epidemic of influenza any person who feels ill 
should send for a doctor at once. People should avoid crowded 
places .. Anyone who has to cough or sneeze should use a hand-
kerchief. Otherwise, he may infect others. In short, while the 
epidemic lasts everyone must be very careful not only of his own 
health but also of the health of others. 
35. My brother likes his book about Indians, and his new 
clothes. But he has a better time with his sled than with any of 
his other Christmas presents. Every night he and his friends 
go to a steep hill in our neighborhood. It is roped off for coast-
ing. They slide down it all evening. 
36. Mr. Johnson inherited several thousand dollars from his 
father. This money he spent in fitting up a drug store. His store 
prospered, and soon he bought another. Now, after many years 
of hard work, he is wealthy. He still owns the drug store which 
he bought first. 
37. Maple trees are very pretty in the autumn. Oaks are 
strong and have very hard wood. Out of birch bark canoes can 
be made. But I like pine trees best because they are green all 
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the year. Also I like to hear the wind blow through the pines. 
38. Our minister speaks with a low, musical voice. Hi:: 
thoughts and words are always beautiful and helpful. Our min-
ister is indeed a remarkable man. He helps people to lead better 
and happier lives. He tries to bring sunshine to unhappy homes. 
39. The room was quiet. It wa§ an ideal room for study. 
There were three windows which permitted sufficient fresh air 
and light to enter. The room contained a desk upon which was 
placed a stud~nt lamp. On the shelves of a bookcase were many 
books. 
40. We rose slowly off the ground. Soon we were high in 
the air. Riding in an airplane is a thrilling experience. Every-
thing on the ground looks very small. The air got colder and 
fresher as we went higher. 
41. The sky grew dark. The ocean waves grew bigger. The 
lightning began to flash. And the thunder came nearer and 
nearer. Then the storm broke. It lasted for over an hour. The 
wind blew and the rain fell steadily. 
42. When valleys are first formed, they are narrow and deep. 
After a while they become wider through the constant erosion of 
their sides. The stream in a valley gradually deposits soil, 
thus building up the bottom of the valley. It is possible to 
recognize the comparative age of a valley from its shape. 
43. Five hundred years ago there were not many schools. 
Now, not every one is interested in going to school. We hear 
of truants and others who dislike getting their lessons. ~ How-
ev,er, schools are really helpful to people, even though many chil-
dren do not like them ~nd most of our ancestors got along with-
out any. The pupils acquire knowledge to deal with problems 
they may meet. When they grow up, their work is easier for 
tlfem if they gained good habits in school. 
44. In early England there were certain men called "earls." 
These men were the highest class in society. Then there were 
the free common men, called "churls." Finally, there were men 
who had been taken as prisoners in war. These men were called 
"thralls." They were practically slaves. These three classes 
constituted early English society. 
45. I know some people who live near hel'e. Their life is a 
very hard one. The weather is often cold, and there is no way 
to heat their cabin except with wood. To get the wood they have 
to cut down trees. There are no carpets on the floor. They 
have oil lamps to read by. There isn't any bath tub or any piano 
.Qr any radio. 
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46. Children so:m,etimes have poor eyesight. Other children 
are not well nourished. Over a third of the children in school 
have infected tonsils. All of these conditions can be remedied. 
Some of these troubles are easier to recognize than others. 
47. It was a clear summer day. Two men were standing by 
the edge of the ocean. They saw sails app_ear on the horizon. 
Slowly the ship itself came into view. Then one man said to 
the other, "See, my theory that the ,earth is round is proven; 
otherwise the ship would not have come into sight that way." 
However, the other man only laughed at him. 
48. The part of our govern:m,ent which makes the laws is 
Congress. We have, however, three separate branches f;o our 
government. Th,e executive branch is represented by the Presi-
dent. The legislative branch consists of both the Senate and the 
House of Representatives. The judicial branch consists of the 
courts of our country. · 
49. An Indian boy learned to run long distanc.es and make 
himself strong. He had to go without food to develop self-
control. He had to let others beat him so that he might learn 
to suffer in silence. The Indians admired courage and endurance! 
above everything else. The men were lazy, however, and made 
the women do all the work. 
50. Violets bloom in the spring. There are wild asters in the 
fall. Throughout the year it is possible to find wild flowers in 
the woods. In winter the small pink blossoms of the trailing 
arbutus can be found. And in the summer there are hundreds 
of different flowers. 
51. The thermometer registered two degrees above zero this 
morning. Th,ere are long icicles hanging from the buildings. 
The snow creaks loudly as we walk through it. It must be a 
very cold day. When we breathe we can see each other's breath 
in the cold air. 
52. See that large black cloud in the west! That means 
that a big storm is coming this way. One can often look at the 
clouds and foretell a change in the weather. Yesterday there 
were pretty little white clouds in the sky. They spread out like 
feathers. Such clouds mean bright sunny weather. 
53. John has just been given back the story he wrote last 
week. He had made fifteen mistakes. He studied the errors to 
find out what was the matter. Then he discovered that twelve of 
the fifteen mistakes were made because he forgot to put periods 
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after some of his sentences. Now John feels it will be quite easy 
for him to correct his work and to avoid many errors in the future. 
He likes to write stories, and sometimes writes very good ·ones. 
54. See how the little squirrels run about digging in the 
earth. The trees are dropping their leaves. Do you see how all 
nature is getting ready for the cold winter? The squirrels gather 
nuts and bury them in the ground. They will use the nuts for 
their winter food. 
55. My home is near a pretty lake. It is in a town of seven 
thousand inhabitants. This town is in the central part of Colo-
rado. The altitude is seven thousand feet above the sea level. 
The climate is very mild. I think my home the best place in the 
country. The summers are cool and the winters have just enough 
snow to afford winter sports. 
56. The oid home is built of white stone. It sets back from 
the road. There is a winding walk leading up to the door. It is 
a very beautiful homestead. On all sides are trees and shrubs. In 
- front of the hou~e is a lovely garden of brilliant flowers. 
57. Airp~anes are now used for carrying mail.· They also 
transport passengers. The use of airplanes is increasing very ! Q 
rapidly. Some people have private planes to take them to their ! 
business. 
58. Most houses have electric lights. They are easy to keep 
clean. Electricity is extremely useful. People use electricity ~o 
run washing machines, flatirons, and carpet sweepers. The 
farmer uses it on his farm, too. 
59. North and South America are in the western hemisphere. 
Europe, Asia, 'Africa, and Australia are in the eastern hemisphere. 
We may say that the world is divided into these two halves. 
Each half is called a hemisphere, which means half a globe. For 
a long time, though, people thought that the eastern hemisphere 
was the whole world. Then Columbus discovered the Americas, 
which form the western hemisphere. 
60. Atoms are composed of electrons and protons of which 
there are always an equal number. The nucleus of the atom 
contains all the protons and some of the electrons. Two elec-
trons are found· just outside the nucleus in a polar position and 
the remaining electrons are located some distance from it. The 
protons give to the nucleus a positive charge. The outc!'r elec-
trons may be detached from the atom, thereby forming an ion. 
,:o 
> -
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Clie'dk List of Instructional Needs 
NON-READER OR PREPRIMER 
LEVEL 
Needs help in: 
1. Listening comprehension and speech 
___ Understanding of material heard 
_ Speech and spoken vocabulary 
2. Visual perception of word elements 
_ Visual memory of words 
_ Giving names of'letters 
_Identifying letters mimed 
_ Matching letters 
_ Copying letters 
3. Auditory pe~;ception of word elements 
_Initial or final blends 
_Initial or final single sounds 
_ Learning sounds taught 
4. Phonic abilities 
_ Solving words 
_ Sounding words 
_ Sounds of blends - phonograms 
_ Sounds of individual letters 
5. Learning rate 
_Remembering words taught 
_ Use of context clues 
6. Reading interest and effort 
_ Attention and persistenc~ 
_ Self-directed work 
7. Other 
. · 
PRII\!ARY GRADE READING LEVEL 
Needs help in: 
1. Listening comprehension and speech 
_ Ul)derstanding of material heard 
_ Spee~h and spoken vocabulary 
2. Word analysis abilities 
_ Visual memory of words 
-Auditory analysis of words 
_ Solving words by sounding 
_ Sounds of blends, phonograms 
_ Use of context clues 
_ Remembering new words taught 
3. Oral reading abilities 
_ Oral reading practice 
_ Comprehension in oral reading 
_Phrasing (Eye-voice span) 
_ Errors on easy words 
_Addition or omission of' words 
_Repetition of words or phrases 
_ Ignoring punctuation 
_ Ignoring word errors -
_ Attack on unfamiliar words 
_ Expression in readi~g 
_ Speech, voice, enunciation 
_Security in oral ,reading 
4. Silent reading and recall 
_ Level of silent reading 
_ Comprehension in silent reading 
_ Attention and persistence 
_ Unaided oral recall 
_Recall on questions 
_ Speed of silent reading 
_ Phrasing (Eye movements) 
_ Lip movements and whispering 
_Head movements Fro.wning 
_ Imagery in silent reading 
_Position of book Posture 
5. Reading interest and effort 
_Attention and persistence 
_Voluntary reading 
_ Self-directed work Workbooks 
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Durre/l.dllal. Reading Difficulty: New Edi;ion 
INTERMEDIATE GRADE READING 
LEVEL 
Needs helJ in: 
1. Listening comprehension and speech 
_ Understanding of material heard 
_ Speech and oral expression 
2. Word analysis abilities and spelling 
_ Visual analysis of words 
_Auditory analysis of words 
_ Solving words by sounding syllables 
_ Sounding syllables, word parts 
_ Meaning from context 
_ Attack on unfamiliar words 
_Spelling ability 
_Accuracy of copy Spe,ed of writing 
_Dictionary skills: Location, pronunciation, 
meaning 
3. Oral reading abilities 
_ Oral reading practice 
_ Comprehension in oral reading 
_Phrasing (Eye-voice span) 
_ Expression in reading Speech skills 
_ Speed of oral reading 
_Security in oral reading 
_ Word and phrase meaning 
4. Silent reading and recall 
_ Level of silent reading 
_ Comprehension in silent reading 
_ Unaided oral recall 
. _Unaided written recall 
_Recall on questions 
_Attention 'and P.ersistence 
_Word and phrase meaning difficulties 
_ Sentence complexity difficulties 
_ Imagery in silent reading 
5. Speeded reading abilities 
_ Speed of reading (Eye movements) . 
_Speed of work in content subjects 
_ Skimming apd locating information 
6. Study abilities 
_Reading det~ils, directions, arithmetic 
_ Organization and subordination of ideas 
_._ Elaborative thinking in reading 
_. _Critical reading 
-Use of table of contents References 
7. Reading interest and effort 
_Voluntary reading 
_ Variety of reading 
_ Self-directed work 
'I 
D~trrell .dual. Readi11g Dijfic11lty: New Bditiu11 
General History Data 
~ 
0 
SCHOOL RECORD 
Age at,school entrance --------------
First-grade absences 
Recent absences ----------------
School report (ot classroom visit) ----------
MEDICAL RECORD 
Onset of difficulty 
Schools attended 
. Reading method used --------------
Poor discipline -----------------
Discouraged -----------------
Source --------------------
Latest examination of eyes ------------- by ---------,---------------
Clinic examination suggests: 
Nearsightedness---------------
Farsightedness ----------------
Astigmatism -----------------
Coordination difficulty -------------
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS- HOME HISTORY 
Hearing _________ ....:..:_ ________ _ 
Auditory discrimination -------------
Pertinent medical history ____________ _ 
Source ------------~-------
Siblings- where in school?----------------------------------
Handedness change-------------------------------------
Emotional reactions 
Special interests _:...._ ____________________________________ _ 
Tutoring possibilities--------------------------------------
Previous tutoring __________________________ ....:,_ __ - ______ _ 
REMEDIAL PLANS (Individual tutoring- small group work- remedial class) 
1. Level of reading materials ---------------------------------=----
' 
2. Motivation type- interests ------------------------------=------
3. Word work 
Word analysis -level, type ---------'-------------------------
Immediate recognition -----------------------------------
Phrase work _________________________________ ~-----
4. Oral reading plans 
Mechanics, --·---------...:.-----------------------------
Comprehension 
5. Silent teading plans 
Mechanics ---------------------------------------
Comprehension 
6. Study skills 
Thoroughness 
Flexibility 
Association---------------------------------------
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Oral Reading 
I. Time _____ Errors __ :.._ __ Comprehensiqn ____ _ 
2 
GR:t>.DE l 
1 
M H l M 
TIME 50 38 30 27 20 
Muff is a little yellow kitten. 
She drinks milk. 
She sleeps on a chair. 
She does not like to get wet. 
1. What color was the kitten? 
__ 2. What does she drink? 
3. Where does she sleep? 
H I 
15 
4. Why doesn't Muff like to go out on rainy days? 
2. Time ____ _ Errors----- Comprehension-----
1 
GRADE l M H l 
2 
M H 
TIME 90 75 60 55 41 30 
A little black dog ran away from home. 
played with two big dogs. · They ran away 
him. It began _to rain. He went under a 
He 
from 
tree. 
He wanted to go home, but he did not know t~e 
Dm'U A~/. kdl., Dlffi'"'" N= Ed/1~ 
I 
INSTRUCTIONS. Make a record of time, errors, phrasing, and compre-
hension according to the di;ections in the Manual. 
4. Time ____ _ Errors ____ _ Comprehension -----1 
3 4 
GRADE l M H l M H 
TIME 70 40 32 30 27 24 
Henry goes to a lar~e lake in summer. Last 
summer, a motorboat sank near his house. The 
boat had ten men in it. The man who was 
running the 
shore when 
boat brought it' very close to 
the water was low. He hit a 
the 
big 
rock under water. It made a hole in the bottom 
of the boat. The water came in very fast. All 
of the men swam to shore. 
--1. Where does Henry go in summer? 
--2. What happened near his house? 
-- 3. What kind of boat was it? 
-- 4. What did the boat hit? 
-- 5. How fast did the water coine in? 
-- 6. How many men were on the boat? 
-- 7. What happened to the men on the boat?• 
way, He saw !t boy he knew. The boy took 5. Time _____ Errors ____ _ Comprehension-----
him home. 
1. Who ran away from home? 
2. How many other dogs did he play with? 
3. Why did the dog go under the tree? 
4. What did the dog want then? 
5. Whom did he see? 
6. How did he get home? 
3. Time _____ Errors _____ Comprehension ____ _ 
GRADE 
TIME 
2 
M 
65 50 
put up 
H 
40 
a 
35 
tent 
3 
M 
25 
by 
H 
20 
the side Six boys 
They took 
went down, 
things to eat with them. 
they went into the tent 
the night, a cow came and began 
around the tent. The boys were 
thought it was a bear. 
1. How many boys went camping? 
2. Where did they put up their tent? 
of the river. 
'When the sun 
to sleep: In 
to eat -grass 
afraid. They 
3. What did they take with them besides their tent? 
4. What did the boys do when t~e sun went down? 
5. What came around their tent in the night? 
6. What was the cow dping? 
7. What did the boys think the cow was? 
3 4 5 
GRADE l M H l M H l M H 
TIME 70 50 42 40 35 30 27 25 22 
In 1807, Robert Fulton took the first long trip 
in a steamboat. He went one hundred and fifty 
miles up the Hudson River. The boat went five 
miles ·an hour. This was faster than a steamboat 
had ever gone before. 
banks of the river to 
Crowds gathered on both 
see this 11ew kind of boat 
go 
They 
by. 
were 
The fishermen did 
afraid that its 
would drive away all the fish. 
not 
noise 
-- 1. What did Robert Fulton do in this story? 
-- 2. What kind of boat was it? 
-- 3. What river was the trip made on? 
__ 4. How far did the boat go? 
--5. How fast did it go? 
-- 6. Who did not like the boat? 
like 
and 
__ 7. Wha.t were the fishermen afraid would happen? 
the boat. 
splashing 
0 
/ 
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Oral Reading 
.()fime ____ _ Errors----- Comprehension ____ _ 
The 
South 
called 
GRADE 
TIME 
richest 
Africa. 
"blue 
4 
L M H 
90 75 65 
·diamond 
Deep 
ground" 
L 
60 
field 
pits 
which 
5 
M H 
55 52 
in the 
yield a 
contains 
6 
L M 
45 40 
world 
hard 
the 
H 
32 
is in 
substance 
diamonds. 
Jzmdl A11al. R.ading Ditficlllty: New Edition 
8. Time ____ _ Errors----- Comprehension ____ _ 
Between 1865 
United 
GRADE 
TIME 
and 
States 
new industries 
6 
L M H 
90 65 50 
1900, the northern part of 
enjoyed great prosperity. 
developed, among them the 
the 
Many 
making of thread and ready-made clothes. The 
The blue ground is spread over .the drying fields invention of machinery revolutionized methods 
introduction for a year. The weather gradually crumbles it. of manufacture. For example, the 
Then it is taken up and run through washing · of the McKay 
of 
sewing· machine permitted the 
machines 
diamonds. 
mined· by 
which sort out the 
the 
stones 
diamonds 
and the manufacture shoes in big factories. Radical 
The value of 
color, size, and purity. 
diamonds 
is 
Blue, 
have 
deter- changes 
yellow, expansion 
in steel-making allowed enormous 
of the iron and steel industries. The 
orange, brown, and green been Bessemer process 
country 
of smelting was introduced 
open-hearth 
machinery 
discovered. The most valuable ones are pure into the in 1864 and the 
white. 
almost 
The largest 
two pounds. 
diamond ever found 
-.- 1. In what country is the richest diamond field of the world? 
__ 2. What is the substance containing the diamonds called? 
__ 3. Why is the blue ground spread over the drying fields? 
__ 4. What do the washing machines do? 
__ 5. What are some of the colors of diamonds? 
o- 6. Which diamonds are the most valuable? 
__ 7. How heavy was the largest diamond ever found? 
weighed 
7. Time ____ _ Errors----- Comprehension ____ _ 
GRADE 
TIME 
Golf originated in 
ice. The game in 
in Scotland. It 
kings found it so 
5 6 
L M H L M H 
so 72 65 60 55 42 
Holland as a game played on 
its present form first appeared 
became unusuall_y popular and 
enjoyable that it was known as 
process 
could 
ductive. 
in 
be 
1867. 
built, 
As 
and 
a result, more 
factories became more pro-
__ 1. What great development is described here? 
__ 2. When did this industrial growth take place? 
__ 3. What were some of the industries that arose? 
__ 4. In which part of the United States did this take place? 
__ 5. What invention increased the production of shoes? 
__ 6. What processes of steel making were used? 
__ 7. What effect did increased steel production have on industry? 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
PHRASE READING 
_Word-by-word reading 
_ Inadequate phrasing 
_Incorrect phrasing 
_ Eye-voice span too short 
WoRD SKILLS IN ORAL READING 
_ Low sight vocabulary 
_Word-analysis ability inadequate 
_ Errors on easier words 
_ Guesses at unknown words from 
context 
VorcE, ENUNCIATION, ExPRESSION· 
_ Ignores word errors and reads on 
_Strained, high-pitched voice 
_ Poor enunciation of prompted 
_ Monotonous tone words 
_Volume too loud 
_ Volume too soft GENERAL READING HABITS 
"the royal game." James IV, however, thought _Poor enunciation in all read- _Head movements; marked 
that people neglected their work to indulge in this ing _Loses place easily 
fascinating sport so it was forbidden in 
James relented when he found how attractive 
1457. 
the 
game was, and it immediately regained its former 
popularity. Golf spread gradually to other cou·n-
tries, being introduced in America in 1890. It has 
grown in favor until there is hardly a town that 
does not boast of a private or public course. 
__ 1. Where did golf originate? 
~ 2. How was it first played? ~"\..L 3. Where did it first appear in its present form? 
__ ·4. Why was golf forbidden by James IV? 
__ 5. Why did he change his mind? 
__ 6. When was golf first introduced in America? 
__ 7. What evidence have we of its popularity? 
_Poor enunciation of difficult _Uses finger or pointer 
words ' _ Holds booK too close or incorrectly 
_ Ignores punctuation _. Frowns and shows signs of tense-
- Habitual repetition of words ness 
_Habitual addition of words _Poor posture 
_Omits words _Effort and attention low 
_Marked insecurity evident _Easily distracted 
ORAL READING TIME COMPREHENSION 
Paragraph No. Grade Level 
--- ---
__ Good 
--- ---
__ Fair 
--- ---
__ Poor 
--- ---
Median Grade 
---
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St1ent Reading 
1 T' . tme M emortes 
1 2 
GRADE L M H L M H 
TIME 45 35 27 24 18 13 
MEMORIES 4 5 
Pe-ter is ..................... ·· .· .. 
a big white rabbit .......... . 
He has long ears ........... . 
He has a little tail .......... . 
He can jump and hop ...... . 
2 T' tme M em ones 
1 2 
GRADE L M H L M H 
TIME 8.1 60 53 47 37 28 
MEMORIES 7 10 
A hen had ................. . 
six little yellow chickens .... . 
One morning .............. . 
she took them for a walk. : . . . 
They looked for ............ . 
something to eat ........... . 
They found some seeds and 
sand ...................... . 
A dog came ............... . 
to play with them •.......... 
The hen .... · .............. . 
did. not like the dog ........ . 
She flew at the dog ......... . 
and made him run,away •.... 
3 T' tme em ones 
2 3 
GRADE ~ M H L M H 
TIME 62 50 35 30 23 16 
MEMORIES 7 10 
Three boys ...... , ......... . 
built a house ............... . 
in the woods •............... 
They; put ': table ........... . 
and two old chairs in it ..... . 
There was a basket. ........ . 
full of apples .............. . 
under the table ............ . 
One afternoon. : . .......... . 
they went away ............ . 
and left the door open ...... . 
When they came back, .. l .. . 
they found two little pigs ... . 
eating the apples ............ · ... . 
Durrell.dt~al. Reading D(fficulty: New Eait!Oil 
INSTRUCTIONS. Make a record of time, errors, number of unaidbd 
memories, inaccurate memories, and prompted memories according to the 
directions in the Manual. ' 0 
4 T' Ime M emones 5 T' tme M emortes I 
. 1 
3 4 
GRADE L M H L M H 
3· 4 5 J GRADE L M H L M H L M I 
TIME 45 35 30 26 23 18 TIME 62 40 36 34 30 28 26 23 1~ 
MEMORIES 12 15 MEMORIES 10 12 15 I 
A lj ttle girl. ............... . About one hundred and fifty .... 
got off the train ............ . 
all alone .................. . 
There was nobody .......... . 
at the station .............. . 
to meet her ................ . 
She asked the man ......... . 
inside the station ........... . 
where her mother was •...... 
He said that her mother ..... 
could not get the car started .. 
A man was trying to fix it ... . 
The little girl sat down ..... . 
to wait .... · ............... . 
A few minutes later ......... . 
a big car .................. . 
came around the corner ..... . 
with her mother in it ....... . 
The little girl got in ........ . 
and they drove home •........... 
Imagery Questions- (oPTIoNAL) 
years ago, ......•........... 
in France, ................. . 
the first man .............. . 
went up in a balloon ........ . 
His ballo~n was made of 
paper .................... . 
covered with strips of cloth. 
to make it strong .......... . 
A long rope kept it. ........ . 
from going too high ........ . 
Later this man took a friend .... 
up in the balloon with him .. . 
On this trip they rose ....... . 
over five hundred feet ...... . 
The trip lasted ............. ,. 
thirty minutes ............. . 
They came down ........... . 
several miles ..•............ , 
from where they started. 
...j 
...j 
.. . J 
.•• 'I 
1 
I 
I 
! 
1 
PARAGRAPH 3 
1. Did you sec in your mind the three boys who built the house in the woods? 
to you. Then ask: How old were they? How were they dressed? e~c. 
2. Did you sec the house in your mind? Tell me about how it looked to you. 
· i:? Did it hauc any windows? How many.? What kind of roof did it hauc.? 
of how the house looked to you? etc. 
T1ll m1 hom lh<y loo~ 
Then ask: How big wa4 
Could you draw a picture! 
. ' 
I 
PARAGRAPH 4 I 
1. Did you see in your mind the little girl who got off the train? Tell me how she looked. 
various articles of clothing; color; hair; age; size; luggage;. etc.) 
(How dressed; 
2. Did you see any other people? Tell me how they look .. 
3. Did you sec the station and the surroundillgs? Tell me what you saw. 
[ G ] 
f~ 
RESPONSE TO IMAGERY QUESTIONS,_ ~ 
__ Rieh flow of imagery 
__ Hesitant, indefinite 
Silent Reading 
~Time 
-
M em ones 
4 5 6 
GRADE L M H L M H L M 
TIME 70 55 47 43 38 30 27 24 
MEMOI\IES 10 13 16 
Early settlers .............. . 
in America ................ . 
found that Indians ......... . 
would sell skins and land .... . 
for glass beads ...... : ....... . 
Many men earned their liv-
ing ......... : ........... . 
by making glass beads ...... . 
and bottles ................ . 
In 18.27 ................... . 
a man invented a way ...... . 
to press mol ten glass .......•.... 
into iron molds ............ . 
The most famous glass works. 
was in the town of Sand-
wich in Massachusetts ..... 
The Sandwich glass had .•.... o a bright silvery appearance ...... . 
and it could be molded into ... . 
very elaborate and attractive 
patterns .................... . 
Beautiful lamps and candle-
sticks ....................... . 
as well as all sorts of dishes ... . 
were made from t~is glass ....... . 
In many New England homes ... . 
pieces of Sandwich glass .... 
are still found on display •.... 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
MECHANICS OF SILENT READING 
__ Low rate of silent reading 
H 
18 
__ High rate at the expense of mastery 
--Lip movements; constant- occasional 
__ Whispering; constant- occasional 
__ Lacks persistence in hard material 
__ Marked insecurity evident 
__ Poor attention necessitates rerea9ing 
RECALL 
__ Unaided recall scanty 
__ Poorly organized recall 
~ __ Inaccurate memories and guesses 
__ Response labored and slow 
__ Avoids use of new words in recall 
-- Recalls details badly in questions 
__ Very scanty recall on hard material 
7 T' 1me M em ones 
5 6 
GRADE L M H L M H 
TIME 60 46 40 37 33 24 
MEMORIES 9 14 
Basketball ................ ) ... . 
is one of the more recent 
games •.................. 
It was devised ............. . 
by a college instructor ...... . 
who desired a game to inter-
pose .................... . 
between the football ........ . 
!lnd baseball seasons ........ . 
The game demands ......... . 
precision of movement, ..... . 
concentration, ..........•... 
and great endurance •... : ... . 
It is more popular .......... . 
in those localities where ..... . 
it does not compete with 
hockey ......•................ 
Opinion differs as to whether ... . 
it is a satisfactory game ...... : .. . 
for girls ................... . 
It has been modified ........ . 
to make it less strenuous .... . 
for them .................. .. 
by restricting the playing 
area .................... . 
of each player ............... . 
Some of the large Western .. 
universities ................ . 
have audiences ............. . 
of over twenty thousand .... . 
at their conference games. 
EYE MovEMENTs 
Range of eye movements per line __ to __ 
-- Irregular pauses 
--Regressive movements 
CoMPARISON WITH ORAL READING (Underline) 
Dllrrtii.Anal. Rtading DiJ]ictl/ty: Ntw Edition 
8. Tim e. 'es M em on 
6 
GRADE L M H 
TIME 60 45 35 
MEMORIES 12 
Railroad communication ..... 
developed rapidly .......... . 
just after the Civil War.· .... . ., ... 
Between 1865 and 1873, .... . 
thirty-five thousand ....... . 
miles of track wer'e laid •..... 
This doubled the distance ... . 
people could travel. ......... . 
by railroad ................ . 
Some of the new roads ...... . 
connected important cities, .. 
and some extended westward .... 
beyond populated regions .. . 
Congress .................. . 
favored this sudden .......... . 
development ............... . 
by granting land to com-
panies .................. . 
interested in furthering ..... . 
the expansion •....... , ..... . 
Grants included territory .... . 
lying within twenty miles ... . 
of the proposed roadbed .... . 
AlterJ;late sections .......... . 
were allotted to the railroad; 
those in between were ...... . 
reserved for homesteaders ... . 
The sale of sections of land .. .' ... , 
owned by the railroad ...... . 
was made easier. ·~ ......... . 
through this checkerboard ... . 
arrangement ............... . 
SILENT READING TIME COMPREHENSION 
Speed: higher- same -lower 
Recall: better- same- poorer 
Security: better- same- poorer Paragraph No. Grade Level 
--- ---
__ Good 
---
__ Fair 
--- ,---
__ Poor 
--- ---
Median Grade 
---
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Listening Comprehension 
GRADE 1 READING LEVEL 
The Cat and the Dog 
-- 1. What did the boy have? 
__ 2. What was he going to give her? 
__ 3. What happened when he called to lier? 
__ 4. Where was the cat? 
__ 5. What was she doing? 
__ 6. What did the boy do then? 
__ 7. What happened next? 
GRADE 2 READING LEVEL 
Dick's Birthday Present 
__ 1, What did Dick do when he woke up? 
__ 2. What day was it? 
__ 3. What did he find on his chair? 
__ 4. What did Dick hear? 
__ 5. What did Dick do then? 
__ 6. What was in the basket? 
__ 7. \Yhat did the dog do? 
GRADE 3 READING LEVEL 
The Accident 
__ 1. What was this story about? 
__ 2. What had the boy been doing? 
__ 3. What was he riding? 
__ 4. What came down the road? 
__ 5. Why didn't he see the car coming? 
__ 6. How fast was the car going? ' 
__ 7. What happened to the boy? 
__ 8. What happened to the bicycle? 
GRADE 4 READING LEVEL 
Peter Cooper's Engine 
--1. What did Peter Cooper build? 
__ 2. What was it used for? 
__ 3. How far away was the town? 
__ 4. What was the engine hooked to? 
__ 5. How fast did it go? 
__ 6. How long did the trip take? 
__ 7. What surprised the people? 
Norms for Word Recognition and Word Analysis 
FLASH 
. GRADE* L M H L 
1 5 12 20 7 
ANALYSIS 
M 
17 
H 
29 
Durrell Anal. R<ading Difficplty: N<w Edition 
INSTRUCTIONS. Make a record of the comprehension questions 
answered correctly according to the directions in the Manual. 
+Wt 
GRADE 5 READING LEVEL 
Uses of Kites 
__ 1, What was this story about? 
__ 2. What have kites been used for in war? 
__ 3. What did one general use kites for? 
__ 4. What was he going to build? 
__ 5. What do some people in China make? 
__ 6. What are these kites supposed to do? 
__ 7, What has the weather bureau used kites for? 
__ 8. How high has a string of kites gone? 
--9. How much can some kites lift? 
GRADE 6 READING LEVEL 
History of Baseball 
_. _ 1. What is called the national-sport? 
__ 2. What 'Yere some of its early names? 
__ 3. When was it first played in colleges? 
__ 4. What is said about its equipment? 
-- 5. What was responsible for its growth? 
__ 6. What happened to baseball·after the Civil War? 
-- 7. What happened in the countries where the soldiers were stationed? 
-- 8. Who is said to welcome the baseball season? 
ABOVE GRADE 6 READING LEyEL 
General St. Clair's Defeat 
-- 1. Whataccountedfor defeat in thefirstwarwaged by the United States? 
-- 2. How many men did General St. Clair have? 
__ 3. What were they going to do? 
-4. What did they neglect to do? 
__ 5. Where did the Indians attack? 
--6. What did General St. Clair do then? 
__ 7. How many men escaped uninjured? 
-- 8. How did President Washington feel about it? 
LISTENING CoMPREHENSION LEVEL EQUAL TO 
SILENT READING LEVEL OF GRADE----
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN WORD RECOGNITION 
AND WORD ANALYSIS 
WoRD RECOGNITION SKILLS (FLASHED WoRDs) 
__ Low sight vocabulary 
-- Will not try difficult words 
-- Can spell but not pr<;mounce 
-- Ignores word endings 
-- Guesses at word from general form 
WoRD ANALYSIS 
--Word-analysis ability poor 
--Will not try difficult words 
-- Has no method of word analysis 
·---------- -------------------- --------------------
-- Sounds aloud by: single letters- blends- syllables 
2 2 5 8 4 8 
3 11 14 17 17 21 
4 21 25 28 29 34 
5 32 34 36 41 43 
'6 ·38 41 44 46 47 
· *Grade 1- Lists A & B; Grades 2-6- Lists 1 & 2. 
13 
25 
38 
45 
50 
-- Unable to combine sounds into words 
-- Looks away from word after sounding 
-- Sounding slow or inaccurate 
-- Spells words: successful- inadequate 
--Silent word study: successful- inadequate 
·--Enunciates badly when prompted 
-- Systematic errors (See tabulation) 
--Names of letters not known 
-- Sounds of letters not known 
-- Blends n.ot known 
[ .8 ] 
Word Recognition· and 
0 Word Analysis 
A£¥ $Ni,15It.ifr$ f@M'#tGiWP JWACW1 
GRADE 1 READING LEVEL- LIST A 
0 
Flash 
1. you 
2. look 
3. little 
4. me 
5. day 
6. tree 
7. all 
8. come 
9. away 
10. are 
11. run 
12. father 
13. children 
14. morning 
15 .. sleep 
16. fish 
17. around 
18. name 
19. chair 
20. live 
Analysis 
GRADE 1 READING LEVEL- LIST B 
21. rain 
22. seen 
23. breakfast 
24. other 
25. hole 
26. cry 
27. love 
28. sister 
29. lost 
30. joy 
31. bark 
32. blow 
33. please 
34. sand 
35. tall 
36. cover 
37. dark 
38. afraid 
39. place 
40. chimney 
LIST FLASH ANALYSIS SCORE GRADE SCORE GRADE 
A & B 
-- -- -- --
1 & 2 
--
-- -- --
•w 
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purrtll Anal. R<ading Dijfictdty: Nt:W Editiolt 
INSTRUCTIONS. Make a record of correct responses and mispro-
nunciations according to the directions in the Manual. 
•JAR* M 'NNSMfPW0M 
GRADES 2-6 READING LEVEL- LIST 1 
Flash 
1. road 
2. ground 
3. know 
4. drink 
5. turkey 
6. elephant 
7. different 
8. inch 
9. strong 
'10. stamp 
11. fair 
12. quickly 
13. believe 
14. handle 
15. bridge 
16. sp~ed 
17. battle 
18. cleaned 
19. either 
20. quarter 
21. guard 
22. forgotten 
23. crawl 
24. tongue 
25. single 
Analysis 
GRADES 2-6 READING LEVEL- LIST 2 
26. drawn 
27. chapter 
28. broadcast 
29. invent 
30. photograph 
31. blunt 
32. imagine 
33. disturb 
34. carpenter 
35. provide 
36. battery 
37. ceiling 
38. delayed 
39. pretend 
40. freight 
41. championship 
42. crowned 
43. a.dvertisement 
44. prairie 
45. blundering 
46. shingle 
47. wrenches 
48. circumstances 
49. triumphant 
50. thorough 
Letters (Naming Letters-
Identifying ~etters Named-· 
Matching Letters) 
Letters Named-Identified by Name-Matched 
1. D F- J H t m s c 
2. s w G 0 f J w d 
3. M L B T p n I k 
4. c A K v r h g X 
5. N y E R u e 0 1 
\ 
6. I u p :X a y b v 
7. Q z A c z q 0 p 
f7isual Memory of 
Words - Primary 
. 
1. y b d g f 
2. m h n r t 
3. no on 1mp m mp 
4. saw war as was waste 
5. girl dog boy dig day 
6. won no now mow was 
7. lack clock black block dark 
8. frost first fast firm trust 
9. slat last lost lot blast 
10. JUmp jest just jot must 
11 .. clear clean close climb lean 
12. par park trap party 
quart dark part 
13. quiet quick quack point 
quite question quit 
14. state elation tasted station 
stationed started skating 
Durrell.~tual. Readi11g DiJficnlty: New .Edro11 
Make a record of errors according to the directifns INSTRUCTIONS. 
in the Manual. 0 
.I' 
Errors in · 
1. ~aming Letters 
CAPITAL----------------1-S~L~----------~~----r-r I.· 2. Identifying Letters Named 
CAPITAL-------____;:.--------+-~ 
SMALL------------------'---+-
1 3. Matching Letters 
CAPITAL-----------------:-~ 
S~L~----------------+-1 
4. Writing Letters j 
CAPITAL----------------+--SMAL~----------------+-1 
1 
I 
J INSTRUCTIONS. Ask the child to draw circles around certain lett rs 
. and words according to the directions in the Manual. f 
15. nomination notion I mention mountain[ 
mountains motion mentioned 1 
' 
16. quarter portion bracelet particle 
practice practical poultice 
17. obscure advice above advise l advances dance advance I 
18. sure obscure scare secure 1 
second server cure 1 
l 19. contact contain contract contracts 
I contacts capital convict 
20. immediate meditates mediate mistake l 
meditate material meditative 
: 
. 
SCORE GRADE 
. 
Norms for Visual Memory qf Words- Primary 
-
' I
SCORE 
I 
. 1\2 15 18 I - l GRADE 1.5 2.5 3.5 ' 
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Dum/1 A1tal. Rtading Dijficttlty: New Edition 
Sounds (Hearing Sounds tn Words- Sounds tn Letters) 
~Hearing Sounds in Words-Primary, 
-
INSTRUCTIONS. Ask the child to draw circles around certain words 
accordlng to the directions in the Manual. -~ .. 
A. padlock - vegetable bacon 
1. tranquil familiar vagabond 
2. matter rapidity separated 
3. geyser capitulate petal 
4. deck temperature highway 
5. wisdom yacht volcano 
6. gasoline ·kaolin lariat 
7. · fault vein weight 
8. thorough favor tattered 
9. broadcast blizzard domestic 
10. choice confer classic 
11. thistles whirled wisdom 
~ 12. senator 
13: specimen 
department 
caravan 
stimulant 
suffer 
14. roster diamond drydock 
15. document poster pleJ}tiful 
B. forehead crimson different 
16. crowd grasp job 
Learning to Hear Sounds in Words 
f LEARNS SOUNDS m s 
_Easily 
_Slowly 
t b ch _None 
NEEDS HELP ON 
1 p r _ Initial Sounds 
_ Final Sounds 
~ 
LEARNING RATE 
Number of Words Learned 
17. flutter blood tug 
''" 18. loss bantam lynx 
19. locust hearty grief 
20. piccolo fantastic benefit 
c. figure fault helmet 
21. water workbench lurch 
22. frontier frozen tradition 
23. davenport disease protect 
24. claimed glistened glee 
25. bullet farewell bushel 
26. helium happiness loomed 
27. rusty radish foolish 
28. noodles margm measles 
29. dreamed transfer trampled 
SCORE __ GRADE __ 
Norms for Hearing Sounds i?Z Words- Primary 
SCORE 17 22 28 
GRADE 1.5 2.5 3.5 
So~nds of ~etters 
INSTRUCTIONS. Ask the child to give.the sounds of the letters (small) 
in the list on the opposite page. Point to each letter in turn and say: "What 
does this say?" 
Errors in Sounds'-----------------
Ask the child to give the sounds of the phonograms below. Point to each 
phonogram in turn and say: "What does this say?" 
st ch th wh sh dr tr c) 
fr sm pl tw fl sk sw gr 
Errors in Sounds ~----------------
[ 11 ] 
Durrell Anal. R,eading Dij]iculty: New Editio 
Visual Memory of WordsJ INSTRUCTIONS. For these tests ask the child to write certain wordj 
according to the directions in the Manual. , 
Spelling) and Handwriting 
Visual Memory of Words- In-
termediate 
1. 
2. I 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
SCORE GRADE 
Norms for Visual Memory and Phonic 
Spelling qf Words 
VISUAL PHONIC GRADE MEMORY SPELLING 
-
4 5 7 
5 7 9 
6 9 11 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
VISUAL MEMORY 
--Omits letters; syllables 
--Adds letters; syllables 
--Marked insecurity 
PHONIC SPELLING 
-- Omits sounds; syllables 
-- Adds sounds; syllables 
_ Incorrect sounds used 
- Marked insecurity 
\ 
-
Phonic Spelling of Words 
1. 
2. 
• 
3. 
4. 
5. 
. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
SCORE GRADE 
. 
Norms for Spelling Test 
LIST GRADE 1 2 
. 
2 8 
-
3- 12 ~ 
4 16 9 
. i 
·s 
-
12. 
6 
-
15 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
IN SPELLING 
__ Omits sounds; syllables 
__ Adds sounds; syllables 
__ Incorrect sounds 
__ Slow handwriting 
[ 12 ] 
Spellt'ng Test 
I 
1. I 
2. I 
I I 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. I 
7. I 
8. 
9. I 
10. I 
I 
11. I 
I 
12. I 
13. I • 
1.4. ' I. 
15. I 
16. I 
.17 • I 
18. I 
19. I 
20. I 
SCORE GRADE I 
I 
Norms for Handwriting 
GRADE 2 3 4 5 6 
LmERS 
PER 25 35 45 55 65 
MINUTE 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
IN HANDWRITING 
-- Speed too slow j 
--Poor letter formation ·-
--Poor position: hand, pencil, paper, body I 
--Irregular: height, spacing, slant 
HAND USED __ Right __ Lef 
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